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Introduction

1.1 Atomic force microscopy
The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in 1982 [9] was the
starting point of the development of a whole family of scanning probe microscopes (SPM). The working principle of each SPM is to scan a sample in very
close proximity of a very sharp measurement tip, and to record the tip-sample interaction. While STM is only limited to conductive materials, the invention of
the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986 [8] has enlarged the applicability
of SPM to also image non-conductive materials. In AFM the measurement tip
is mounted at the free end of a micro cantilever. By detecting the deflection of
this cantilever the interaction forces between the tip and the sample can be measured [76]. By measuring and controlling the tip-sample force interaction, a large
variety of sample properties can be captured, such as the sample topography and
the local stiffness of the sample [7]. Moreover, by using specially functionalized
tips electromagnetic properties [37], hydrophobicity of sample material [22], and
charge distributions [67] can be measured. One major advantage of AFM over
other high resolution imaging techniques such as electron microscopy is that AFM
is not restricted to operate only in vacuum chambers, but can also be used in ambient environments or in liquids. Apart from being used as a measurement and
imaging device, AFM can also be used for nanofabrication [100], such as nano
scratching [99], electro-chemical processes [59], and nano manipulation [72]. Due
to this huge versatility of the instrument, AFM has become one of the most popular tools in the field of micro-biology [35, 66, 23], material sciences [60], and in the
high precision industry [104, 44, 12].

1.1.1 Principle of AFM
In Figure 1.1 the working principle of the AFM is depicted. The sample is probed
by a very sharp tip with an end-radius on the order of a few nanometers, which
is mounted on the free end of a micro cantilever, as shown in Figure 1.2. These tip
and cantilever assemblies are typically produced out of silicon or silicon nitride.
1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic description of the Atomic Force Microscope
The cantilever beam represents a stiffness between the cantilever base and the tip
in the order of 0.1 N/m up to about 100 N/m. When the tip is brought in close
proximity of the sample, the interaction forces between the tip and the sample can
be detecting by measuring the deflection of the cantilever beam. Most often the
cantilever deflection is detected by focussing a laser beam at the free end of the
cantilever, and measuring the reflection of the laser spot with a segmented photodiode [3], as shown in Figure 1.1. The four segments of the photodiode allow
to measure both the vertical deflection of the cantilever as well as its torsional deflection. Other methods for sensing the cantilever deflection are interferometry,
capacitive sensing or via a piezoresistive layer deposited on the cantilever [76].
During imaging the sample is scanned relative to the measurement tip in a lateral
scanning pattern in order to image a certain area of interest. This scanning pattern can be decomposed into a fast triangular scanning motion in the x-direction,
and a slow triangular scanning motion in the y-direction. During scanning the
interaction force between the tip and the sample is controlled by a feedback loop,
manipulating the distance between the tip and the sample based on the measured
cantilever deflection. This feedback loop prevents damage of the tip and the sample due to large interaction forces, and also allows to convert the force measurement into an estimate of the sample topography. In order to provide the lateral
scanning motion and to allow the control of the tip-sample interaction force, a
high precision positioning stage is used which can position the sample relative to
the measurement tip in all three spatial directions.
While scanning, the measured cantilever deflection and the compensating actions
of the feedback loop are recorded by the system’s data acquisition in order to obtain a map of the sample topography, and possibly other sample properties. Figure 1.3 shows an AFM image of a calibration grating. Depending on the control
bandwidth, the topography variations with lower spatial frequency are mainly
revealed by the compensating actions of the feedback loop, while the sample topography variations that occur faster then the control bandwidth of the feedback
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loop during imaging are revealed by the measured cantilever deflection. Therefore, often both the feedback controller output u(t), and the measured cantilever
deflection signal d(t) are presented in separate images for each imaging experiment, which are denoted the ’height image’ (Fig. 1.3a) and the ’cantilever deflection image’ (Fig. 1.3b), respectively. Other signals may be presented as well such
as the measured torsional deflection of the cantilever, which is a measure for the
friction between the tip and the sample during imaging, as shown by Figure 1.3c.
The combination of mechanics, electronics, and controls makes the AFM a highly
complex mechatronic system, which strongly relies on proper design and integration of all its components to achieve the high requirements on its imaging performance.

a)

b)

Figure 1.2: Scanning electron microscope images of a tip-cantilever assembly (a),
and a close-up of the actual tip (b). The cantilever beam typically has
a length of 100 to 300 µm, and the tip typically has a height of 10 µm.

1.1.2 Image quality
The quality of a topography image obtained with an AFM is determined by (i)
the resolution of the image which is defined by the smallest increment (detail)
the instrument is capable of resolving, and (ii) the accuracy (or ’exactness’) of the
measured sample dimensions. In AFM imaging the lateral resolution is largely
limited by the finite sharpness of the tip, which convoluted with the sample surface results in dilation of the measured sample features, shrinking the holes and
broadening the peaks on the sample surface [61]. Besides the finite sharpness of
the tip, the resolution is also strongly depending on the precision, or repeatability
of the imaging process. This notion of repeatability denotes to which extend the
outcome of multiple imaging experiment are the same when the experiments are
repeated with the exact same imaging parameters and conditions. Throughout
this thesis the term ’precision’ is used to denote the degree at which the imaging
experiments are subject to non-repeatable errors, while the term ’accuracy’ is used
to denote the degree at which the imaging experiments are subject to repeatable
or ’systematic’ errors.
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Figure 1.3: AFM images of a calibration grating with 180 nm deep, 10 µm pitch
square holes, imaged in contact mode, and the cross-sections corresponding to the white dashed lines within the images. (a) shows the
’height image’ which is directly obtained from the recorded feedback
controller output u(t), (b) shows the cantilever deflection image obtained from the measured cantilever deflection d(t), and (c) shows the
’friction image’ obtained from the measured torsional deflection of the
cantilever.

As AFM is a mechanical microscope, the accuracy and resolution that can be obtained with an AFM imaging experiment are largely depending on the accuracy
and precision at which the sample is positioned relative to the measurement tip,
and the accuracy and precision of the tip-sample force measurement.
The precision of an imaging experiment can be affected by non-repeatable distortions, such as noise from the electronics, temperature drifts, vibrations from the
environment, and the Brownian noise acting on the micro cantilever [76]. How
these distortions affect the precision of the imaging experiments strongly depends
on the duration of the imaging experiment and on the sampling time (or pixelrate), determining which frequency components of the overall disturbance spectrum are revealed within the image. For a long duration imaging experiment with
a low sampling time the obtained imaging precision may be mostly affected by the
low frequency (temperature) drifts within the instrument, while a short duration
imaging experiment with high sampling rate may be mostly affected by the higher
frequency noise stemming for instance from the electronics.
The accuracy of the imaging experiment can be affected by repeatable distortions
such as calibration errors, and possible non-linearity of the instrument. The requirements on the accuracy of the instrument are strongly depending on the type
of imaging application, in which we can distinguish quantitative and qualitative
imaging applications. In quantitative imaging experiments the goal is to exactly
trace back the dimensions of the measured sample features towards the international length standards, requiring a high absolute accuracy of the instrument.

1.2 Scope of the thesis
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Meanwhile, in qualitative imaging experiments it is mostly important that the
sample features are resolved with the correct relative proportions, showing low
malformations, while the absolute dimensions of the sample features are of lesser
importance. Therefore, qualitative imaging experiments require sufficient relative
accuracy of the instrument, rather than requiring a high absolute accuracy of the
data scaling.

1.2 Scope of the thesis
One of the main challenges in the development of AFM instruments nowadays,
is to improve the relatively low imaging speed of these instruments. As in AFM
the sample is probed point by point, AFM imaging is a rather time consuming
process, taking on the order of several minutes per frame for most commercially
available AFM’s nowadays. Especially in industrial application, like in the semiconductor industry where AFM’s are used for quality control and process monitoring [12], the low imaging speeds results in low throughputs, making it a rather
cost intensive process. Moreover, in the field of nanofabrication faster AFM imaging could significantly improve the production times, as in nanofabrication the
substrate needs to be imaged after each manipulation cycle [72]. Furthermore, the
low imaging speed of current AFMs does not allow the capturing of fast dynamical processes as they occur on the nano scale, which would be very valuable for
many research applications, e.g. in molecular biology [5,36]. Therefore, improving
the imaging speed of AFM could significantly widen up the field of application
of these instruments in both the industrial environments as well as new research
areas within the scientific community.
While improving the imaging speed is an important challenge in AFM design, it
is vital that with the improved imaging speed the quality of the AFM image is
maintained. When increasing the imaging speed, the stronger excitation of higher
order dynamical modes may have degrading effects on the achievable image quality [16, 83]. Moreover, the higher data sampling rates in high speed AFM may result in higher sensitivity to measurement noise and external disturbances, which
have adverse effects on the achievable resolution. These aspects limit the application of these instruments as a reliable inspection and measurement tool in production environments where high throughputs are required. In order to improve the
accessibility of reliable measurement data at the nanometer scale, cost-effective
methods need to be developed to improve the imaging speed of AFM without
hampering the image quality.
As discussed above, the imaging performance of AFM strongly relies on proper
mechatronic design and control of the instrument. Therefore, the main question
driving this research can be formulated as:
Main Research Question:
Can the mechatronics and control of current AFM instruments be improved to
increase the system performance in terms of imaging speed and image quality?
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1.3 State of the art in AFM design
The operation of AFM can be split in two main tasks: (i) performing the lateral
scanning motion of the sample relative to the tip in order to probe a certain area of
interest, and (ii) to control the tip-sample force in order to prevent damage of the
tip and the sample and to convert the force measurement into an estimate of the
sample topography. Although the measures taken to perform these tasks might
sometimes influence each other via cross-talk, in this section the state of the art
in AFM design is discussed along this division in operating tasks. While besides
imaging the AFM can also be used for other applications such as nano-fabrication
and force spectroscopy as also discussed in Section 1.1, in this section the discussion is restricted to AFM imaging which is the most important application area of
AFM.

1.3.1 Lateral scanning motion
For most commercially available AFM systems, the positioning of the sample or
measurement tip in all three spatial directions is provided by a scanning stage
utilizing piezoelectric tube scanners [10], which consist of a tube of piezoelectric material with segmented electrodes on the side, as shown in Figure 1.1. The
lateral scanning motion is provided by applying an antiparallel voltage over the
electrode pairs on the lower end of the tube, which induces a bending motion
of the tube, and consequently an in-plane motion of the sample placed on top.
The vertical displacement of the sample is achieved by applying a voltage over an
ring electrode which induces a longitudinal elongation of the tube. While Figure
1.1 depicts an AFM system in which the positioning stage is moving the sample,
AFMs in which the measurement probe is moved are available as well. Besides
these piezoelectric tube-scanners, also AFM stages are developed utilizing piezoelectric stack actuators [5, 79, 63], which generally result in a stiffer construction
with higher fundamental resonance frequencies.
The precision which can be achieved with these piezoelectric actuators is very
high, as they form a rigid connection between the moving sample and the base
of the cantilever, which results in a low sensitivity of the instrument to external
disturbances. A major drawback of these piezoelectric actuators, however, is that
the positioning accuracy is compromised by the effects of hysteresis, creep and
also by the weakly damped resonant modes within these actuators [33, 17, 83].
Several methods can be found in literature to compensate for these adverse effects. Although the measures taken to compensate for these different effects can be
combined, in discussing these methods a division is made between the compensation of the creep and hysteresis which are particulary dominant at low frequency
regime, and the compensation of the higher order scanner dynamics which are
mainly dominant in the high frequency regime.
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Figure 1.4: Measured hysteresis loops of a piezoelectric stack actuator for various
amplitudes of the input signal [96].

Compensating scanner hysteresis and creep
Creep results in a slow drift of the piezoelectric actuator, initiated by a change
in offset voltage over the electrodes, as occurs for instance when changing to another scan-area. After the offset change the drift stemming from the creeps settles
out within a time frame of a couple of seconds up to about a minute. Therefore,
the creep may distort the AFM imaging process mainly during the initialization
phase of the imaging experiment, but settles out when the scanning operation
proceeds [24, 61].
Hysteresis is a non-linear effect originating from molecular friction within the
piezo element, which results in the forward motion not fully overlapping the
backward motion of the scanner [17, 33], as shown in Figure 1.4. Because of this
nonlinearity stemming from the hysteresis, most often only the forward (’trace’) or
the backward (’retrace’) scanning motion is used to record the imaging data [24].
As the effects of hysteresis are very repeatable over several scan-lines, the precision of the scanning motion is not compromised by the hysteresis. However, due
to the non-linear effects of hysteresis it is difficult to trace back the exact location
of the tip relative to the sample which compromises the accuracy of the instrument [108], especially when the scanning motion is operated in open-loop .
In literature several methods are discussed to improve the accuracy of the scanning motion by compensating for hysteresis and creep. Using dedicated position
sensors measuring the scanner displacement, the scanner accuracy can be significant improved by direct feedback control [95, 74, 89, 14]. Especially for high accuracy metrological applications this method is preferred as the position of the
sample with respect to the measurement tip can be directly traced back using the
(interferometric) position sensors [63, 98], given that the system is designed following the Abbé-principles [91]. A major drawback of direct feedback control,
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however, is that the precision of the instrument may be compromised by feeding back the measurement noise stemming from the displacement sensors, which
is especially a problem when higher control bandwidths are required for faster
AFM imaging. Moreover, the use of dedicated position sensors is often very cost
intensive, and therefore not always very efficient for all applications. As an alternative, feedforward compensation methods have been proposed to compensate
for the non-linearities and scanner dynamics [17, 108]. As feedforward compensation methods work in an open-loop manner, the precision of the instrument
is not compromised by feedback of measurement noise. Because compensating
for hysteresis and creep in an open loop manner requires accurate knowledge
of the scanners non-linear behavior, and also frequent calibration, the achievable
scanning accuracy with these open-loop control methods are limited. However,
for most qualitative imaging applications the achieved accuracy with open-loop
compensation is sufficient, and therefore these methods can be found in most commercially available AFM systems. The hysteresis within the piezo actuators can
also be compensated for to a large extent, by using charge amplifiers instead of
voltage amplifiers [30]. A drawback of charge control, however, is that the charge
measurement is only possible above a certain bandwidth, and therefore the stability and accuracy of charge amplifiers is compromised at lower frequencies.
As the scanning motion in AFM is a repetitive motion, the tracking errors stemming from the hysteresis are also repetitive, which allows to measure the tracking errors from one scan-line, and based on that apply a compensating action
for the subsequent scan-lines. This is the principle of Iterative Learning Control
(ILC) [13], which has been investigated to compensate for the effects of hysteresis
in AFM [56, 107]. As in ILC the measured tracking error is not fed back directly, it
allows to average out the measurement noise over several scan-lines before calculating the compensating actions for the subsequent scan-lines [78, 96]. This quasi
closed-loop control method therefore allows to significantly improve the scanning
accuracy of the instrument without compromising the precision of the scanning
motion. This is particulary important when high control bandwidths are required
as in high speed AFM imaging. This data averaging may also relax the noise specifications of the position sensors, allowing the use of cheaper position sensors like
strain-gages [78, 96]. However, ILC is only capable of compensating for a limited
amount of uncertainty in the actuator dynamics [13], and therefore most often the
control bandwidth with ILC is limited by the large dynamical uncertainty associated with the weakly damped resonant modes of the scanner at higher frequencies.
Compensating for scanner resonances
While hysteresis and creep limit the accuracy of the scanning motion particulary at
larger amplitude and at lower frequencies, the weakly damped resonance modes
start to compromise the scanning accuracy particulary when imaging faster, resulting in scanner oscillations when excited by the scanning signals [16, 83]. In
Figure 1.5 the influence of the scanner oscillations on the quality of the AFM image is shown. As a rule of thumb, if the weakly damped resonances are not compensated for the scan-rate is limited to about 1 percent of the first fundamental
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resonance frequency of the scanner as otherwise the scan accuracy is too strongly
compromised by the scanner oscillations [36]. Another drawback of these weakly
damped resonances is that these increase the sensitivity of the system to external disturbances, and may induce strong couplings with the z-axis [71, 97], which
may compromise the performance of the feedback loop controlling the tip sample
force [97].
In order to improve the scan-rate of AFM imaging, several prototype AFM systems are reported in literature with improved mechanical design of the scanner stage aimed at pushing the resonant modes to higher frequencies, most often utilizing piezoelectric stack actuators instead of the piezoelectric tube actuators [5, 79]. These high speed scanners allow scan speeds of a few thousand lines
per second, which depending on the image resolution results in several frames
per second. Some groups have investigated the use of sinusoidal scanning motions instead of the usual triangular scanning motion, using a resonating tuning
fork to provide the fast scanning motion [68,41]. Although sinusoidal scanning allows higher scan-rates, the accuracy of these methods is hampered by uncertainty
of the damping within the oscillating scanner, and the non-constant scanning velocity.
In order to prevent excitation of the resonant modes by the scanning signals feedforward control methods can be applied [16, 83], or signal shaping methods [85],
which have shown to allow about 15 times faster scanning as compared to the
un-compensated case [83]. Also adaptive feedforward control methods are investigated in order to compensate for shifts in resonance frequencies due to varying
load conditions [58, 27]. A draw-back of these open-loop control methods is that
these can only compensate for the deterministic disturbances, but do not prevent
excitation of these resonant modes due to external disturbances, or via the crosstalks with the z-axis which is used to track the (unknown) sample topography.
Alternatively, active damping of the resonant modes can be achieved by direct
feedback control, utilizing position sensors to measure the scanner displacement
[95, 74, 89, 14]. Active damping by feedback control allows to also compensate
for non-deterministic excitation of the resonant modes, and allows certain robustness against variations in the dynamical behavior of the scanner, which might
occur when changing the sample and measurement tip. When using the feedback
controller only to apply active damping to the resonant modes, and not to compensate for the effects of hysteresis and creep, a selective feedback controller can
be used with a high feedback gain only in the frequency regions of the resonant
modes, in order not to severely compromise the scanners precision by the feedback of measurement noise [88]. However, the use of dedicated position sensors
is rather cost intensive, and most often difficult to integrate within the scanner design without adding additional weight to the scanning unit, which would again
lower the bandwidth of the system. In [6, 64] the use of external position sensors
is omitted by using part of the available electrode surface of a piezoelectric tube
for sensing, measuring the voltage change over these passive electrodes by the
bending of the tube. Although this technique enables active damping of the fundamental resonances, the maximum scan-range is compromised as not the whole
available electrode surface is used for actuation. Alternatively in [31], a reduction
of scanner oscillations is achieved by connecting a shunt impedance in parallel
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with the scan-electrodes, damping the resonances within the fast scanning axis of
the scanner by about 20 db.
Cantilever deflection

Friction

61 lines/s

2 lines/s

Height

Figure 1.5: Silica-bead projection pattern imaged at 2 lines per second (a-c), and
at 61 lines per second (d-f), demonstrating the image distortions stemming from the excitation of the undamped lateral resonance mode of
the scanner when imaging at high speed [83].

1.3.2 Control of the tip-sample force
In AFM, the tip-sample interaction forces are controlled in a feedback loop by detecting the deflection of the cantilever and manipulating the distance between the
tip and the sample as shown by Figure 1.7. The reason for this feedback loop is
twofold: (i) in order to prevent damage or wear of the tip and the sample, and (ii)
to convert the force measurement into an estimate of the sample topography.
In this subsection the state of the art in controlling the tip-sample force is discussed, divided in the different imaging modes, the tracking of the sample surface, and the estimation of the sample topography.
Imaging modes
The force interaction between the tip and the sample is stemming from the attractive van-der-Waals, capillary, magnetic and electrostatic forces, and the repulsive
forces due to the Pauli repulsion [76]. When the tip is moving closer to the sample
surface, it first enters a regime in which the attractive forces are dominant, before
entering the regime in which the repulsive forces are dominant, as shown by the
qualitative sketch in Figure 1.6a. The actual tip-sample force interaction curve
strongly depends on the material and geometric properties of the tip and the sample, and the environmental conditions. The tip sample force interaction can be
measured by a force curve experiments in which the sample is moved towards
the tip and back, while measuring the cantilever deflection [24]. The typical shape
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Figure 1.6: (a) Qualitative sketch of the interaction force between the tip and the
sample as a function of the distance between the two, showing the attractive and repulsive regime.
(b) Qualitative sketch of the typical result of a force curve measurement, showing the cantilever deflection as a function of the distance
between the sample and the cantilever base. The experiment is started
at point 1 at which the tip is far from the sample surface and moved
towards the sample. At point 2 the ’snap-in’ occurs due to the attractive forces. While the distance is further reduced the tip-sample force
enters the repulsive regime until a user defined maximum is reached
at point 3. During the retraction phase the tip keeps on sticking to the
sample surface due to the adhesion forces, until it snaps loose at point
4.

of such a force distance curve is by the qualitative sketch in Figure 1.6b. Based
on the measured cantilever deflection and the (known) stiffness parameters of the
cantilever, the tip-sample force curve of Figure 1.6a can be derived.
During AFM imaging, the interaction forces between the tip and the sample can
be measured via different imaging modes, which can be divided in static imaging
modes, and dynamics imaging modes [7, 24]. In static mode imaging the cantilever deflection signal is directly used as an input for the feedback controller,
which is aimed to control the tip-sample force to a constant setpoint level, and
thus a constant tip-sample distance throughout the scan-area, as shown by Figure 1.7b. In static mode imaging the tip and the sample are in such close contact
that the overall tip-sample forces are in the repulsive regime (cf. Fig. 1.6), or ’in
contact’. Consequently, static mode imaging is also referred to as ’contact’ mode
imaging.
In dynamic mode imaging the cantilever is oscillating close to its natural resonance frequency, driven by for instance a small piezoelectric actuator located at
the mounting spot of the cantilever. The oscillation amplitude and phase with
respect to the driving signal are depending on the tip-sample interactions, and
therefore can be used as the input variable for the feedback loop in order to control
the average height between the tip and the sample surface [24]. Furthermore, in
’Frequency Modulation’ (FM) mode the frequency of the excitation signal for the
oscillating cantilever is controlled towards a predefined phase angle via a phase-
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of the feedback loop in AFM controlling the tip-sample
force (a), with the sample topography h(t), the measured cantilever
deflection signal d(t), and the compensating action of the feedback
controller u(t). In contact mode imaging (b) the feedback loop is manipulating the height of the sample relative to the cantilever base in
order to control the deflection of the cantilever towards a constant setpoint value. In tapping mode imaging (c) the cantilever is oscillating
above the sample surface, while the feedback controller is controlling
the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever.

locked loop [2]. This phase-locked loop therefore allows the to detect the changes
in resonance frequency due to the tip sample interaction, which can also be used
as an input for the feedback controller to control the height of the oscillating tip
above the sample surface.
In dynamic non-contact imaging the tip is oscillating at a small amplitude above
the sample surface within the attractive regime of the tip-sample interaction (cf.
Fig. 1.6), while most often the tip sample distance is controlled by detecting the
phase or in FM mode. Dynamic non-contact mode imaging allows for very low
tip-sample forces which prevent degradation of the tip and the sample, and allows for extremely high resolution imaging when operated in vacuum [32]. However, in ambient conditions most samples develop a liquid meniscus layer on the
surface which makes is difficult to prevent the tip from sticking to the surface
in non-contact mode imaging. To overcome this problem dynamic contact mode
imaging, or tapping mode imaging [109] has been developed in which the tip is
oscillating above the sample surface with a larger amplitude of about 10 nm up to
about a 100 nm. The momentum of the oscillating tip prevents it from sticking to
the sample surface. In tapping mode imaging the tip sample interaction reaches
into the repulsive regime, which causes a decrease in oscillation amplitude when
the average tip-sample distance is reduced. Therefore, in tapping mode the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is most often used as the controlled variable in
the feedback loop in order to maintain a constant average tip-sample distance, as
shown in Figure 1.7c.
The advantage of tapping mode imaging over static contact mode imaging is that
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the lateral shear forces between the tip and the sample are significantly smaller,
which reduces the chance of damage and wear of the tip and the sample. A
limitation of tapping mode imaging, however, is that converting the measured
cantilever oscillation into an oscillation amplitude signal requires demodulation
and low-pass filtering which adds additional dynamics and phase lag to the feedback loop. Therefore, when higher imaging bandwidths are required often contact
mode imaging is preferred because it allows a higher control bandwidth [79, 68],
although recently significant improvements have been made on high speed tapping mode imaging [73, 4, 47, 42].
For either imaging mode, a strong limitation on the achievable measurement
bandwidth is posed by the first resonance frequency of the cantilever [36]. Therefore, for high speed imaging applications, several groups have developed very
short cantilevers with high fundamental resonance frequencies, sometimes even
above 1 MHz [106, 5].
Tracking of the sample topography
During imaging it is important that the tip-sample forces are not getting too high
to prevent damage or wear of the tip and the sample. Therefore, a high feedback bandwidth of the vertical feedback loop is important to minimize the tipsample force variations while scanning. This becomes particulary important when
imaging fragile (biological) samples at a high scan-rate, and on rough sample surfaces [36].
Improved control of the tip-sample force by use of modern model-based control
techniques has been investigated [80, 75], taking into account the higher order actuator dynamics in the design of the feedback controller. Compared to the classical PI-controllers used in most commercially available AFM systems, model-based
feedback control has shown to allow up to about 5 times higher closed-loop bandwidth [80]. Furthermore, feedforward control methods are investigated, making
use of that fact that a large part of the topography variation are repetitive from
one scan-line to the next [84].
The major limitation on the control bandwidth, however, is posed by the higher
order dynamics of the actuators, which due to slight variations in the load conditions are unpredictable and difficult to model. Therefore, pushing the control bandwidth far beyond the first resonance frequencies of the scanner is most
often not possible. In order to allow higher control bandwidths, several prototype systems are reported with improved mechanical designs, optimized for
higher resonance frequencies of the scanner, utilizing piezoelectric stack actuators [5, 79, 46, 29], as well as MEMS-based actuators with integrated measurement
probes [93, 94]. Optimizing these type of actuators for high positioning bandwidth, however, comes at the cost of a reduction in positioning range, limiting the
application of these actuators to samples with relatively small topographic features when used as the sole means of tracking the sample profile. Meanwhile,
most often in AFM imaging the largest topographic variations to be tracked by
the vertical feedback loop are relatively slowly varying for instance stemming
from a small tilt of the sample, while the high frequency topography variations
are typically of smaller amplitude. This aspect allows to combine a long-range,
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low-bandwidth actuator with a short-range, high-bandwidth actuator in order
to obtain a system with both a high control bandwidth as well as a large effective positioning range. This technique is generally referred to as dual-actuation,
and has been thoroughly investigated for implementations on Hard Disk Drives
(HDD) (e.g. [65, 40]), and also has been investigated for scanning probe microscopes [29, 93, 81, 43, 26], showing vast improvements on the control-bandwidths
of the vertical feedback loops as compared to single actuated system, without sacrificing effective positioning range.

Topography estimation

During imaging both the measured cantilever deflection and the compensating
action of the feedback control loop are recorded in order to determine the sample topography [24]. When imaging slow enough such that the feedback loop is
able to maintain a constant tip-sample force, the sample topography is directly
revealed by the compensating actions of the feedback loop, i.e. the opposite of the
z-actuator displacement (cf. Fig. 1.7). Therefore, in high accuracy metrological
AFM systems the sample topography is estimated by measuring the compensating actions of the z-actuator using high accuracy (interferometric) position sensors [63, 98]. However, for most commercially available AFM the use of such dedicated position sensors is too cost-intensive. Furthermore, the obtained imaging
precision may be limited by the noise floor of these position sensors, which particulary becomes a problem at the higher bandwidth required for high speed AFM
imaging. Therefore, in most AFM systems the sample topography is estimated
based on the output of the feedback controller [24], assuming a static relation between the feedback controller output and the displacement of the z-actuator. Although this method allows for low cost, and low-noise topography estimation, the
accuracy of such approach is limited as the actuator dynamics are neglected. To
compensate for the inaccuracies stemming from the non-linear hysteresis within
the piezoelectric z-actuator, the use of charge control has been investigated [28].
Moreover, when the bandwidth of the feedback controller is increased to allow
faster imaging, also the high frequency resonances of the actuator may start to influence the topography estimation. To provide more accurate sample topography
estimation the feedback controller output can be filtered by a model of the actuator dynamics [80], which is particulary relevant for high speed AFM imaging.
While the compensation action of the feedback loop mostly reveals the low frequency topography variations, the topography variations that occur faster then
the feedback bandwidth are revealed within the cantilever deflection signal, as
also shown by Figure 1.7. Recently, high bandwidth topography estimation is
shown by taking the cantilever deflection signal directly into account in the topography estimation [75], using an estimator embedded within a model-based
feedback controller. This method can also be extended to dynamic imaging mode,
by including a model of the sensor dynamics [57].

1.4 Research objectives
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1.4 Research objectives
As evident from the investigation of the state of the art described above, high
speed AFM imaging is a highly dynamical process in which the higher order dynamics of the entire system strongly influence the performance of the imaging
process. Therefore, proper handling of the system dynamics is vital to allow high
speed AFM imaging while maintaining a good imaging quality. This holds for
both the lateral scanning motion, as well as for the control of the tip-sample force,
and the topography estimation. Special high speed AFM systems are developed
which are tailored for specific imaging experiments, and optimized to push the
dynamics of the system to higher frequencies. Although these high speed AFM
systems are capable of much higher imaging speeds than conventional AFM systems, the overall system architecture is often similar and the achievable imaging
speed is restricted by the systems dynamics in the same manner as in conventional
AFM. Therefore, in this research the focuss is put on developing systematic techniques to handle these performance limiting factors, such that these techniques
may be used to improve the imaging speed of both conventional AFM systems, as
well as specialized high speed AFM systems. The following research questions are
formulated to investigate methods to improve both the lateral scanning motion,
as well as the control of the tip-sample force, and the topography estimation:

1.4.1 Damping the scanner resonances via self-sensing actuation
The weakly damped resonances of the scanner stage can cause oscillations when
exited which poses a strong limitation on the achievable scan-rate and accuracy of
the scanning motion. Excitation of the weakly damped lateral resonance modes by
the a priori known scanning signals can be avoided by feedforward control, or by
signal shaping. However, feedforward control does not allow to compensate for
the excitation of the resonance modes by unknown environmental disturbances,
or by cross-talk with the z-axis which tracks the unknown sample topography.
Moreover, feedforward control requires accurate knowledge of the systems dynamics and is therefore very sensitive for slight changes in the system dynamics, occurring for instance when changing the tip or sample. Alternatively, feedback control may be applied, allowing robust active damping of the resonance
modes, using dedicated displacement sensors to measure the movement of the
positioning stage. Active damping by feedback control allows to compensate for
the excitation of the weakly damped resonance modes by scanning signals, as
well as environmental disturbances and cross-talk with the z-axis. However, the
displacement sensors required for feedback control are typically too cost-intensive
for most imaging applications, require full redesign of the system’s hardware, and
in many cases have a too high noise floor which limits the precision of the system
when used for direct feedback control. Using the piezo material itself as an actuator and sensor simultaneously has been investigated in the smart structure community [20]. These techniques are denoted ’self-sensing actuation’, and eliminate
the need for dedicated position sensors. Recently, similar techniques have been
applied on piezoelectric positioning stages, damping the resonance mode via ac-
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tive shunt-damping [31].
A difficulty for the practical implementation of the self-sensing actuation principle
on piezoelectric positioning stages, is that the properties of the piezo material may
exhibit non-linear behavior due to hysteresis which may hamper the integrity of
the obtained sensing signal, particulary at larger positioning ranges. Furthermore,
while most of the contributions mentioned above are mainly concerned with compensation of the oscillations in the fast-scanning axis, mechanical cross-couplings
in the piezoelectric tube can induce oscillations in the slow scanning axis as well.
This becomes even more evident when image rotation in applied, as in that case
the fast and slow scanning directions are not in line with the position axes of the
piezoelectric tube scanner. Therefore, to prove the applicability of self-sensing
actuation techniques in AFM imaging the following research question will be addressed:
Research Question:
Can self-sensing actuation be used to actively dampen the resonance modes of the
scanning stage in AFM, in both scanning axes, over the whole scanning range of
the instrument?

1.4.2 Accuracy of the topography estimate
The feedback loop in AFM controlling the tip-sample force is used to prevent damage and wear of the tip and sample during imaging, and to convert the tip-sample
force measurement into an estimate of the sample topography. The demand for
higher imaging speeds has motivated a vast amount of research focussed on increasing the bandwidth of this feedback loop, utilizing improved mechanical designs and modern model-based control techniques. However, the consequences
of these higher control bandwidths on the accuracy of the topography estimate
has not been investigated in much detail. In [80], [75] improved topography estimation is shown by taking into account a model of the dynamical behavior of the
system. The dynamical behavior of the system, however, may show variations
when changing the tip or sample, which limits the achievable modeling accuracy.
Therefore, one of the question to be addressed in this research is formulated as:
Research Question:
How does the dynamical uncertainty of the system influence the accuracy of the
topography measurement, and how could this be addressed in the design of the
mechatronic system and controller?

1.4.3 Dual actuated control of the tip-sample force
Dual actuated control of the tip-sample force has shown to be a promising method
to allow a higher control bandwidth of the tip-sample force interaction without
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compromising the effective positioning range. The control of such dual actuated
AFM is more complex as compared to single actuated AFM. The feedback controller should control the tip-sample force via the two actuators, while preventing
strong destructive interference between both actuators and coping with the limited positioning range of the short-range actuator. Moreover, in dual actuated
AFM the sample topography estimation is more involved due to the additional
actuator. Because the controller is an integral part of such dual actuated system,
proper design of the controller requires a comprehensive analysis of the overall
control system and its objectives. Therefore, developing a systematic approach to
design the controller might significantly improve the performance of these systems, and might also provide valuable insight on the potential, limitations, and
design trade-offs in dual actuated AFM. This could be used to formulate the design requirements for future high speed AFM designs. Therefore, the question to
be answered in this research is:

Research Question:
What are the advantages and limitations of dual actuated control of the tip-sample
force on the overall system performance, and how to systematically develop a
controller for such an over-actuated system?

1.5 Approach
In order to answer the research questions raised above, a commercially available
AFM system is used as a platform to develop and experimentally validate novel
strategies to improve the imaging performance. In this research two commercially available AFM systems are used: the Multimode III and the Multimode V
systems, both build by Bruker Nano Inc. (Santa Barbara, CA, USA). A photograph
of the Multimode V system is shown in Figure 1.8. Both of these AFM systems are
scanning sample systems. The system architecture of these Multimode systems
is comparable with most AFM systems, such that the results obtained with these
systems are transferable to most other AFM systems as well.
Within this research the mechanics, electronics, and control of these AFM systems
are adapted in order to answer the research questions formulated above. Hereby
a strong focuss is put on analyzing and improving the control of the imaging
process in AFM. The controller part is the most flexible part of the AFM and is
therefore usually designed based on the given hardware components. Focussing
on the controller design allows to identify the performance limiting aspects of the
system, and may provide valuable insights to redefine the design criterions for future AFM hardware components. Following such evolutionary design approach
allows to continuously improve the performance of AFM systems, and mechatronic systems in general.
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1.6 Outline
This thesis comprises three main parts, each addressing one of the research questions as formulated above. Chapter 2 discusses active damping of the lateral resonances of the scanning stage in AFM by means of self-sensing actuation. The influence of the dynamical uncertainty on the accuracy of the topography estimation is
investigated in Chapter 3, and an integrated design methodology for the feedback
controller and topography estimator is proposed and experimentally verified. In
Chapter 4 the use of two actuators to control the tip-sample force is investigated,
a control strategy for dual-actuated AFM is proposed, and the consequences of
the dual actuators on the quality of the topography estimate is discussed. Conclusions, and recommendations are given in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.8: The conventional AFM system used in this research (Multimode V,
Bruker Nano Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA.). The ’AFM head’ containing the cantilever-holder and optical sensing system to probe the sample surface (upper image), and the piezoelectric tube scanner which
allows positioning of the sample in all three spatial directions (lower
image).
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Active damping of the lateral scanner
resonances by self-sensing actuation1
uring AFM imaging, the sample is scanned relative to the measurement tip in the lateral plane by use of a piezoelectric scanning stage
in order to probe a certain region of interest. Excitation of the weakly
damped resonances of the scanner by the scanning signals may result in
strong oscillations in the scan-trajectory, which are a major source of image distortion, and limit the achievable imaging speed. In this chapter
active damping of the resonant modes in both scan axes of a piezoelectric
tube scanner is demonstrated, without the need for additional position
sensors. By connecting the tube scanner in a capacitive bridge circuit,
the scanner oscillations can be measured in both scanning axes, using the
same piezo material as an actuator and sensor simultaneously. In order
to compensate for circuit imbalance caused by hysteresis in the piezo element, an adaptive balancing circuit is used. The obtained measurement
signal is used for feedback control, reducing the resonance peaks in both
scanning axes by 18 dB and the cross-coupling at those frequencies by
30 dB. Experimental results demonstrate a significant reduction in scanner
oscillations when applying the typical triangular scanning signals, over
the entire working range of the instrument. Recorded AFM images show
a considerable reduction in image distortion due to the proposed control
method, enabling artifact free AFM imaging at a speed of 122 lines per
second with a standard piezoelectric tube scanner.

D

2.1 Introduction
In order to probe a certain area of interest, in AFM imaging the sample is scanned
relative to the measurement tip in the lateral plane utilizing a piezoelectric scan1 Parts

of this chapter are also published in [50, 49, 51, 52]
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ning stage. For most AFM systems this scanning motion can be decomposed into
a fast triangular scanning motion in the ’fast scanning axis’, and a slow triangular
scanning motion in the ’slow scanning axis’, which allow a constant lateral tipsample velocity during the recording of the sample profile.
The demand for high speed AFM imaging requires that the speed of the lateral
scanning motion is increased. However, a strong limitation on the achievable
imaging speed is posed by the weakly damped resonances within the piezoelectric scanning stages. These weakly damped resonances may induce strong oscillation in the scan trajectory when excited by the scanning signals, which is a major
source of image distortion in AFM imaging [17, 83]. To prevent excitation of these
oscillations the line scan rate is limited to about 1% of the scanners fundamental
resonance frequency [36].
In literature several methods can be found to compensate for the scanner oscillations, which can be subdivided in feedforward and feedback control methods [19, 14]. With feedforward techniques the input signal is shaped such that
the scanner resonances are not excited, which result in a significant enhancement
of the achievable scan speed [17, 83, 56, 85]. Feedforward methods, however, do
not apply direct damping to the scanners resonant modes, such that these may
still be excited by environmental noise, or via the cross-talk with the z-axis of the
scanner which tracks the unknown sample profile. Furthermore, the performance
obtained with feedforward methods is relatively sensitive for changes of the system dynamics, occurring for instance when changing the sample mass resulting
in a shift of the resonance frequency [83].
Alternatively, feedback control methods [95, 74, 89] can be applied to actively
dampen the lateral scanner resonances. The major advantage of these feedback
control methods is that these can account for unknown disturbances, and generally provide better performance robustness against variations in the dynamical
behavior of the scanner. However, as conventional feedback control methods require the use of position sensors, e.g. capacitive or optical, application of feedback
control is cost-intensive, and difficult to integrate within the existing scanner hardware.
Using the piezo material it self as a sensor and actuator simultaneously has been
investigated within the smart-structure community [20], which is usually referred
to as ’self-sensing actuation’, and may eliminate the need for dedicated position
sensors. Recently similar work has been done on piezoelectric tube scanners [31],
by connecting a shunt impedance in parallel with the scan-electrodes, which significantly reduces the scanner oscillations.
A difficulty for the practical implementation of the self-sensing actuation principle
on piezoelectric positioning stages, is that the properties of the piezo material may
exhibits non-linear behavior due to hysteresis which may hamper the integrity of
the obtained sensing signal, particulary at larger positioning ranges. Furthermore,
while most of the contributions mentioned above are mainly concerned with compensation of the oscillations in the fast-scanning axis, mechanical cross-couplings
in the piezoelectric tube can induce oscillations in the slow scanning axis as well.
This becomes even more evident when image rotation in applied, as in that case
the fast and slow scanning directions are not in line with the position axes of the
piezoelectric tube scanner. Therefore, to address these issues, this chapter is fo-
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cussed on the development of a method to use the principle of self-sensing actuation to dampen the lateral resonances of a piezoelectric scanning stage, in both
scanning axes and over the entire positioning range of the instrument.
In this research a Multimode III system (Bruker Nano Inc., Santa Barbara, USA) is
used as a platform to develop and test the self-sensing actuation and control techniques. This system is equipped with a piezoelectric tube-scanner (’E-scanner’) to
allow positioning of the sample in all three spatial directions with a positioning
range of 10x10x2.5 µm (x-y-z), equivalent to the one depicted in Figure 2.1. The
architecture of this piezo based scanning stage is equivalent to most piezoelectric
scanners used in AFM imaging, such that the techniques developed on this system may easily translate to other piezo-based AFM imaging systems as well.
The principle of self-sensing actuation, and the implementation of the self-sensing
bridge circuitry on both scanning axes of a piezoelectric tube-scanner is discussed
in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 an adaptive bridge-circuit balancing technique is
introduced which guarantees the integrity of the measurement signals under influence of component mismatch and hysteresis in the piezo elements. Based on
the obtained measurement signals, active damping of the scanner resonances by
feedback control is shown in Section 2.4, and the implementation of this controller
is discussed in Section 2.5. The active damping of the scanners lateral resonance
modes is demonstrated experimentally in Section 2.6, in both line-scan experiments, as well as AFM imaging experiments.
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Figure 2.1: Example of an piezoelectric tubescanner (a), and a schematic description of the actuation principle (b). The tube scanners consist of a tube
of piezoelectric material with segmented electrodes on the side. To
provide the lateral scanning motion, a voltage is applied over the ’X’
and ’Y’ electrodes on the bottom which induces a bending motion of
the tube, and consequently a translational motion of the sample placed
on top of the tube.

2.2 Self-sensing actuation
Using a piezo-element both as an actuator and sensor simultaneously was first
described in [20], by connecting the piezo-electric actautor in a bridge circuit along
with three reference capacitors, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this section first the
principles of self-sensing actuation is explained in Section 2.2.1 via the derivation
of a first principles model. This model is experimentally validated in Section 2.2.2,
by implementation of the self-sensing bridge circuity on one scanning axis of the
piezoelectric tube-scanner. In Section 2.2.3 it is presented how the self-sensing
bridge circuitry can be extended to allow self-sensing actuation of both scanning
axes of the piezoelectric tube scanner.

2.2.1 First principles modeling of self-sensing actuation
In this section the principle of self-sensing bridge circuitry of Figure 2.2 is explained by analytically deriving the frequency responses from the input signal
ui (t) towards the actuator displacement x(t), and the measurement signal obtained from the bridge circuit um (t). For the analysis the assumption is made
that the piezo is driving a mass M , which is significantly larger that the mass of
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of self-sensing piezo-actuation, the capacitance ratios are chosen as CP /Cs = C1 /C2 .

the piezo itself, i.e. M can be modeled as a lumped mass attached to the end of
the piezo. The damping coefficient of the mechanical structure is denoted β in
Figure 2.2. As will be experimentally verified later on in this section, the resulting second order model nicely describes the dynamics of one scanning axis of the
piezoelectric tube-scanner considered in this work within the frequency range up
to 10 kHz.
A piezoelectric element is a transducer, transferring energy from the electrical to
mechanical domain and vice versa by the following relations [62]:


  −1

x(t)
K
d
fp (t)
=
,
(2.1)
q(t)
d
Cp
up (t)
with displacement x(t), mechanical stiffness K, charge q(t), piezoelectric constant
d, external force fp (t), capacitance Cp , and piezo voltage up (t).
Force fp (t) is the force acting on the piezo element, which given the previous
assumptions is proportional to sum of the acceleration and damping forces; fp =
2
−M ∂ ∂tx(t)
− β ∂x(t)
2
∂t = −M ẍ(t) − β ẋ(t). Substituting this into Equation (2.1) leads
to the following differential equation:
fp (t) = −M ẍ(t) − β ẋ(t) = K (x(t) − d · up (t)) .

(2.2)

The voltage over the piezo up (t) can be derived from the second row of Equation
(2.1) as
1
up (t) =
(q(t) − d · fp (t)).
(2.3)
Cp
Comparing Equations (2.2) and (2.3) shows that these are coupled. It is this coupling between the mechanical and electrical domain that enables self-sensing actuation. In order to derive the dynamical behavior of the piezo actuator connected
in the bridge circuit, first the Laplace-transform of Equation (2.2) is taken:
Fp (s) =
X(s) =

−(M s2 + βs)X(s) = K (X(s) − d · Up (s)) ,
d·K
· Up (s),
M s2 + βs + K

(2.4)
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M s2 + βs
s2 + νs
· Up (s) = −d · K 2
· Up (s), (2.5)
2
M s + βs + K
s + νs + ωn2
√
with ν = M −1 β, and ωn = M −1 K the natural eigenfrequency of the piezo
element with unconnected electrodes. Substitution of Equation (2.5) in Equation
(2.3) leads to:
Fp (s) =

−d · K

Up (s) =
=

Q(s) d2 K
s2 + νs
+
· 2
· Up (s)
Cp
Cp s + νs + ωn2
1

 · Q(s),
s2 +νs
2
Cp 1 − k s2 +νs+ω
2

(2.6)

n

q
with k = Cp−1 d2 K, which is also known as the Electromechanical coupling factor [62]. Notice that if k = 0 the piezo behaves like a normal capacitor according
to Equation (2.6).
The relation between the charge q(t) and the input voltage over the bridge-circuit
ui (t) can be derived as q(t) = Cs · us (t) = Cs (ui (t) − up (t)), where Cs and us (t)
are the capacitance and voltage over the capacitor that is in series with the piezo
element (see Figure 2.2). This leads to:
Up (s) =

=



Cs
2

s +νs
Cp 1 − k 2 s2 +νs+ω
2

n

 · (Ui (s) − Up (s))

1
r · (s2 + νs + ωn2 )
· Ui (s),
·
1+r
1 − k 2 + r s2 + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r

(2.7)

with r = Cp−1 Cs the capacitance ratio. From Equations (2.7) and (2.4) the transfer
function from input voltage Ui (s) toward the actuator displacement X(s) can be
derived as:
Gx (s) =

X(s)
Ui (s)

=
=

1
r · (s2 + νs + ωn2 )
d · ωn2
·
·
1+r
1 − k 2 + r s2 + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
s2 + νs + ωn2
2 +r
1
r · d · ωn2
· 2
1+r .
2
1 − k + r s + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r

(2.8)

Notice that the mechanical eigenfrequency of the piezo connected in the bridgecircuit now depends on the coupling factor k and the capacitance ratio r.
The purpose of the self-sensing bridge configuration is to measure the mechanical
oscillations at the measurement output voltage um (t) = us (t)−ur (t) of the bridgecircuit. The voltage us (t) can be derived as us (t) = ui (t) − up (t), which with
substitution of Equation (2.7) leads to the transfer function from input voltage
Ui (s) towards the voltage Us (s):
!
Us (s)
1
r · (s2 + νs + ωn2 )
Gs (s) =
=
1−
·
1+r
Ui (s)
1 − k 2 + r s2 + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r
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=

1
(1 − k 2 ) · (s2 + νs) + ωn2
· 2
.
1+r
2
1−k +r
s + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r

(2.9)

The voltage ur (t) is measured over capacitor C2 of the left branch of the bridgecircuit (Figure 2.2). Because the capacitor ratios in both branches are chosen equal,
this voltage is given as: ur (t) = C1 · (C1 + C2 )−1 · ui (t) = (1 + r)−1 · ui (t). With
this expression and Equation (2.9), the transfer function from input voltage Ui (s)
towards the measurement voltage Um (s) is given as:
Um (s) =
Um (s)
Gm (s) =
=
Ui (s)
=

Us (s) − Ur (s)
1
(1 − k 2 ) · (s2 + νs) + ωn2
1
·
−
1+r
1 − k2 + r
1
+
r
s2 + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r
1
−k 2 · r
s2 + νs
·
· 2
1+r .
2
1 − k + r 1 + r s + νs + ωn2 · 1−k
2 +r

(2.10)

Now based on Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.10) the relation between the actuator
displacement X(s), and the measurement signal from the bridge circuitry Um (s)
can be derived:
Um (s)
Um (s) Ui (s)
−k 2
=
·
=
· (s2 + νs).
X(s)
Ui (s) X(s)
(1 + r) · d · ωn2

(2.11)

i.e. for low intrinsic damping or high frequencies ω >> ν, the measurement voltage um (t) is proportional to the second derivative of the displacement, or the acceleration of the mass.
Given the derived frequency responses the system can be represented by the
s (s)
block-diagram shown in Figure 2.3, with Gx (s) = UX(s)
, Gs (s) = U
Ui (s) , and
i (s)
(s)
Gm (s) = UUmi (s)
, i.e. the transfer functions of Equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10),
respectively. Block A in Figure 2.3 denotes the gain of the high voltage amplifier,
and signal R(s) the applied reference signal. In the next section the analytically
derived frequency responses are experimentally validated by implementing the
self-sensing bridge circuitry on a single scanning axis of the piezoelectric tube
scanner.

2.2.2 Self-sensing actuation of a single scanning axis
To validate the first principles model derived above, the self-sensing actuation
circuit is implemented on one scanning axis of the piezoelectric tube scanner
(E-scanner). Technical details about the practical implementation of the bridgecircuitry can be found in Section 2.5.
Figure 2.4 shows the frequency responses from input signal Ui (s) towards the
actuator displacement X(s), towards voltage over the capacitor in series with the
piezo element Us (s), and towards the measurement voltage over the bridge circuit
Um (s). The frequency response of the actuator displacement is measured with a
vibrometer (Polytec, Karlsruhe, Germany), and clearly reveals the scanners fundamental resonance mode at about 3 kHz.
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Ui (t)
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+

1
1+r
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Um (s)

-

Gm (s)

Figure 2.3: Blockdiagram of the self-sensing actuation with transfer functions
Gx (s), Gs (s), and Gm (s) according to Equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10),
respectively. Block A denotes the gain of the high voltage amplifier,
and R(s) is the applied reference signal.

From this system the following parameters are known:
Cs
56nF
2
A = 25, r = C
=C
d = 40[nm/V].
C1 = 4nF = 14,
p
Based on the measured frequency responses shown in Figure 2.4 (solid lines) and
the transfer functions derived earlier, the following parameters are identified:
ωn = 1.8 · 104 [rad/s], ν = 1.07 · 103 [s−1 ], k=0.16.
The transfer functions based on the first principles model and the identified parameters are plotted in dashed lines in Figures 2.4a-c. These modeled frequency
responses show some mismatch with the actual frequency responses on higher
frequencies, which may be due to the amplifier roll-off and higher order modes of
the tube scanner that are not taken into account in the model. Figure 2.4c shows
that the DC gain of the actual measurement output differs from zero, as suggested
by Equation (2.10). This is due to small impedance mismatches between both
branches of the bridge-circuit, resulting in slight phase variations. For higher frequencies however, the measured frequency responses match well with the modeled frequency response of Equation (2.10), confirming that the first principles
model derived above largely explains the dynamical behavior of the system.
The results of Figure 2.4c clearly demonstrates that the measurement signal obtained from the self-sensing bridge circuitry allows to measure the mechanical
scanner resonances at about 3 kHz, and therefore may be used as an input for a
feedback controller to allow active damping of this resonance mode. Moreover,
comparing Figures 2.4a and c reveals that the frequency response of the measure(ω)
shows a quasi second order derivative with respect to the frement signal UUmi (ω)
quency response of the actuator displacement UX(ω)
, as also explained by Equation
i (ω)
(2.11). Notice that the fundamental resonance frequency of 3 kHz is also visible in
the frequency response of the voltage over the capacitor in series with the piezo
s (ω)
element U
Ui (ω) (see Fig. 2.4b). However, the zero pair appearing directly after the
resonance frequency renders this mode almost un-observable, and therefore difficult to control by feedback based on Us (s). By subtraction of the voltage from
the other branch of the bridge circuit Um (ω) = Us (ω) − Ur (ω) (cf. Fig. 2.2) this
zero pair is shifted towards the origin, resulting in a clearly observable resonance
(ω)
mode in the frequency response towards UUmi (ω)
(see Fig. 2.4c), which can be used
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for controlling this mode by feedback control.

2.2.3 Self-sensing actuation of both scanning axes
To allow self-sensing actuation in both scanning axes of the piezoelectric tubescanner, the bridge circuitry of Figure 2.2 is implemented on both scanning axes
of the piezoelectric tubescanner, according to the scheme in Figure 2.5. A detailed
description on the electronic implementation of this circuit, including buffer amplifiers is given in Section 2.5. Figure 2.6 show the frequency responses from the
input signals towards the lateral scanner displacements measured with a vibrometer (Polytec, Waldbronn, Germany), and the frequency responses of the measurement signals obtained from the self-sensing bridge circuitry. The weakly damped
fundamental resonances at 3 kHz can clearly be observed in the frequency responses of the measured scanner displacement, both in the direct responses as
well as in the cross-coupling. Figure 2.6 shows that these scanner resonances can
be clearly resolved in the responses of the measurement signals from the selfsensing bridge circuitry as well. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.6 (grey lines),
the measurement signals show a strong cross-coupling over all frequencies which
is not observed in the responses of the displacement recorded with the vibrometer.
This cross-talk is caused by the large parasitic coupling capacitances within the
piezoelectric tube, which are denoted Cc in Figure 2.5. This capacitive coupling
is stemming from the fact that the electrodes of both individual scanning axes are
located closely to each other on the same piezoelectric tube (cf. Fig. 2.1). By measuring the capacitances between the adjacent electrodes on the piezoelectric tube
the coupling capacitances are determined to be about 0.4 nF, which amounts to
10% of the capacitances of the active piezo segments, measured to be about 4 nF.
This capacitive coupling causes a direct electric feed-through of the driving voltage from one axis towards the measurement signal of the other axis, resulting in
a large cross-talk as observed by the grey lines in the off-diagonal response of the
measurements signals in Figure 2.6.
The capacitive cross-talk in the piezoelectric tube scanner is compensated for by
using two additional capacitors, denoted CVy and CVx in Figure 2.5. These variable capacitors are tuned such that they cancel out the cross-talk of the driving
voltage of the X- and Y-axis towards the measurement signals, reducing the coupling in the measurement signals up to 30 dB, as clearly can be seen in the frequency responses of the measurement signals in Figure 2.6 (black lines). After
compensation, a strong coupling in the measurement signals is only observed
in the frequency regions of the mechanical resonances of the tube, which are a
true mechanical couplings, as also observed in the vibrometer measured displacement. As will be discussed in Section 2.4, the electrical decoupling of the measurements signals allows for decoupled control for active damping of the resonances
based on the obtained measurement signals, instead of requiring the more complex MIMO control techniques, this simplifies the controller design and enables a
low-cost analog implementation of the feedback controller for active damping of
the resonance modes.
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Figure 2.4: Measured (solid lines) and modeled (dashed lines) frequency responses from input signal R(s) towards (a) the actuator displacement
X(s) (measured with a vibrometer), (b) the voltage over capacitor
in series with piezo Gs (s), and (c) the bridge-circuit output voltage
Gm (s).
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Figure 2.5: Scheme of the self-sensing actuation circuit for both scanning axes of
a piezoelectric tube scanner. The external forces on the piezo element
generate a voltage uf = Cdp · fp (t).
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for the capacitive coupling between both axes, and the responses after compensation are shown by the black lines.
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of capacitive bridge circuit for self-sensing piezo actuation
with adaptive circuit balancing and feedback controller (one axis). The
external forces on the piezo element generate a voltage uf = Cdp · fp (t).
The hysteresis within the piezo element is modeled as a non-linear
impedance which is in series with the ’ideal’ piezo element.

2.3 Bridge circuit imbalance compensation
While the frequency responses shown in Figure 2.6 are captured with small amplitudes excitation signals, for larger amplitude signals the piezoelectric tube scanner suffers from hysteresis which influences the responses of the scanner displacement and the measurement signals. If not accounted for, the hysteresis within the
piezoelectric tube scanner can cause an imbalance in the self-sensing bridge circuit which may affect the integrity of the self-sensing signal. In this section the
influence of the hysteresis induced bridge circuit imbalance is analyzed, and an
adaptive balancing technique is demonstrated to compensate for these effects.

2.3.1 Hysteresis induced bridge circuit imbalance
As discussed in [33], the hysteresis within a piezoelectric element occurs as a nonlinear relation between the voltage up (t) over the piezoelectric element and the
resulting charge q(t). The hysteresis can therefore be modeled as a non-linear
impedance which is in series with the ’ideal’ piezo element [1] as shown in the
bridge circuit of Figure 2.7. As no hysteresis is present in the reference capacitors
of the bridge circuit, an imbalance in the bridge circuit is introduced, resulting in
a differential voltage over the bridge circuit that is depending on the hysteresis
induced voltage drop uH (t) over the piezo-element. As shown by Figure 2.7, due
the hysteresis the voltage over the capacitor in series with the piezoelement now
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becomes:
us (t) = ui (t) − up (t) − uH (t).

(2.12)

In most AFM setups the loss in position accuracy due to the hysteresis is compensated in open loop by calibrated feedforward compensation, as discussed in
Section 1.3.1. In order not to interfere with the scanner calibration, feeding back
the hysteresis induced voltage drop uH (t) should be avoided when using the measurement signals for the self-sensing bridge circuit as input for the feedback controller for active damping of the scanner resonances.
To analyze the hysteresis induced imbalance in the bridge circuit, the voltage us (t)
over the capacitor Cs (cf. Fig. 2.7) is measured as a function of the input voltage
ui (t) over the bridge circuit. Figure 2.8 shows the response for two 20 Hz triangular reference signals at an amplitude of 80 Vpp and 400 Vpp . These measurements
show that the hysteresis not only causes a curved response, but also a varying
peak to peak gain for the different driving amplitudes, as is apparent from the
different slopes of the hysteresis curves. In the graph of Figure 2.9 (solid line) the
measured peak to peak gain is shown for different driving amplitudes, showing a
variation of around 30% from the smallest (30 Vpp ) to the largest (440 Vpp ) driving
voltage amplitudes. Therefore, the major part of the hysteresis induced voltage
uH (t) in the measurement signal um (t) can be canceled by compensating for this
variation in the peak-to-peak gain. This can be done by adding an additional gain
γ to the bridge circuitry to re-balance the two branches of the bridge circuit, as
depicted in Figure 2.7. Hence, the measurement voltage over the bridge circuit is
now given by:
um (t) =

us (t) − γ · ur (t)

(2.13)

The gain value γ may be adapted to optimally balance the bridge circuitry for the
applied driving signals, which comes down to minimizing energy of the measurement signal um (t), as will be shown in Section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.10 shows the vibrometer measurement of the scanner displacement in
response to a 80 Hz triangular reference signal, and the resulting measurement
signal from the self-sensing bridge circuit in the uncompensated case (grey line),
and when compensating for the gain variation by balancing the bridge via the
additional gain γ (black line). In the uncompensated case, large low-frequency
components are visible in the self-sensing signal, which are not explained by the
linearized frequency responses of Figure 2.6, but stemming from the imbalance
in the bridge circuit due to the non-linear hysteresis within the actuator. In the
compensated case (Fig. 2.10, black lines), the low-frequency components in the
self-sensing signal are significantly reduced by compensating for the bridge circuit
imbalance via γ. Because adaptation of the gain γ only compensates for the variation of the peak-to-peak gain due to hysteresis, residual components stemming
from the curvature of the hysteresis loops (cf. Fig. 2.8) can still be observed in the
self-sensing signal, which are predominantly in the frequency range of the line
scan rate. However, as the goal of the self-sensing bridge circuitry is to dampen
the high frequency oscillations stemming from the fundamental resonance modes,
which are typically a factor 30 to 100 higher than the fastest line scan rate, the
residual low frequency components stemming from the hysteresis can be easily
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eliminated by high-pass filtering. This high-pass filtering is eventually integrated
within the feedback controller as discussed in Section 2.4. Especially for the larger
scan-ranges the obtained reduction in circuit imbalance due to the gain adaptation via γ is found to be vital to avoid interference with the scanner calibration
when using the measurement signal for feedback control, as is demonstrated experimentally in Section 2.6.
To guarantee optimal circuit balancing over all scan-ranges and at all time, the
adjustment of balancing gain γ is automated, as described in the following subsection.

Measured volatge over C s (V)
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−10
−200
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200

Driving voltage u i (V)

Figure 2.8: Measured voltage us (t) over capacitor Cs in series with piezo to a
80 V pp and a 400 V pp driving voltage ui (t). The straight lines illustrate the difference in peak-to-peak gain for the different driving
voltage amplitudes.

2.3.2 Automated bridge circuit balancing
Automated compensation of possible imbalance of the self-sensing bridge circuit due to component mismatch, or change of piezo-capacitance Cp , caused
by aging or temperature drif, has been discussed in literature by adaptation of
the gain value γ [15, 103]. The adaptive gain value γ(t) is hereby minimizing the Least Mean
 Square (LMS) estimate of the measurement signal γ(t) =
arg minγ E[u2m (t)] , which is equivalent as minimizing the energy of the measurement signal. In this section it is shown that such an adaptation method can also
be used to compensate for the varying peak-to-peak gain caused by the hysteresis
of the piezo element when the scanning axes are following the typical triangular
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Figure 2.9: Peak-to-peak gain us /ui (solid) and γ · ur /ui (dashed) for different amplitudes of triangular driving voltages, showing that the gain γ adapts
to the gain difference in us /ui for all input ranges.

scanning signals, as used in AFM. The update law for γ(t) is hereby taken as
Z
µ
∂J(t)
γ(t) = γ0 + γa (t) = γ0 +
dt,
(2.14)
2
∂γa (t)
where γo is the initially set gain value, and γa (t) is the adaptive gain value. The
gain value γ0 is tuned such that it minimizes the feed-though for the linearized
system (i.e. for small amplitudes). The factor µ is the learning gain which determines the convergence speed and stability of the adaptation. J(t) is the cost
function to be minimized by the adaptation, which is chosen as
J(t) = [um (t)]2 − ρ[γa (t)]2 ,

(2.15)

with um (t) according to Equation (2.13), and factor ρ which is denoted the ’forgetting gain’ which function is described below. Taking the derivative of J(t) with
respect to γa (t) leads to
∂J(t)
= − (2 · um (t) · ur (t) + 2 · ρ · γa (t)) ,
∂γa (t)

(2.16)

where ur (t) is the voltage measured over capacitor C2 (cf. Fig 2.7). Substitution in
Equation (2.14) gives
Z
γ(t) = γ0 − µ (um (t) · ur (t) + ρ · γa (t)) dt.
(2.17)
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Figure 2.10: Response of the system to a 80-Hz triangular reference signal (X-axis
only). Graph (a) shows the scanner displacement measured with a
vibrometer, while graphs (b) show the measurement signal from the
bridge-circuit, without (grey) and with (black) adaptive balancing of
the bridge-circuit. The major part of the hysteresis induced voltage
in the self-sensing measurement signal is compensated by the gain
adaptation.

Equation (2.17) shows that at zero input signal (ur (t) = 0), the term ρ · γa (t) is
the only term within the integral. The previously learned gain γa (t) will therefore
converge back to zero, hence the term ’forgetting factor’ for ρ. This addition to the
adaptation algorithms described in [15, 103] causes γ(t) to converge more rapidly
towards γ0 when changing to a smaller input signal and prevents drifting of γa (t)
when no input signal is applied.
The LMS-based adaptive circuit balancing is implemented on both scanning axes
via analog electronics, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. Figure 2.9 shows
the measured peak-to-peak gain variation in us (t) for a low-frequency triangular
input signal with varying amplitudes, demonstrating that ur (t) · γ(t) is able to
track this gain variation (dashed), to compensate the hysteresis induced imbalance
in the bridge circuit. The learning gain µ is set such that when changing the scanrange the adaptable gain γa (t) converges within about 3 seconds. The learning
rate should, however, not be set too high in order to avoid undesirable interference
between the LMS-based gain adaptation and the actual feedback control for active
damping of the resonant modes.
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2.4 Controller design

After compensating for the possible bridge circuit imbalance, the obtained measurement signals of the self-sensing bridge circuit can be used for feedback control to allow active damping of the weakly damped resonances of the piezoelectric
tube scanner. Figure 2.7 (dashed lines) shows the control structure of this control
method for one scan axis. Although the tube scanner is a MIMO system with two
inputs (X and Y) and two self-sensing channels, the frequency responses of the
measurement signals are largely decoupled due to compensation of the capacitive cross-talks between both axes, as discussed in Section 2.2. This decoupling
allows the use of two decoupled controllers instead of requiring a full MIMO controller, which reduces the complexity of the controller. The residual coupling at
3 kHz stemming from the actual mechanical resonances of the system is initially
not considered within the design of the decoupled controllers. However, the remaining coupling at 3 kHz eventually does not pose any stability issues for the
designed controllers and significant damping of the resonances is also achieved
in the couplings, as discussed further below. Furthermore, due to the symmetry
of the tube scanner, the frequency responses of both axes are largely similar which
allows using identical SISO controllers for both scanning axes.
The primary goal of the feedback controller is to actively dampen the lateral scanner resonances at 3 kHz, as observed in both scanning axes (cf. Fig. 2.6). Recall
that within the frequency region of the resonance modes the measurement signal
obtained from the bridge circuit is proportional to the negative acceleration of the
scanner, as derived from the first principle model in Equation (2.11), and also revealed in Figures 2.4, and 2.6. Hence, an integrating action within this frequency
region will lead to a signal which is proportional to the negative velocity of the
scanner, which by high gain, positive feedback control results in damping of the
resonance modes. Therefore, the controller is required to have a high gain integral
action in the frequency region of the resonance modes, (i.e. providing a phase lag
of 90 degrees), and the feedback sign is taken positive as shown in Figure 2.7.
An important aspect for the design of the feedback controller is that it should provide sufficient attenuation at lower frequencies, in order to suppress any residual
low-frequency components in the measurement signal stemming from the hysteresis induced voltage drop over the piezo uH (t) (cf. Fig. 2.10). Feeding back
the components in the measurement signal stemming from the hysteresis should
be avoided in order not to interfere with the calibration of the setup where the
loss in position accuracy due to the hysteresis is compensated for in an open-loop
manner, as discussed in Section 1.3.1. Moreover, the feedback controller should
provide sufficient high frequency roll-off to prevent instability of the system due
to higher order modes of the system. Hence, a selective feedback controller is
required, only applying a high feedback gain in the frequency region of the first
lateral resonance modes of the scanner. An additional advantage of such selective feedback control approach is that the feedback of any potential measurement
noise is minimal, such that the precision of the instrument is hardly affected by
feeding back sensor noise [88]. Therefore, the controller is chosen as a 4th order
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bandpass filter with the following transfer function:
C(s) = α ·

s2

2,

(2.18)

(s2 + 2ζ · ωc · s + ωc2 )

where α is a gain factor, and ζ and ωc are the damping and corner frequency of
both the high-pass and low-pass action of the bandpass filter. The controller is
tuned such that it provides a phase lag of 90o degrees at the resonance frequency
of the tube scanner, which resulted in ωc = 7400 [rad/s]. The damping of the controller poles is set to ζ = 1 in order to smoothen the phase decay of the controller,
adding some robustness to variations in the tube scanner resonance frequencies.
The controllers are implemented as analog circuits, as discussed in Section 2.5.
Figure 2.11 shows the measured frequency responses of the loop-gains of both
scanning axes. The bandpass characteristics of the controllers can be clearly recognized, only applying a high feedback gain in the frequency region of the mechanical resonances of the tube scanner at 3 kHz. As can be seen, the phase of
the loop gain is largely between +90o and −90o at the frequencies where the gain
exceeds the 0 dB-line, resulting in a stable and well damped closed loop system.
Figure 2.12 shows the frequency response of the scanner displacement measured
with a vibrometer, in the uncontrolled case (grey) and with the active damping
by the proposed feedback scheme (black). It clearly shows the significant reduction of the resonance peaks in both scanning axes by 18 dB, and the reduction in
cross-coupling at these frequencies of about 30 dB.
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Figure 2.11: Frequency responses of the loop-gains of the X-axis and the Y-axis.
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2.5 Implementation
The proposed control method is implemented by analog electronics as shown for
one axis in Figure 2.13. As for the implementation only analog electronics are
used, the use of expensive digital signal processors is omitted. The implementation of the proposed control method therefore only requires a low-cost modification of the electronics of the conventional AFM system, and leaves all other
hardware unchanged.
The bridge circuit, as discussed in Section 2.2, is implemented using additional
resistors in parallel with the capacitors in order to prevent drift due to the finite
input impedance of the buffer amplifier measuring the voltages over capacitors
Cs and C2 . The resistor values are chosen such that the resulting time constants
τ = Rp1·Cp of the capacitor-resistor pairs are equal for the entire bridge circuit.
The high voltage amplifier, denoted AHV in Figure 2.13, is a dual channel, single ended amplifier (PZD700, Trek, Medina, USA). Variable capacitors CVx and
CVy are used to compensate for the capacitive coupling between the two scanning
axes, as discussed in Section 2.2.
The LMS-based adaptive circuit balancing, described in Section 2.3, is implemented using two multipliers (AD633) and one operational amplifier (OP27). The
nominal gain value γ0 of the adaptation (cf. Section 2.3) is set using the variable
resistor RV1 , the forgetting factor ρ using the variable resistor RV2 , and the learning gain µ using the variable resistor RV3 .
The feedback controller is implemented using two operational amplifiers (OP27),
where the overall feedback gain is set using the variable resistor RV5 . A switch
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Figure 2.13: Analog implementation of self-sensing actuation and control of a
piezoelectric tube scanner of one scanning axis. Switch S1 open corresponds to the uncontrolled case, and S1 closed corresponds to the
actively damped case.
S1 is used to enable and disable the active damping. A summing stage, implemented using one operational amplifier (OP27), adds the reference signal uref (t)
and control signal uc (t) forming the input signal for the high voltage amplifier.

2.6 Experiments
In order to demonstrate the improved system performance by the proposed control method, the system response to triangular reference signals of different amplitudes and frequencies is measured. These triangular scanning signals are typically used for the scanning motion in AFM imaging, aimed to achieve in a constant velocity between the tip and the sample while the sample profile is recorded.
Moreover, AFM images are recorded to show the reduction in image distortion.

2.6.1 Line-scan experiments
To determine the reduction in scanner oscillations due to the proposed control
method, the systems response is measured when scanning with a triangular reference signal at varying scan-frequencies and amplitudes. These triangular scan-
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ning signals are generated via a signal generator, and therefore do not include the
additional feedforward compensation for the loss in positioning accuracy due to
of the hysteresis, which is normally present during actual AFM imaging. The results are shown in Figure 2.14 for scanning in the X-axis at a line-scan frequency
of 60 Hz (a,c,e,g) and 120 Hz (b,d,f,h), and a driving voltage amplitudes of 50 Vpp
(a,b), 200 Vpp (c,d) and 500 Vpp (e,f), respectively. Also the response of the unactuated Y-axis is shown while scanning the X-axis with a 200 Vpp driving voltage
(g,h).
Each sets of graphs shows the scanner displacement x(t) and velocity vx (t) measured with a vibrometer, the measurement signal from the bridge circuit um (t)
and the output signal of the controller uc (t). In each set of graphs the response
of the system is shown for the uncontrolled case (red), where the feedback loop is
disconnected via switch S1 (cf. Fig. 2.13), and for the controlled case (blue), i.e.
with active damping of the resonances in both scanning axes.
In the uncontrolled cases (red), the oscillations of the scanner are visible in the
displacement and velocity signal, as well as in the measurement signal. These oscillations last over the entire scan-line for both scanning speeds. In the actively
damped cases, the oscillations significantly reduced, only occurring at the begin
of the scan line where the scanning motion is reversed.
In Figure 2.14 (g,h) the responses of the system is shown in the unactuated Y-axis,
while the X-axis is driven by a 200 Vpp triangular reference signal of 60 Hz (g) and
120 Hz (h). In the uncontrolled case the coupling induced oscillations are clearly
visible, while in the controlled case these oscillations are significantly reduced.
Although an adaptive circuit balancing techniques is used to compensate for most
of the bridge circuit imbalance caused by the hysteresis (cf. Section 2.3), the
measurement signal still contains small residual low-frequency components as
is visible in Figure 2.14 (c-f). As discussed in Section 2.3, feeding back these lowfrequency components in the measurement signal should be avoided in order not
to interfere with the scanner calibration. Although the controllers have strong
high-pass characteristics, a small part of the low-frequency components in the
measurements signals still enter the control signals as can be seen in Figure 2.14
(c-f). This effect becomes more prominent for the larger scan-ranges and at higher
scan-frequency. For the smaller scan-ranges a small jump can be observed in the
control signal only at the beginning of each line scan (a,b), whereas for the larger
scan-range (e,f) the low-frequency components in the control signal last over the
whole line scan. Nevertheless, in all cases the scanner oscillations are significantly
reduced by the proposed control method as compared to the uncontrolled tube
scanner, enabling AFM imaging at high speeds.

2.6.2 AFM-imaging
To demonstrate the improvement in image-quality, AFM-images of a 476 nm
line-pitch calibration grating are obtained with the uncontrolled and the actively
damped tube scanner. In order to show the true benefit of controlling both axis of
the tube scanner, the images shown in Figure 2.15 are obtained while scanning at
an image rotation of 45o . Therefore, the reference signals rx (t) for the X-axis and
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ry (t) Y-axis are given as:
rx (t) = cos
ry (t) = cos

π 

4π 
4

· rf (t) − sin

π

· rf (t) + sin

4π 
4

· rs (t),
· rs (t),

where rf (t) and rs (t) are the triangular signals for the fast and slow scanning axis
respectively. Note that due to the image rotation the reference signals of both axes
are a summation of two triangular signals of different frequency, corresponding to
the 122 Hz line scan rate (rf (t)), and the 0.24 Hz frame rate (rs (t)). As discussed in
Section 2.3, the compensation for the peak to peak gain variation due to the hysteresis only works for pure triangular reference signals. Note, however, that the
triangular reference signal for the slow scanning axis is at such low frequency that
any hysteresis induced imbalance in the bridge circuit due to this low-frequency
reference signal will be effectively attenuated by the high pass characteristic of the
controller. Therefore, it is sufficient to let the adaptive circuit balancing only learn
the peak to peak gain variation due to the fast triangular reference signal rf (t).
This peak to peak gain variation appears to be largely independent to any offsets.
Therefore, when scanning at an image rotation first the optimal adaptive gain γa
is learned for the fast triangular reference signal by the LMS-adaptation and then
fixed, before applying the slow triangular reference signal rs (t) to the system.
The resulting images are shown in Figure 2.15 for the uncontrolled and controlled
cases. The fast scanning direction corresponds to the horizontal orientation of
the images, where the left side is the beginning of each scan-line. In the uncontrolled case (a-c), the image-distortion caused by the scanner oscillations can be
clearly recognized by the non-straightness of the grid-lines (a and b) which occurs throughout the whole images. Also in the friction image (c) vertical lines can
be observed which are a result of the non-constant tip-velocity over the sample
caused by the scanner oscillations [83].
In the controlled case (d-f), only a slight image distortion is visible at the beginning of each scan-line (left part of the images), and the vertical lines in the friction image due to variations in the scanning speed are disappeared. This clearly
demonstrates that the image quality is significantly improved by the proposed
control method when capturing AFM images at high speeds.
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Figure 2.14: Outputs of the self-sensing piezoelectric tube scanner as a response to
a triangular driving signal in the x-direction of 60 Hz (left) and 120 Hz
(right) of varying amplitudes. Each set of graphs shows the scanner
displacement x(t) [µm], scanner velocity Vx (t) [mm/s], measurement
signal from bridge circuit um (t) [V ] and control signal from the controller uc (t) in the uncontrolled case (blue) and with active damping
in both scanning axes (red). The lower sets of graphs shows the uncontrolled and actively damped response in the unactuated Y-axis,
while driving the X-axis with a 200 Volts triangular driving signal of
60 Hz and 120Hz.
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2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter active damping of the mechanical resonances of a piezoelectric
tube scanner is demonstrated in both scanning axes via self-sensing actuation.
By connecting the scanning axes of the tube scanner in two coupled capacitive
bridge circuits, the scanner oscillations in both scanning axes can be measured,
without the need for dedicated position sensors. Compensation of hysteresis induced imbalance in the bridge circuits is demonstrated by adapting a variable
balancing gain for each line scan amplitude, which is automated by a LMS-based
adaptation circuit. Using the obtained measurement signals for feedback control
enables active damping of the mechanical resonances of the tube scanner with
up to 18 dB, and a damping of the mechanical coupling at these frequencies by
30 dB. Experimental results verify a significant reduction of scanner oscillations
when applying the typical triangular scanning signals to the scanner, resulting in
a significant reduction in image distortion when using the controlled tube scanner
for AFM-imaging. Implementation of the proposed control method only requires
a small modification of the AFM electronics and leaves all other AFM hardware
unchanged. Therefore, the proposed self-sensing actuation, and control method is
a very cost efficient way of adding damping to the mechanical resonances of the
tube scanner for AFM-imaging and other scanning probe systems.
Although in this research only piezoelectric tube scanners are considered, the proposed method may also be applied to other positioning stages, for instance in high
bandwidth flexure stages utilizing piezoelectric stack actuators. Implementation
of this control method on piezoelectric stack actuators would be easier as capacitive coupling between the individual actuators is not present and therefore does
not have to be dealt with in the bridge circuitry.

3

C HAPTER

Tip-sample force control and
topography estimation2
n AFM the tip-sample force is controlled in a feedback loop to prevent
damage of the tip and sample during imaging, and to convert the meaIsurement
of the tip-sample force into an estimate of the sample topography. Dynamical uncertainties of the system pose a strong limitation on the
achievable control bandwidth, and on the accuracy of the topography estimation. This chapter presents an integrated approach to design a robust
feedback controller and topography estimator, taking into account the dynamical uncertainties of the imaging system. The proposed methodology
is demonstrated on a commercially available AFM system, showing a direct trade-off between the closed-loop control bandwidth and the accuracy of the topography estimation due to the dynamic uncertainties in the
system. This design trade-off is experimentally verified by comparing the
performance of the designed feedback controllers and topography estimators on the physical AFM system.

3.1 Introduction
In AFM the sample topography is measured by probing the sample with the
measurement tip and scanning the sample relative to the tip in a lateral scanning
pattern. During imaging the force between the tip and the sample is controlled
in a feedback loop to prevent the tip-sample force from becoming too high in
order not to cause damage to the tip and the sample. Figure 3.1 shows a block
diagram of the feedback loop in AFM controlling the tip-sample force, with the
actuator dynamics G, the sensor dynamics B, and the feedback controller K.
While scanning, the sample topography enters the feedback loop as an unknown
disturbance signal, denoted h(t) in Figure 3.1. Signal n(t) in Figure 3.1 denotes
2 Parts

of this chapter are also published in [54, 55]
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the feedback loop controlling the tip sample force
in an AFM system, with actuator dynamics G, sensor dynamics B, and
feedback controller K, topography signal h(t), cantilever deflection signal d(t), controller output u(t), and noise signal n(t).

the noise and disturbances acting on the system, which may be stemming from
various sources, such as electronic noise from the sensor electronics and power
amplifier, vibrations stemming from the environment, temperature drifts within
the instrument, and Brownian noise observable from the small cantilever [76].
Although stemming from various sources, these noise contributions can be
viewed as a signal entering the feedback loop at the same location as the sample
topography signal h(t).
During imaging, the feedback controller is aimed to minimize the variations of
the tip-sample force with respect to the constant setpoint level r, in some sense
minimizing the control error e(t) = r − d(t). Based on the compensating actions of
the feedback loop an estimate ĥ(t) of the sample topography is obtained, of which
the quality can be judged by the topography estimation error ǫ(t) = ĥ(t) − h(t).
In high accuracy metrological AFM-systems, the sample topography is estimated
by directly measuring the actuator displacement x(t) with high accuracy displacement sensors (e.g. interferometric) [63,98], aimed to trace back the measured
sample dimensions towards the international length standards. When assuming
that the feedback loop is fast enough to track the sample topography variations
while scanning (i.e. e(t) ≈ 0), the measurement of the actuator displacement can
be regarded as a direct measure of the sample topography: ĥ(t) = −x̄(t), with
x̄(t) the measured actuator displacement.
For most AFM systems the requirements on the accuracy are not as high as in
metrological AFM, and the use of high accuracy displacement sensors to measure
the actuator displacement is considered not very cost-efficient. Moreover, the
sensor noise of the position sensors may degrade the measurement precision,
which becomes more severe at higher imaging bandwidths, as with high-speed
AFM. Therefore, in most AFM-systems the sample topography is approximated
by taking a calibrated scaling of the control signal u(t), assuming that the
controller output is directly proportional to the actuator displacement, and the
control error is small: ĥ = −x̂(t) ∝ u(t) [24].
Although taking a calibrated scaling of the control signal u(t) allows for low
noise, and thus precise estimation of the sample topography, the accuracy of this
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approach is limited due to the fact that the actuator dynamics are neglected. For
instance, due to possible hysteresis within the piezoelectric actuator the relation
between the control signal u(t) and the actuator displacement x(t) may not be
fully linear, limiting the accuracy of the topography estimate if not accounted for.
Therefore, in [28] improved topography estimation is shown by compensating
for the actuator hysteresis, utilizing charge control. Also methods have been
developed to compensate for the non-linearity of hysteresis in AFM by inverse
hysteresis models [17, 63]. Furthermore, when increasing the bandwidth of
the feedback loop, also the higher frequency resonances within the actuator
dynamics are excited, which influence the accuracy of the topography estimation
if not accounted for. In [80] a method is discussed to improve the accuracy of the
topography estimate by simulating the sample profile based on a model of the
higher order actuator dynamics: ĥ(t) = −x̂(t) = −Ĝ(p)u(t), with Ĝ a model of
d
the actuator dynamics, and p = dt
the differential operator. To compensate for the
influence of environmental disturbances on the topography estimation, in [82]
a method is presented to measure and subtract the vibration induced image
distortions from the image by using a capacitive sensor mounted in parallel with
the piezo-actuator.
The assumption that the actuator displacement x(t) directly represents the sample
topography only holds when scanning relatively slow, allowing the feedback
control loop sufficient time to recover from topography variations such that the
control error is almost zero: (e(t) ≈ 0 → h(t) ≈ −x(t)). However, at higher
imaging speeds the control error is not fully zero, and part of the topography
information will appear in the cantilever deflection signal d(t). Therefore, most
often the cantilever deflection signal d(t) is presented in a separate image to reveal
the sample topography variations that occur faster than the control bandwidth of
the feedback loop during imaging [24]. In [75] a method is presented to design
a model based controller and estimator that provides an estimate of the sample
topography by directly taking into account the cantilever deflection signal and a
model of the system dynamics, allowing high bandwidth topography estimation.
In [57] this method is extended to dynamic mode imaging, taking into account a
linear model of the tip sample interaction.
In order to improve the imaging speed of AFM, a vast amount of research
is dedicated to improving the control bandwidth of the feedback loop that controls the tip-sample force, utilizing modern model-based control methods [84, 75],
and improved mechanical design of the positioning stages [5,79,46,29]. However,
when increasing the control bandwidth in AFM imaging, also the topography estimation becomes a highly dynamical process in which the higher order dynamics
of the instrument may start to influence the instruments accuracy. An important
aspect that needs to be considered in this context is that the dynamical behavior
of the system may show variations due to the varying weight and alignment of
the sample and cantilever, and due to the varying imaging conditions. As these
dynamical variations are largely unpredictable, these constitute a certain degree
of dynamical uncertainty which limits the modeling accuracy of the system
dynamics, and thus of the ability of accurately estimating the sample topography.
This becomes more relevant for high speed AFM applications in which the
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bandwidth of the system is pushed to higher frequencies, leading to stronger
excitation of the higher order dynamics of the system which typically constitute
larger dynamical uncertainty. Therefore, in this chapter it is analyzed how the
dynamical uncertainty of the system influences the accuracy of the topography
estimate, and how this could be addressed in the design of the feedback controller
and topography estimator.
In Section 3.2 the topography estimation problem in AFM is analyzed, and how
this is influenced by dynamical uncertainty of the system and by the design
of the feedback controller. In Section 3.3, an integrated design methodology is
proposed in order to design a feedback controller and topography estimator to
guarantee frequency domain performance specification on both the control error
as well as the topography estimation error, given the dynamical uncertainty of
the system. This integrated design methodology is demonstrated and verified for
a commercially available AFM system in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, the influence
of the dynamical uncertainty on the accuracy of the topography is experimentally
verified, while conclusions are drawn in Section 3.6.

3.2 Topography estimation problem

h(t)

M

d(t)

F

ĥ(t)

ǫ(t)

n(t)

Figure 3.2: Block diagram depicting the topography estimation problem in AFM
as a filtering problem based on sensor output d(t).
In order to analyze the topography estimation problem in AFM, in this section
the optimal topography estimator is derived based on the Wiener theory [102].
Based on the expression of the optimal topography estimator, it is analyzed how
the topography estimation accuracy is influenced by the dynamical uncertainty of
the system, and by the design of the feedback controller. While in most AFM systems the sample topography is estimated based on both the cantilever deflection
signal d(t) and the control signal u(t), the later one can be directly derived from
the first given that the feedback controller is known: u(t) = K(p) · d(t). Therefore
without loss of generality the topography estimation problem can be posed as a
filtering problem solely based on the cantilever deflection signal d(t). Later on
in this section the practical considerations are discussed which motivate the use
of both available signals u(t) and d(t) for the topography estimation. Moreover,
in the following analysis the setpoint is neglected as this is constant throughout
each imaging experiments (i.e. r = 0). Hence, the topography estimation problem
may be depicted as in the block diagram of Figure 3.2, with the system dynamics
M and the topography estimator F . Notice that this topography estimator F is
a form of a disturbance estimator, estimating an unknown input signal (distur-
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bance) based on the available output signals [70, 86]. Assuming linear dynamics
the sensor output in AFM is given as:
d(t)

=

B(p)
·(h(t) + n(t)),
1 + L(p)
| {z }

(3.1)

M(p)

d
with the loop gain L(p) = G(p) · K(p) · B(p), and p = dt
the differential operator.
The sensor signal d(t) is the input for the sample topography estimator F which
provides an estimate of the sample topography:

ĥ(t) =

F (p) · d(t),

(3.2)

The topography estimation error is now given as:
ε(t)

= ĥ(t) − h(t) = F (p) · d(t) − h(t),

(3.3)

The Mean Square Error value of this signal can be derived via the Parsevals theorem as:
Z ∞


1
E ε(t)2 =
Φε (ω)dω
(3.4)
2π −∞
with Φε (ω) the power spectral density of the topography estimation error signal,
which is given as:
Φε (s) = F (s) · F ∗ (−s) · Φd (s) − F (s) · Φdh (s) − F ∗ (−s) · Φhd (s) + Φh (s).

(3.5)

By setting the derivative of Φε (s) with respect to the estimator filter F (s) to zero
the following expression for the optimal Wiener filter can be obtained [102]:
F (s) =

Φhd (s)
M ∗ (−s)Φh (s)
Φh (s)
1
=
=
·
, (3.6)
∗
Φd (s)
M (s)M (−s)(Φh (s) + Φn (s))
Φh (s) + Φn (s) M (s)
|
{z
} | {z }
F2 (s)

F1 (s)

in which the fact is used that the topography signal h(t) and the noise signal n(t)
are not correlated. As shown by Equation (3.6) the optimal estimator can be split
in a part that handles the noise denoted F2 , and a part which inverts the system
dynamics denoted F1 . The spectrum of h(t) is depending on the sample topography profile and the imaging speed, of which the first is not known beforehand and
varies strongly between different experiments. Therefore, by splitting the design
of the estimator, the part inverting the system dynamics F1 needs to be designed
only once, while the noise filter F2 can be adjusted for the changing imaging conditions. The design and application of F2 to filter out the measurement noise can
be done after the imaging data is obtained and analyzed. Such filtering of the
imaging data to filter out the (high frequency) noise is a common procedure during the post-processing of the AFM images [24].
While noise filtering via F2 can improve the precision of the topography estimate,
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the feedback loop controlling the tip sample force
in AFM with the topography estimator F , the which provides an estimate ĥ(t) of the topography signal h(t) based on sensor signal d(t),
and control signal u(t).

proper inversion of the system dynamics M via F1 is vital for accurate representation of the sample features, especially at faster imaging speeds at which the higher
order dynamics of the system are excited. Based on Equations (3.1) and (3.6) the
estimated sample topography based on the optimal Wiener filter can be written
as:
ĥ(t)

1
= F2 (p) · F1 (p) · d(t) = F2 (p) ·
· d(t),
M (p)
h
i
= F2 (p) · B̂ −1 (p) + Ĝ(p) · K(p) · d(t),




1
= F2 (p) · B̂ −1 (p) −Ĝ(p) ·
· d(t),
−K(p)




d(t)
,
= F2 (p) · B̂ −1 (p) −Ĝ(p) ·
u(t)
{z
}
|

(3.7)

F̃1

with Ĝ and B̂ models of the actuator and sensor dynamics, respectively. The resulting topography estimator can be depicted as shown in Figure 3.3. Equation
(3.7) shows that by taking the output of the feedback controller u(t) into account
in the topography estimate (as is also done in conventional AFM) the dynamics of
the feedback K do not need to be taken into account in the topography estimator,
which simplifies the design of the estimator. However, the resulting topography
estimator does require dynamical models of the sensor dynamics B̂ and of the actuator dynamics Ĝ in order to accurately represent the sample features, as shown
by Equation (3.7).
In dynamic mode AFM, the cantilever dynamics in B are non-linear, making
it difficult to model. Therefore, in dynamic mode AFM one strongly relies on
the controller output u(t) for estimation of the sample topography, presuming
a good linearization effect of the feedback loop. Recently, however, techniques
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are developed to explicitly handle the cantilever dynamics in dynamic mode
AFM [73, 42, 57]. In contrast, for contact-mode AFM the cantilever dynamics can
be regarded fairly linear [80], and calibration of the sensor gain in B can be done
before each imaging experiment by performing a force curve measurement [76].
The modeling of the higher order actuator dynamics is neglected in conventional
AFM-systems, and the actuator displacement is approximated by a static scaling
of the control signal u(t), i.e. actuator model Ĝ is taken as static. In high-speed
AFM-systems, however, the bandwidth of the feedback loop is pushed close to,
or even beyond the first the resonance frequency of the actuator, such that a dynamical actuator model Ĝ must be used for more accurate sample topography
estimation [80, 75].
Notice that when the noise n(t) is assumed to be zero, the noise filter of Equation (3.6) becomes F2 = 1, and the transfer from topography signal h(t) towards
the topography estimation error ε(t) can be calculated as:
F1 (p) · M (p) − 1

=

=

B̂ −1 (p)B(p) + Ĝ(p) · K(p) · B(p)
− 1,
1 + L(p)
h
i h
i
B̂ −1 (p)B(p) − 1 + Ĝ(p) − G(p) · K(p) · B(p)
1 + L(p)

, (3.8)

i.e. part of the topography estimation error is stemming from the modeling error
of the sensor dynamics [B(p) · B̂ −1 (p) − 1], and partly from the modeling error
of the actuator dynamics [Ĝ(p) − G(p)]. Hence, the accuracy of the topography
estimation is strongly depending on the accuracy of the models for the sensor dynamics, and of the actuator dynamics.
The accuracy of the dynamical models may be hampered by variations in the dynamical behavior of the system, caused for instance by changing the cantilever, the
sample mass, or the alignment of the sample on the scanner [101]. While during
each AFM imaging experiment the system dynamics may be largely constant, the
dynamical variations mostly occur from one imaging experiment to the next when
setting up the new experiment. Although it is possible to identify these dynamical
variations before each imaging experiment, this is not desirable as such identification experiments are time-consuming, require special expertise of the operator,
and may also cause damage of the tip and the sample. Therefore, the dynamical variations of the system constitute a certain degree of dynamical uncertainty,
which limits the modeling accuracy of the system dynamics, and therefore poses
a limitation on the accuracy of the topography estimation.
Important is to note the influence of the feedback controller K in Equation (3.8),
determining the propagation of the modeling errors towards the topography estimation error. Hence, due to the inevitable modeling errors of the system dynamics, the feedback control problem and the topography estimation problem are coupled. Consequently, the design of the feedback controller should be done not only
considering the requirements on the control of the tip-sample force, but also considering the influence of the feedback controller on the accuracy of the topography
estimation. Therefore, in the next section an integrated design methodology is
proposed to handle this combined control and estimation problem in AFM, while
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in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 the coupling between the control and estimation problems
is experimentally verified based on a commercially available AFM system.

3.3 Robust design of the feedback controller and the
topography estimator
The feedback controller and topography estimator should be designed such that
(i) sufficiently fast tracking of the sample profile is provided in order to prevent
too high force variation between the tip and the sample, which might cause damage between the tip and the sample, and (ii) the topography estimation error can
be guaranteed to be within certain specifications, given the dynamical uncertainty
of the system. To handle the coupled control and estimation problem in AFM, as
analyzed in the previous section, the H∞ framework [90] is particulary suited as it
allows to synthesize the controller and the estimator to guarantee certain specifications on the system performance, given a model of the system that captures the
dynamical behavior of the system and its uncertainty. Therefore, in this research
an integrated design methodology is proposed to design the feedback controller
and topography estimator based on robust H∞ control techniques.
For simplicity, in the following only contact-mode imaging is considered in which
the sensor dynamics B are assumed to be fully known, static, and normalized,
i.e. (B = B̂ = 1). However, most of the considerations also hold for dynamic
mode AFM. Furthermore, in this section only the estimator part that handles the
system dynamics F1 (s) is designed (cf. Eqn. (3.6)), as this part is responsible for
accurately handling the system dynamics within the topography estimation. The
noise filtering component F2 (s) is considered to be done separately in the postprocessing phase of each imaging experiment, and therefore in the following the
influence of noise on the system performance is not considered. Hence, in this section the modeling errors of the actuator dynamics is considered as the sole source
of the topography estimation errors.
The proposes design methodology consists of three steps:
1. The first step in the design process is to identify the dynamical behavior of
the system including its dynamical variations, and to capture this dynamical behavior within a parametric model that can be used for model-based
design of the feedback controller and the topography estimator.
2. In a second step the feedback controller, and topography estimator are designed via µ-synthesis [90] to satisfy certain specification on the system performance, given the system dynamics captured by the model.
3. In a third step the design of the estimator is improved by obtaining higher
order models of the system dynamics. In contrast to the feedback controller,
the topography estimator is not required to run in realtime which allows a
higher computational complexity, and therefore allows the use of higher order dynamical models which may yield a better accuracy of the topography
estimate.
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In the subsequent sections these steps of the design method are discussed in more
detail.

3.3.1 Step 1: Identification and modeling of the actuator dynamics
The dynamics of the z-actuator in AFM can be identified by driving the actuator
with an excitation signal and measuring the cantilever deflection signal, while the
lateral scanning motion is disabled. When using cantilevers with resonance frequencies higher than the frequency range of interest, while using small enough
excitation amplitudes to keep the tip in firm contact with the sample during the
identification experiments, the cantilever dynamics can be regarded as static and
their influence can be neglected within these experiments. In order to identify
the dynamical behavior of the system including its uncertainty under all working conditions, the measurements are repeated with different sample discs, and
by changing the alignment of the sample disc on the scanner. The recorded frequency responses are denoted Υj (ωf ), with j ∈ [1 . . . k] the j th frequency response
measurement, and k the number of different frequency response measurements.
The various load conditions during the identification experiments should be chosen such that the set of frequency responses Υj (ωf ) gives a good and complete
resemblance of how the system is used in practice. Based on the frequency response measurements of Υj (ωf ) a nominal model and dynamical uncertainty set
can be fitted that captures the dynamical behavior of the system with all possible
combinations of measurement probes and samples:
Ǧ(s, ∆) =
G(s)

=

Gn (s) · (1 + ∆(s) · Q(s))

Ǧ(s, ∆), ||∆(s)||∞ ≤ 1 ,

(3.9)
(3.10)

with Gn (s) a parametric model of the nominal actuator dynamics, and filter Q(s)
and uncertain parameter ∆(s) capturing the dynamical variations of the system.
To minimize the conservatism of the model, the nominal model Gn (s) can be obtained by first determining the optimal non parametric response of the nominal
model at each frequency point which minimizes the worst-case modeling error:
Γ(ωf ) =
{α(ωf ), β(ωf )}

=

α(ωf ) + i · β(ωf ),
arg

min

(3.11)

max |Υj (ωf ) − α(ωf ) − i · β(ωf )| .(3.12)

α(ωf ),β(ωf ) j=1...k

The minimization of Equation (3.12) has to be solved as an optimization problem
at each frequency point, similar as described in [18]. Based on the optimal nonparametric nominal response Γ(ωf ), a parameterized nominal model Gn (s) can
be obtained by data fitting techniques [69]. Given the parametric nominal model
Gn (s) and the identification data from the various measurement trials, the worstcase multiplicative modeling error can be determined at each frequency point:
Ψ(ωf ) = max

j=1...k

Υj (ωf ) − Gn (ωf )
.
Gn (ωf )

(3.13)
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The maximum multiplicative modeling error Ψ(ωf ) can be incorporated in the set
of Equation (3.9), via a parameterized over-bounding function Q(ωf ) ≥ Ψ(ωf ).
The overbounding filter Q(s) can be obtained using spectral overbounding techniques [77, 45].
Although in this research a multiplicative modeling error description is used in
the model of Equation (3.9), other modeling error descriptions could be used as
well (e.g. additive). In choosing a type of modeling error description it should
be taken into account how tightly this modeling error description can be overbounded by the finite order over-bounding function Q(s) [21]. A too loose overbounding function may lead to undesirably large conservatism in the model set,
limiting the exactness of the synthesis solution. For the systems considered is this
research the multiplicative uncertainty description resulted in the tightest upperbounds.

3.3.2 Step 2: Model-based feedback controller and estimator design
Based on the dynamical model of Equation (3.9), the feedback controller and topography estimator are designed to guarantee H∞ -norm bounded performance
specifications on the control error, and the topography estimation error. Therefore, the design problem is cast into the mixed-sensitivity framework [90], as depicted in Figure 3.4. The feedback controller K and topography estimator Fµ−syn
are part of the same filter which depends on the parameters to be found θ. Hence,
this filter has the negative cantilever deflection signal −d(t) as input, and the control signal u(t) and estimated sample topography ĥ(t) as outputs. The resulting
topography estimator is in the form of Equation (3.2), with only the cantilever deflection signal as input. The underscore µ − syn for the topography estimator in
Figure 3.4 is used to denote that this the estimator to be obtained via µ-synthesis,
as also higher order estimator design is discussed in Section 3.3.3. Filters Wes (s),
We (s), and Wu (s) in Figure 3.4 are the weighting filters on the topography estimation error ǫ(t), the control error e(t), and the controller output u(t), respectively.
These weighting filters can be chosen to represent the performance specification
on the closed loop system, as demonstrated for a practical system in Section 3.4.1.
This design methodology is similar as described for a nominal feedback controller
and estimator design in [75], except for the fact that here the dynamical uncertainty of the system is explicitly addressed. The objective of the controller and
estimator synthesis is now formulated as to find the parameters θ̄ that minimize
the worst-case H∞ -norm of the system:
γ ≥ min max
θ

∆

We (s) · S(s, θ, ∆)
Wu (s) · K(s, θ) · S(s, θ, ∆)
Wes · [Fµ−syn (s, θ) · S(s, θ, ∆) − 1]

,

(3.14)

∞

with upper-bound γ, and the sensitivity function of the uncertain system
S(s, θ, ∆) = [1 + Ǧ(s, ∆) · K(s, θ)]−1 . The minimization of Equation (3.14) is a nonconvex optimization problem and requires iterative procedures as the µ-synthesis,
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Figure 3.4: System description for design of the robust feedback control and
topography estimator, with input h(t), and performance channeloutputs z1 (t), z2 (t) and z3 (t). This system is the entry for the µsynthesis of Equation 3.14

DK-iteration method [90] in order to approximate the optimal controller parameters. After controller synthesis, the robust performance of the controlled system
can be analyzed in a more accurate manner based on the nonparametric frequency
responses Υj (ωf ) obtained during the identification experiments, as discussed in
Section 3.4.3.

3.3.3 Step 3: Improved estimator design
The topography estimator should be designed to minimize the worst case topography estimation error given the dynamical uncertainty of the system. Although
for the model-based design of the feedback controller K and the topography estimator Fµ−syn the model of Equation (3.9) is assumed, due its limited order this
model captures a larger set of frequency responses than the actual system, and
therefore the obtained topography estimator may not provide the best performance robustness for the actual system. Moreover, the fact that the topography
estimator is not restricted to run in realtime allows a high computational complexity and the use of a high order topography estimator, which may yield better
accuracy. The topography estimation accuracy may be improved by redesigning
the topography estimator, given the feedback controller K from the µ-synthesis,
and the frequency responses Υj (ωf ) obtained from the identification experiments.
Based on the feedback controller K obtained via the minimization of Equation
(3.14), and the identified frequency responses Υj (ωf ), the worst case magnitude
of the transfer from topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation
error ε(t) can be determined at each frequency point by:


1
F̃ (ωf ) ·
·B
−K(ωf )
−1 ,
max
(3.15)
j=1...k 1 + Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf ) · B
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with F̃ (ω) = B̂ −1 −Ĝ(ω) the topography estimator following the structure
of Equation (3.7), with both the cantilever deflection signal d(t), and the control
signal u(t) as inputs (cf. Fig. 3.3), and assuming the noise filter F2 = 1. While
the topography estimator obtained from the µ-synthesis Fµ−syn is in the form of
be
Equation (3.2) with only the cantilever deflection signal
 −1as input, it can also

casted in the form of Equation (3.7) by F̃µ−syn (ω) = B̂
−Ĝµ−syn (ω) , with
(ω)−1

F

Ĝµ−syn = µ−syn
. Recall from Section 3.2 that the topography estimator with
K(ω)
both the cantilever deflection signal d(t) and the control signal u(t) as inputs does
not require accurate knowledge of dynamics of the feedback controller K, and
therefore would yield better accuracy in practice. Assuming the sensor dynamics
to be known B̂ = B = 1 , the worst case magnitude of the transfer from topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation error ε(t) of Equation (3.15)
know becomes:
max

j=1...k

h

i
B̂ −1 · B + Ĝ(ωf ) · K(ωf ) · B − [1 + Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf ) · B]

= max

j=1...k

1 + Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf ) · B
h
i
Ĝ(ωf ) − Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf )
,
1 + Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf )

,

(3.16)

with Ĝ(ωf ) the model of the actuator dynamics within the topography estimator.
Hence, based on the frequency responses of Υj (ωf ), the optimal nonparametric
topography estimator which minimizes the worst-case magnitude of the transfer
from topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation error ǫ(t) at each
frequency point can be found by:



F̃nonpar (ωf )

=

Ĝnonpar (ωf )

=

ᾱ(ωf ), β̄(ωf )

=



B̂ −1

−Ĝnonpar (ωf )

ᾱ(ωf ) + i · β̄(ωf ),
arg

min

max

α(ωf ),β(ωf ) j=1...k





,

(3.17)


ᾱ(ωf ) + i · β̄(ωf ) − Υj (ωf ) · K(ωf )
,
1 + K(ωf ) · Υj (ωf )

which can be calculated as a linear optimization problem at each frequency point.
For practical implementation however, a parametric topography estimator is required which can be obtained from the optimal nonparametric topography estimator of Equation (3.17) via least squares data fitting techniques:
 −1

F̃par (ωf ) =
(3.18)
B̂
−Ĝpar (ωf ) ,
N
h
i2
X
Ĝpar (ω, ϕ̄) = arg min
Ĝpar (ω, ϕ) − Ĝnonpar (ωf ) .
(3.19)
ϕ

ωf =ω1

Minimization of Equation (3.19) can be done by the Sanathanan-and-Koerner
method [69], or by Instrumental Variable based linear regression methods [11].
As demonstrated in Section 3.4, redesigning the topography estimator with high
order dynamical models significantly improves the accuracy of the topography
estimate as compared to the estimator Fµ−syn obtained via the minimization of
Equation (3.14).

3.4 Design example and analysis
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In order to verify the integrated design of the feedback controller and topography estimator presented in 3.3, the design methodology is demonstrated on the
Multimode V system equipped with the J-scanner. Two different design cases are
discussed and compared with different emphasis on the accuracy of the topography estimate.

3.4.1 Identification and modeling
In order to identify the dynamical behavior of the system and its variations, the
system is setup several times with different sample discs, and by varying the
alignment of the sample discs on the actuator. The actuator responses are measured by using a network analyzer (4395A, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,USA). The
system is prepared several times using different sample discs with masses ranging
from 0.5 to 1 gram, and by varying the alignment of the sample disc on the actuator. By only using cantilevers with high free resonance frequencies (≥ 300 kHz) in
contact mode, the sensor dynamics can be considered static below 100 kHz, which
is the frequency range of interest. Therefore, the sensor dynamics B are neglected
in the following analysis, and for convenience the DC-gain from actuator input
u(t) to cantilever deflection signal d(t) is normalized (limω→0 G(ω) · B(ω) = 1) in
the following discussion.
The results of two different frequency response measurements are depicted in
Figure 3.5a, showing the first longitudinal resonance of the piezoelectric tube
scanner at 8 kHz. Based on 12 different frequency response measurements, the
un-parameterized nominal frequency response Γ(ωf ) is (cf. Eqn. (3.11)) obtained
via a linear optimization at each frequency point implemented via the optimization toolbox of matlab, as shown by the black solid line of Figure 3.5a. The
un-parameterized nominal frequency response Γ(ωf ) is used to fit a 7th order
dynamical model Gn (s) by the Sanathanan-and-Koerner method via the fitfrd
command of matlab. The nominal actuator model Gn (s) is shown by the dasheddotted lines of Figure 3.5a.
Based on the nominal model Gn (s) the maximum multiplicative modeling error
Ψ(ωf ) is determined (cf. Eqn. (3.13)), which is shown by the solid line of Figure 3.5b. The maximum multiplicative uncertainty Ψ(ωf ) clearly shows the variations in the dynamical behavior associated with the different load conditions,
which tents to become larger with increasing frequency. Moreover, Figure 3.5b
reveals a large peak in the dynamical uncertainty at 1 kHz, which is stemming
from the coupling with the first lateral resonance modes of the scanner in the x
and y directions. The dynamical uncertainty shown in Figure 3.5b poses a strong
limitation on the achievable control bandwidth, and on the accuracy of the topography estimate. In order to incorporate this dynamical uncertainty into the model
of Equation (3.9), a 5th order over-bounding function Q(s) ≥ Ψ(ωf ) is obtained
by the via the log-Chebychev algorithm based fitmagfrd command of matlab,
and manually adjusted to provide a tight over-bound for the dynamical uncertainty, as is shown by the dashed line of Figure 3.5b.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Frequency response of the tube scanner measured in two identification experiments (solid grey, and dashed grey), the un-parameterized
nominal response Γ(ωf ) (solid, black) calculated following Equation
(3.11), and the frequency response of the 7th order model Gn (s)
(dashed-dotted, black). (b) Bode magnitude response of the maximum multiplicative model error Ψ(ωf ) calculated according to Equation (3.13), and the over-bounding filter Q(s) (black, dashed).
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While the frequency response measurements discussed above are captured with
small amplitude excitation signals, for larger signals these type of piezoelectric
actuators may suffer from hysteresis. For this particular actuator the hysteresis
is measured to cause a gain variation of less then 1.5% at full positioning range,
as discussed in Appendix A. These gain variations are, however, significantly
smaller than the dynamical uncertainty stemming from the varying load conditions. Therefore, the 1.5%, or -36 dB dynamical uncertainty stemming from the
hysteresis is considered to be sufficiently captured by the dynamical overbounding function Q(s), and not explicitly addressed in the remainder of this chapter.
For AFM systems with more severe actuator hysteresis, a method is discussed
in Appendix A to explicitly address the hysteresis in the topography estimation
utilizing a charge measurement.

3.4.2 Controller and estimator design
The dynamical model obtained from the identification experiments is used for the
design of the feedback controller K and topography estimator Fµ−syn following
the µ-synthesis procedure as discussed in Section 3.3.2. To enforce the desired
disturbance rejection characteristics of the closed-loop system, the weighting filter We (s) (cf. Fig. 3.4) is shaped as an inverse high-pass filter. The weighting
filter Wu (s) on the controller output is shaped as an inverse high-pass filter with
a corner frequency of 6 kHz enforcing a high frequency roll-off to attenuate high
frequency noise and higher order dynamical modes of the system. The emphasis which is given on the accuracy of the topography estimation can be tuned
via the weight Wes (s). In order to analyze the consequences of taking the topography estimation problem directly into account when designing the feedback
controller, two different feedback controllers and corresponding topography estimators are synthesized, using different weights on the topography estimation
error: Wes (s) = 1, and Wes (s) = 8. With these static weights the topography estimation error is weighted evenly strong over all frequencies, while also
frequency depended weights on the topography estimation error may be used.
Given these weights on the topography estimation error, the cornering bandwidth
of the weighting filter on the control error We (s) is tuned up to the point that the
synthesis objective γ ≤ 1 (cf. Eqn. (3.14)) is just met. This allows to find the maximum control bandwidth of the system given the performance specification on
the topography estimation accuracy. After the µ-synthesis, for both design cases
a 30th order parametric topography estimator Fpar is designed according to the
procedure discussed in Section 3.3.3.

3.4.3 Performance analysis
Figure 3.6 shows the open-loop frequency response plots of the feedback controllers corresponding to both design cases. Notice that in the design case with
higher emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy (solid lines, Fig. 3.6) a
lower overall controller gain is obtained, and also a steep notch filter at 1 kHz
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in order to suppress the dynamical uncertainties associated with the lateral resonance of the tube-scanner in that frequency region (cf. Fig. 3.5b). Figures 3.7
shows the Bode magnitude plots of the nominal sensitivity function and the nominal complementary sensitivity function for both design cases, showing that both
the disturbance rejection bandwidth (400 Hz vs. 1 kHz) as well as the tracking
bandwidth (600 Hz vs. 3 kHz) is significantly lower for the design case with
higher emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy.
Figure 3.8 shows the worst-case magnitude of the transfer form topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation error ǫ(t) according to Equation (3.15)
analyzed for both design cases with the topography estimator Fµ−syn obtained
from the µ-synthesis (gray lines), and with the 30th order estimator Fpar designed
according to Equation (3.18) (black lines). The solid lines, and the dashed lines
in Figure 3.8 correspond to the design cases Wes (s) = 1, and Wes (s) = 8, respectively. The magnitudes of these graphs provide a measure of the accuracy of the
topography estimate at each frequency point.
Comparing the results of Figures 3.7 and Figure 3.8 shows that for the system with
the lower control bandwidth (solid lines), the accuracy of the topography estimate
is better as compared to the case with the higher control bandwidth (dashed lines),
particulary at higher frequencies. This is explained by the fact that with a lower
control bandwidth, also the excitation of the uncertain dynamics is lower, which
improves the accuracy of the topography estimation. Hence, Figures 3.7 and 3.8
clearly reveal the design trade-off between the control bandwidth of the system
and the accuracy of the topography estimate.
Furthermore, comparing the gray lines in Figure 3.8 corresponding to the cases
with the topography estimator Fµ−syn directly stemming from the µ-synthesis,
with the black lines in Figure 3.8 corresponding to the topography estimator Fpar
obtained according to Equation 3.18, shows that for both design cases the topography estimation accuracy is significantly improved by the higher order dynamical
models in Fpar . Hence, these results clearly motivate the need for redesigning the
topography estimator after the µ-synthesis, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.6: Open-loop frequency response plots of the designed feedback controllers. The dashed lines correspond to the design case with lower
emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy (Wes = 1), and the
solid lines correspond to design case with higher emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy (Wes = 8).
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Figure 3.7: Frequency response plot of the nominal sensitivity function (a), and
the nominal complementary sensitivity function (b). The dashed lines
correspond to the design case with lower emphasis on the topography
estimation accuracy (Wes = 1), and the solid lines correspond to design case with higher emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy
(Wes = 8).
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Figure 3.8: Worst-case magnitude of the transfer from topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation error ε(t) determined at each frequency point for the closed-loop system designed with Wes = 1
(dashed lines), and Wes = 8 (solid lines). The gray lines correspond to
the systems with the topography estimator Fµ−syn directly obtained
from the µ-synthesis, while the black lines correspond to the systems
with the 30th order parametric estimator Fpar according to Equation
(3.18).

3.5 Experimental results
The feedback controllers and topography estimators designed in the Section 3.4
are implemented on the physical system in order to experimentally verify three
different aspects:
1. The two design cases discussed in Section 3.4 resulted in two feedback controllers with a different control bandwidth. In Section 3.5.2 the better the
tracking performance of the high bandwidth feedback controller is validated.
2. While neglected in conventional AFM systems, in Section 3.2 it is shown
that the system dynamics need to be addressed within the topography
estimation in order to improve the accuracy, as also recognized in [80, 75].
In Section 3.5.3 the improved accuracy is experimentally validated by
comparing (i) the accuracy of a topography estimator where the actuator
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dynamics are neglected and a static actuator model is used (i.e. Ĝ = c),
and (ii) the accuracy of a topography estimator which includes a dynamical
actuator model Ĝpar (s) designed according to Equation (3.18).
3. In Section 3.2 it is shown that due to the dynamical uncertainty of the system, the feedback control problem and the topography estimation problem
are coupled. In Section 3.4, it is shown that due to this coupling a tradeoff has to be made between the control bandwidth and the accuracy of the
topography estimate. In Section 3.5.4 this trade-off is experimentally validated.

3.5.1 Implementation
The feedback controllers are implemented on the AFM system using a FieldProgrammable-Gate-Array (FPGA, Virtex-II Pro XtremeDSP Development Kit, Nallatech, Camarillo CA, USA). To facilitate the implementation the 21th order lowbandwidth controller and the 25th order high-bandwidth controller obtained from
the µ-synthesis are order reduced via the balanced truncation method [90] to 8th
and 10th order, respectively. The controllers are discretized to a sampling rate
of 260 kHz, and implemented on the FPGA in a biquad structure. The computation of the (model-based) topography estimation is done offline, by recording
the cantilever deflection signal and the control signal via the data channels of
the Nanoscope V controller, and filtering the data with the designed estimator
in Simulink of matlab.
In order to isolate the topography estimation errors stemming from the dynamical
uncertainty of the system from other error sources such as the scanner drift in the
lateral plane and the finite sharpness of the tip, an artificial topography signal is
added to the sensor signal using an analog summing amplifier, while the scanning motion of the system is disabled. As the artificial topography signal is fully
known, this method allows to accurately verify the topography estimation errors
stemming from the dynamical uncertainty of the system.
To compare the system performance with the different feedback controllers and
topography estimators, a 200 Hz blockwave signal with an amplitude of 250 nm
is applied to the system as ’topography’ signal and the system responses are measured, as shown in Figure 3.9. The resulting signals are captured at a sampling rate
of 100 kHz, of which the time stamp is denoted tk , with k ∈ [0, . . . , m] the recorded
data samples. In order to judge the consistency of the results, these experiments
are repeated 3 times while varying the weight and alignment of the sample on the
scanner, of which the results are listed in Table 3.1. The results depicted in Figure
3.9 correspond to the experiment series denoted ’a’ in Table 3.1.
Notice that the magnitudes of the control errors and the topography estimation
errors of the different experiments listed in Table 3.1 strongly depend on the amplitude and frequency content of the applied topography signal. However, the
chosen block-wave signal contains many different frequency components such
that the obtained results are representative for a broad range of imaging experiments.
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3.5.2 Tracking performance
Figures 3.9a-b show the controller outputs u(tk ) (solid lines) for the system with
the low-bandwidth, and with the high bandwidth controller captured from one
experiment, along with the applied reference signal (dashed-lines). Meanwhile,
Figures 3.9c-d show the corresponding measured tracking errors. Figures 3.9a-d
clearly reveal that the system controlled by the high bandwidth controller provides faster recovery of the changes in sample profile. The results of the various experiments
q Plisted inTable 3.1 show that the RMS value of the tracking error

m 2
1
eRMS = m
k e (tk ) is about 30% lower in case of the high bandwidth feedback controller. The smaller tracking errors imply lower tip-sample force variations when imaging, which result in more gentle probing of the sample matter
and less chances of damage to the tip and sample.

3.5.3 Influence of the estimator order on the topography estimation accuracy
Based on the recorded controller output u(tk ) and the cantilever deflection signal d(tk ), the topography signal is reconstructed using the topography estimator (cf. Eqn 3.7), which is implemented in Matlab-Simulink. Figures 3.9e-f
show the estimated topography signals ĥ(tk ) stemming from the topography estimators in two cases: (i) a topography estimator using a static actuator model
Ĝ = c (red solid lines), similar as is done in conventional AFM systems, and
(ii) a topography estimator with the 30th order dynamical actuator model Ĝ(s)
(blue solid lines) designed according to the procedure discussed in Section 3.3.3.
This dynamical model is discretized by the Tustins methods to the sampling rate
of 100 kHz via the c2d.m command of matlab. Hence, the sample topography is obtained as ĥ(tk ) = e(tk ) − Ĝ(pk ) · u(tk ), and ĥ(tk ) = e(tk ) − c · u(tk )
for the topography estimator with either the dynamical actuator model or the
static actuator model as respectively shown by the blue and red lines in Figures
3.9e-f. The topography estimation errors ε(tk ) = ĥ(tk ) − h(tk ) are shown in Figure 3.9g-h, showing significantly less topography estimation errors when using
a dynamical actuator model in the topography estimator, especially at the representation of theqsharp edges of the sample topography. Table 3.1 lists both the


1 Pm 2
RMS εRMS = m
k ǫ (tk ) , and the peak values of the topography estima
tion error εmax = maxk∈[1,...,m] |ǫ(tk )| for the different experiments, for the systems with either the static or the dynamic actuator model. Table 3.1 shows that
with these experiments the peak of the topography estimation error is 25% to 60%
less for the system with a dynamical actuator model, both with the low and with
the high bandwidth controller. In case of the low bandwidth controller, the RMS
value of the topography estimation error is about 30% less for the system with
dynamical actuator model. In case of the high bandwidth controller the difference between both estimator designs in terms of RMS value of the topography
estimation error is less pronounced, which is due to the stronger excitation of
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Topography
estimation
error

Experiment series
Tracking error
eRMS [nm]
Static
εRMS [nm]
actuator model εmax [nm]
Dynamic
εRMS [nm]
actuator model εmax [nm]

400 Hz controller
a
b
c
75 80
65
5
5
4
23 23
25
3
3
3
15 13
10

1 kHz controller
a
b
c
48 43
50
6
6
7
33 43
33
5
7
6
25 23
23

Table 3.1: Tracking error and topography estimation error in [nm] when applying
a 200 Hz, 250 nm amplitude blockwave signal as topography signal to
the system with different feedback controllers and topography estimators, as obtained with for 3 experiments (a,b,c) while varying the load
conditions on the scanner.
the dynamical couplings with the lateral resonance mode at 1 kHz with the high
bandwidth controller. The dynamical couplings with this lateral resonance mode
strongly depend on the alignment of the sample disc on the scanner, and therefore causes large dynamical uncertainty at 1 kHz as also shown by Figure 3.5b.
Figures 3.9i-j shows the frequency spectra of the topography estimation errors,
clearly showing that the system with dynamical actuator model performs better
in all frequencies, apart from the frequency region of the first lateral resonance
mode at 1 kHz. This is explained by the fact that the dynamic actuator model is
designed to minimize the worst-case modeling error over all possible experiments
(cf. Section 3.3.1), which does not guarantee that it provides the best match in every experiment. However, the results shown in Figure 3.9e-h and Table 3.1 clearly
reveal the overall benefit of using a dynamic actuator model in the topography
estimate, especially for the representation of the sharp edges of the sample.

3.5.4 Influence of the controller bandwidth on the topography estimation accuracy
Comparing the topography estimation errors stemming from the system with the
low bandwidth controller with those of the system with the high bandwidth controller clearly reveals that the accuracy of the topography estimate is about 40%
better with the low bandwidth controller, both in terms of RMS and in peak error.
Therefore, these results clearly confirm the trade-off between the bandwidth, and
the accuracy of the topography estimate, as also shown by the frequency domain
results in Figure 3.8.
The frequency spectra of the topography estimation error signals, shown in Figures 3.9i-j, clearly reveal that the major frequency components of the topography
estimation signals are around the lateral resonance mode at 1 kHz, and the first
longitudinal resonance mode at 8 kHz, which correspond to the frequency regions
with the highest dynamical uncertainty (cf. Fig. 3.5). Hence, these results show
good resemblance with the frequency domain results obtained in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: System outputs when applying a 200 Hz, 250 nm block wave signal as an artificial topography signal, for the case
with the low bandwidth controller (a,c,e,g,i), and for the case with the high bandwidth controller (b,d,f,h,j). Figures
(a-b) show the applied topography signal together with the output of the feedback controller, while figure (c-d) show
the control error. Figures (e-f) shows the outputs of the topography estimator, Figures (g-f) show the topography
estimation error, and Figures (i-j) show the frequency spectra of the topography estimation error signal. The red lines
in Figures (e-j) correspond to case when using a static actuator model in the topography estimator, and the blue lines
corresponds to the case when using a dynamic actuator model in the topography estimator.
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3.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents an integrated approach to design a robust feedback controller and topography estimator for the feedback loop controlling the tip-sample
force in AFM, while taking into account the dynamical uncertainties of the system. The proposed design approach is demonstrated on a commercially available
AFM-system, showing two different designs with different emphasis on the accuracy of the topography estimation. Experimental results verify that due to the
dynamical uncertainty of the instrument a trade off has to be made between the
control bandwidth of the feedback loop controlling the tip sample force, and the
accuracy of the topography estimation. Moreover, it is experimentally verified
that the use of a dynamic actuator model in the sample topography estimator significantly improves the accuracy of the instrument.
As a consequence of the trade-off between the control bandwidth and the accuracy, the intended imaging applications of the instrument has to be considered
when designing the feedback controller and topography estimator in AFM. When
imaging for instance fragile biological samples, minimizing the force variations
between the tip and the sample may be most important in order not to damage
the sample, aiming for an as high as possible control bandwidth and therefore
the requirements on the accuracy of the topography estimation may be relaxed.
However, in other application such as quality assurance in the semiconductor
industry, higher emphasis might be given on the quality of the topography estimation. Samples from material science or semiconductors potentially are not as
fragile as biological systems, and higher importance may be given to the metrological aspects of the instrument. The integrated design method proposed in this
contribution can be used to handle this design trade-off and optimize the feedback controller and topography estimator of the system to the particular imaging
application.
These results also indicate that reducing the dynamic uncertainty of the system
may be an important design criterion for future AFM development. The consistency of the dynamical behavior may be improved for instance by fixing the
alignment of the sample on the scanner, normalizing the weight of the sample
discs, or by damping the weakly damped (lateral) resonances within the system
for instance by the self-sensing actuation method discussed in Chapter 2. Reducing the dynamical uncertainty of the system would allow better prediction of the
dynamical behavior of the system and therefore allow both faster and more accurate AFM imaging.

C HAPTER

4

Dual actuated control of the
tip-sample force3

T

he imaging speed in AFM is strongly limited by the bandwidth of
the feedback loop controlling the tip-sample force. To increase the
closed-loop bandwidth, without sacrificing effective positioning range,
dual actuated control of the tip-sample force is investigated, combining a
long-range, low-bandwidth actuator with a short-range, high-bandwidth
actuator. This chapter is focussed at systematic design of the controller
for dual actuated AFM, in order to improve the performance of a given
dual actuated AFM, and to identify the performance limiting aspects. The
design of a feedback controller for a prototype dual actuated AFM is reported, aimed at achieving the highest control bandwidth possible. Special emphasis is laid on guaranteeing robust stability of the feedback loop
under influence of variations in the dynamical behavior of the system,
and to prevent strong destructive interference between both actuators. To
prevent instability of the feedback loop due to saturation of the shortrange actuator, an anti-windup controller is presented that robustly stabilizes the system under all imaging conditions. The designed feedback
controller is implemented on a prototype dual actuated AFM system, and
demonstrates a disturbance rejection bandwidth of 20 kHz, which is about
20 times faster than the optimally controlled single actuated system. AFM
images are obtained verifying a significant reduction of force variations
between the tip and the sample while imaging.

4.1 Introduction
The demand for high speed AFM imaging sets high requirements on the feedback
loop that controls the tip-sample force, which should prevent damage between
3 Parts

of this chapter are also published in [48, 54, 52, 53]
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a dual actuated atomic force microscope.
The tip-sample force is controlled via a piezoelectric tube scanner that
provides the long-range vertical positioning of the sample and an additional piezoelectric plate actuator to provide short-range vertical positioning of the cantilever chip.

the tip and the sample during imaging and provide an estimate of the sample
topography. When increasing the scanning speed, the sample topography variations to be tracked by this feedback loop occur faster, which requires a higher
control bandwidth of this feedback loop to prevent too large tip-sample forces.
This becomes particulary important when imaging fragile biological specimen at
high imaging speed or at rough sample surfaces [36].
Improved control of the tip-sample force by use of modern model-based control
techniques has been investigated [84, 75], explicitly taking into account a model
of the actuator dynamics in the design of the feedback controller. As compared
to the classical PI-controllers used in most commercially available AFM systems,
these model-based control techniques allow up to about 5 times higher closedloop bandwidth. Furthermore, feedforward control methods are investigated,
making use of the fact that the sample topography is partly repetitive from one
scan-line to the next [84], which significantly reduces the tip-sample force variations. However, the control bandwidth that can be obtained for a given AFM
system is most often limited by the dynamical uncertainty associated with the
higher order resonance modes of the piezoelectric actuators [80].
In order to allow higher control bandwidths prototype high speed AFM systems
are developed with improved actuator design optimized to push the first resonance modes to higher frequencies. Most often these high bandwidth AFM systems utilize piezoelectric stack actuators, which typically result in a stiffer construction and therefore higher resonance modes [46, 5, 79, 29]. Moreover, MEMSbased actuators are developed with integrated measurement probes [93, 94]. Op-
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram depicting dual actuated control of the tip-sample force.
The tip-sample force is controlled via the long-range, and the shortrange actuator, denoted G1 , and G2 , respectively. During imaging the
sample topography h(t) enters the system as an unknown disturbance.
timizing these type of actuators for high-bandwidth positioning, however, often
comes at the cost of a significant reduction in positioning range, limiting the application of these actuators to samples with relatively small topographic features
when used as the sole means to track the sample surface. Meanwhile, often
in AFM imaging the larger topographic variations are typically varying slowly,
while the faster topographic variations are often of smaller amplitude. This aspect allows to combine a long-range, low-bandwidth actuator with a short-range,
high-bandwidth actuator in order to obtain a system with both a high control
bandwidth as well as a large effective positioning range. This technique is generally referred to as dual-actuation, and the resulting system can be seen as a simple
form of an over-actuated system. Dual actuation has been thoroughly investigated for implementations on Hard Disk Drives (HDD) (e.g. [65,40]), and also has
been investigated for the use within scanning probe microscopes [29,93,81,43,26],
showing vast improvements on the control-bandwidths of the vertical feedback
loops as compared to single actuated system.
This chapter reports on the development of a systematic approach of designing the
controller for such dual actuated AFM, with special emphasis on dealing with the
dynamical uncertainty of the system, handling the limited positioning range of the
short-range actuator, and the topography estimation in dual actuated AFM. The
design of the controller requires a comprehensive analysis of the overall control requirements, and the performance limiting factors of the overall system. Therefore,
a systematic design of the controller may significantly improve the performance
of the overall system, and additionally provide valuable insights on the potential,
limitations, and design trade-offs in dual actuated AFM, which could be used to
formulate the design requirements for future high speed AFM designs.

4.1.1 Control problem in dual actuated AFM
The principle of a dual actuated AFM is depicted in Figure 4.1, in which the tipsample force is controlled via the long-range and the short-range actuator. This
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system may also be represented by the block diagram of Figure 4.2. Similar as
for conventional single actuated AFM systems, the controller for a dual actuated
AFM should satisfy the following design requirements:
• Track the sample topography to minimize tip-sample force variations
• Provide an estimate of the sample topography.
• Provide robustness against dynamical variations of the system.
Other than for conventional, single actuated AFMs, one important design consideration for the feedback controller of a dual-actuated AFM is posed by the limited positioning range of the short-range actuator. The underlying assumption of
dual actuated AFM is that the long-range actuator primarily tracks the larger amplitude low-frequency topography variations, while the short-range actuator has
sufficient range to track high frequency topography variations that typically have
smaller amplitudes. Hence, the feedback controller should provide a frequency
separation between both control paths, assigning different frequency regions to
the actuators. One important aspect in addressing the frequency separation in the
controller design is to prevent strong destructive interference between both actuators in which they negate part of each others motion, caused by too large phase
difference between both control paths [87]. This destructive interference will be
revered to as ’actuator fighting’, and may result in large ineffective controller outputs which may reduce the effective positioning range. Furthermore, due to the
limited positioning range of the short range actuator, actuator saturation may occur due to incidental large disturbances or due to large steps in the sample surface.
When saturation of the short-range actuator occurs the system is entering a nonlinear operating regime which can lead to instability of the overall control system
if not accounted for. Hence, for dual actuated AFM the designed control system
has to satisfy two additional design requirements:
• Provide a frequency separation between both actuators, without introducing
strong actuator fighting.
• Prevent instability and provide fast recovery of the closed-loop system if
saturation of the short-range actuator occurs.
The design of the controller is therefore split into two stages; first a nominal linear
feedback controller is designed aimed at optimal performance within the intended
linear operating regime of the system, and secondly an anti-windup controller is
designed which guarantees stability and fast recovery of the system in case of saturation of the short-range actuator.
As discussed in Chapter 3 the requirements on the tracking bandwidth and on
the accuracy of the topography estimate can be conflicting due to the dynamical uncertainty of the system, and a trade-off has to be made between the two.
However, as the main argument for dual actuated AFM is to increase the control
bandwidth of the system, in this research first a control system is designed to push
the bandwidth of the system towards its maximum control bandwidth, while neglecting the influence of the feedback control bandwidth on the accuracy of the
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topography estimation accuracy. This design case is consistent with the imaging
applications where minimizing the variations of the tip-sample forces is most important to prevent damage to the tip and sample, and the metrological aspects of
the system are deemed less important, for instance when imaging fragile biological samples at high speed. This allows to investigate the full potential of the dual
actuated system in terms of imaging bandwidth, and the aspects concerning the
saturation of the short-range actuator. As an additional step the topography estimation in dual-actuated AFM is investigated, explicitly addressing the accuracy
of the topography estimate in the controller design based on the integrated design
approach of Chapter 3.

4.1.2 Experimental Setup
For this research the Mutlimode V system is extended to a dual actuated system.
The piezoelectric tube-scanner of this system (J-Scanner, Bruker, Santa Barbara
USA), is used to provide the scanning motion of the sample during imaging, as
well as the vertical positioning of the sample to control the tip-sample force. This
piezoelectric tube scanner is referred to as the ’long-range actuator’, and is driven
by an external piezo amplifier (PZD700, Trek, Medina, USA) providing a vertical
positioning range of 5 µm. This system is extended to a dual actuated system
by using a small piezoelectric plate actuator (CMAP12, Noliac, Kvistgaard, Denmark) which is glued onto the cantilever holder to form the new mounting spot for
the cantilever-chip (cf. Fig. 4.3), and allows vertical positioning of the cantileverchip. The plate-actuator is driven by a piezo amplifier (A400, FLC-electronics,
Partille, Sweden), of which the output voltage is restricted to 20 Vpp to prevent
it from running into its current limitations while dynamically driving the 36 nF
capacitive load of the piezoelectric plate actuator. This allows a maximum positioning range of about 0.5 µm for the piezoelectric plate actuator, which will be
referred to as the ’short-range actuator’.
Although also different types of dual-actuated AFM systems can be found in literature with the long-range actuator positioning the cantilever and the short-range
actuator positioning the sample, from a control engineering point of view the
overall system architecture is similar, and therefore the methodology developed
in this research can be translated to other types of dual actuated AFM systems as
well.

4.1.3 Outline
In Section 4.2 the design of the nominal, linear feedback controller for dual actuated AFM is discussed, focussed at controlling the tip-sample force at the maximum control bandwidth given the two actuators. Special emphasis is laid on
guaranteeing robust stability of the system under influence of uncertain dynamics
of the actuators, and preventing strong destructive interference between the control actions of both actuators. In Section 4.3 an approach is discussed to analyze
the stability of the feedback loop during saturation of the short-range actuator,
and an anti-windup controller is introduced that assures stability of the feedback
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loop under all imaging conditions. The improved closed-loop bandwidth of the
dual-actuated system is experimentally verified in Section 4.4 and demonstrated
in an imaging application, enabling higher imaging speeds. In Section 4.5 the
topography estimation accuracy for dual actuated systems is analyzed and addressed in the design of the feedback controller and the topography estimator.
The conclusions of this work are discussed in Section 4.6.

4.2 Linear feedback controller design for dual actuated AFM
In this section a linear feedback controller is designed for the dual actuated AFM
to allow tracking of the sample topography with the maximum bandwidth possible, provided that the system is robustly stable against the dynamical uncertainties of the system. In this chapter the influence of the feedback controller on
the topography estimation accuracy is neglected, reducing the control problem to
a classical tracking control problem, as can be depicted by the block diagram of
Figure 4.2. In the design of the feedback controller special emphasis is laid on
preventing strong destructive interference between both actuators.

4.2.1 Design procedure nominal feedback controller
Although the dual-actuated servo systems are multi input/single output (MISO)
systems, several controller design methods can be found in literature which are
based on SISO controller design techniques. Examples are the nested or MasterSlave structure (e.g. [93]), and the decoupled Master-Slave structure [34], in which
the individual control paths are sequentially tuned. Alternatively, in [87] a method
is proposed in which first the design of the controller is focussed on tuning the frequency separation between both control-paths, while in a second step the overall
feedback control action is tuned. Although these SISO-based design methods provide intuitive ways to design a feedback controller for dual actuated systems, the
sequential design of the different parts of the controller, and the fact that specific
controller structures are pre-imposed might not always lead to the best possible
performance of the overall system.
Model-based controller design methods are well suited for these type of MISO systems, and have the advantage that the overall closed-loop behavior can be directly
enforced, without pre-imposing a certain structure on the controller. Model-based
feedback controller designs for dual actuated systems are reported in literature for
dual-stage HDD drives (see [40] and the reference therein), and more recently on
dual-actuated AFM [81]. As outlined above, an important design criterion for the
feedback controller in AFM is to provide robustness against the dynamical variations of the system, occurring for instance when using varying cantilevers and
samples and by variations of the alignment. A model-based controller design that
guarantees both robust stability as well as robust performance against dynamic
uncertainties of the system is shown in [38] for dual-stage HDD drives by overbounding the multiplicative dynamical uncertainty of the system with weighting
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filters and applying µ-synthesis. To minimize the conservatism of this method,
a tight over-bound of the dynamic uncertainty is needed. This, however, might
lead to very high model orders and consequently high order feedback controllers
which may be limited at the practical implementation. In [18] the use of high order
over-bounding functions is circumvented by capturing the dynamic uncertainty
as a parameter variation of several modes within the nominal model. For the actuators used in this particular research, however, the uncertain dynamical modes
in the frequency range of interest are too numerous, and therefore it is impossible
to sufficiently capture the dynamical uncertainty in a parametric sense (cf. Fig.
4.4).
The µ-synthesis techniques result in a non-convex optimization problem that
needs to be solved by iterative method such as the DK-iteration methods. A
drawback of these iterative optimization methods is that they may not always
converge to the optimal controller parameters, and require the use of D-scalings
which increase the resulting controller order. Therefore, the controller obtained
from the µ-synthesis may not always be directly implementable, due to the limitations of the computational power of the real time signal processing hardware,
particulary when a high control bandwidth (and thus sampling rate) is required.
Alternatively, the controller design problem can be posed as a nominal H∞ problem, which results in a more tractable controller synthesis problem, and results
in lower order controllers due to the absence of D-scalings. Although nominal
H∞ does not allow to explicitly address the dynamical uncertainty of the system, robust stability can be implicity imposed by enforcing bandwidth constrains
for both actuators via the usual weighting filters. Therefore, in this research first
the maximum allowable actuation bandwidth at which robust stability can still
be guaranteed are determined for both actuators directly from frequency domain
identification data, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Next the feedback controller is
designed via nominal H∞ controller synthesis techniques in which the actuation
bandwidth limitations for both actuators are taken into account via the weighting
filters, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. After the design of the feedback controller
the robustness of the control system is verified via µ-analysis, based on a nonparametric model of the actuator dynamics and the uncertainty. As a first step of
this design process, the actuator dynamics are identified for various combinations
of cantilever chips and samples to analyze the dynamic behavior of the system
over various measurement experiments, and to acquire a model of the systems
dynamics to be used for model-based control design.

4.2.2 System identification and analysis
To identify both the nominal dynamical behavior of the system, as well as its dynamical variations over various imaging experiments, the frequency responses of
both actuators are measured 12 different times while varying the type and the
alignment of the cantilever chips and sample discs. The various load conditions
are representative for actual AFM-measurements with the typical variation in the
system setup. As the system used in this particular research is used for high-speed
contact-mode imaging, only AFM-cantilevers with high free resonance frequency
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are considered, (300 kHz< f0 <600 kHz). The weight of the sample discs used
within these identification experiment ranges from 0.5 to 1 grams. The frequency
responses of the vertical actuators of the AFM-system are identified by applying
a reference signal to the actuators and measuring the cantilever deflection, while
the tip is in contact with the sample and the scanning motion is disabled. The
frequency responses are recorded by a network analyzer (4395A, Agilent, Santa
Clara, USA), and stored in vectors denoted Υl,j (ωf ), with ωf ∈ Ωf the frequency
points ranging from 10 Hz to 1 Mhz, and integer j ∈ [0, n] denoting the measurement number. Subscript l is used to denote the corresponding actuator, with
l = 1 being the long-range actuator, and l = 2 the short-range actuator. The
results of two typical realizations of the identification experiments for both actuators are shown in Figure 4.4 (gray, solid and dashed lines). From Figure 4.4 the
first longitudinal resonance of the long-range actuator can be recognized at 8 kHz,
and for the short-range actuator the fundamental resonance can be recognized at
150 kHz. For convenience the DC-gains of the actuator outputs are normalized
(limω→0 Gl (ω) = 1).
Based on the obtained frequency responses Υl,j (ωf ) first a nonparametric model
is determined that captures the dynamical behavior of the system, and allows to
analyze the degree of dynamical uncertainty of the actuator dynamics at each frequency point. The amount of dynamical uncertainty is determined by first finding
the center of the set of Υl,j (ωf ), at each frequency point, and then determining the
maximum variation of the multiple frequency responses with respect to this center point. The center of the set of frequency responses Υl,j (ωf ) can be found at
each frequency point by:
Γl (ωf )
{α(ωf ), β(ωf )}

= α(ωf ) + i · β(ωf ),
(4.1)
= arg
min
max |Υl,j (ωf ) − α(ωf ) − i · β(ωf )| ,
α(ωf ),β(ωf ) j=1...k

which is calculated in the same manner as is done in Section 3.3.1. The obtained
nonparametric frequency responses Γl (ωf ) ∈ C can be viewed as the ’nominal’
frequency response, and is shown in Figure 4.4 (black, solid lines) for both actuators. Based on the nominal frequency response the maximum dynamical variations can be determined at each frequency point, i.e maxj=1...n |Υl,j (ωf ) − Γl (ωf )|.
By normalizing the maximum dynamical variations by the magnitude of Γl (ωf ),
the ’multiplicative dynamical uncertainty’ is obtained:
Θl (ωf ) = max

j=1...n

Υl,j (ωf ) − Γl (ωf )
.
Γl (ωf )

(4.2)

The resulting multiplicative uncertainties Θl (ωf ) are shown in Figure 4.5, showing
that the dynamical uncertainty of both actuators significantly increases at higher
frequency. At frequency regions where the magnitude of the multiplicative dynamical uncertainty is larger than one (Θl (ωf ) > 1), the dynamical variation of
the system is more then 100% of its center value, and hence the phase behavior
of the system is fully unpredictable in that frequency region. Therefore, the frequency at which the multiplicative uncertainty exceeds the 0 dB-line can be seen
as the absolute limit of the bandwidth at which the system can be robustly con-
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trolled. From Figure 4.5 it can therefore be deduced that for the long-range actuator the maximum bandwidth is about 6 kHz, and for the short-range actuator the
maximum bandwidth is about 40 kHz. These bandwidth limitations are explicitly
taken into account in the design of the nominal feedback controller, as discussed
in Section 4.2.3.
In order to allow model-based design of the feedback controller, parametric dynamical models are fitted based on the nominal frequency responses Γl (ωf ) (cf.
Eqn. (4.1)). This data fitting is done using least squares data-fitting method according to the Sanathanan-and-Koerner method [69], which is implemented via
the fitfrd.m command in matlab. In order to capture the dominant dynamical
behavior of the actuators the model order are chosen 7th order and 5th order for
the long-range and short-range actuators, respectively. These models are shown
by the black dashed-dotted lines of Figure 4.4, and are used for controller synthesis as discussed in Section 4.2.3.
In order to allow verification of the robust stability of the closed-loop system after the designed of the feedback controller, a nonparametric frequency response
model is used based on the nonparametric nominal response Γl (ωf ), and the multiplicative dynamical uncertainty Θl (ωf ):

Γ1 (ωf ) · (1 + ∆1 (ωf )Θ1 (ωf ))
G(ωf , ∆) =
, |∆1 (ωf )| ≤ 1, |∆2 (ωf )| ≤ 1, ∀ωf ∈ Ωf ,
Γ2 (ωf ) · (1 + ∆2 (ωf )Θ2 (ωf ))
(4.3)
with ∆(ωf ) ∈ C the normalized, complex uncertain parameter which describes
the dynamical uncertainty of the system at each frequency ωf . Although the
model of Equation (4.3) captures a larger set of frequency responses than the actual dynamics of the system, and therefore is slightly conservative, it allows to
obtain valuable quantitative information on the stability margins of the closed
loop system via µ-analysis, as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.3 Model-based feedback controller design
Based on the obtained parameterized frequency response models of the actuator
dynamics G1 (s) and G2 (s) (black, dashed dotted lines of Fig. 4.4), the feedback
controller is designed aimed at pushing the bandwidth for the overall system towards the maximum achievable control bandwidth of the short-range actuator,
which in the previous section is determined to be 40 kHz. Moreover, an important design criterion for the feedback controller of dual actuated systems is
to create the frequency separation between both actuators, such that the longrange actuator particulary tracks the low-frequency topography variations, while
the short-range actuator takes over at higher frequencies. With model-based H∞
these design requirements on the closed-loop system can be directly enforced via
proper choice of the weighting filters. To this end the controller design problem
is cast in the mixed-sensitivity framework as depicted in Figure 4.6. The following transfer function
blockscan be recognized: the nominal actuator dynamics

G(s) = diag G1 (s), G2 (s) , the weighting filter on thecontrol error We (s),
 the
weighting filter on the actuator outputs Wy (s) = diag Wy1 (s), Wy2 (s) , and
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Figure 4.4: Frequency responses from the long-range actuator (a), and of the
short-range actuator (b), for two different measurement runs (dashed
and gray solid lines), the nonparametric nominal model (black, solid
lines), and the parametric models capturing the nominal dynamics
(black, dashed-dotted lines).
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Figure 4.5: Bode magnitude plot of the multiplicative dynamic uncertainty Θl (ωf )
for the long-range actuator (solid) and for the short-range actuator
(dashed).
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the dual actuated system representation used for
controller synthesis, with controller K(θ), plant dynamics G, and
weighting filters We , Wy , and Wu .


the weighting filters on the controller outputs Wu (s) = diag Wu1 (s), Wu2 (s) .
The optimization objective is to find the parameters θ̂ of the controller K(s, θ) =

T
K1 (s, θ) K2 (s, θ)
which minimizes the H∞ -norm of the system:
γ ≥ min
θ

We (s) · S(s, θ)
Wy (s) · T (s, θ)
Wu (s) · S(s, θ) · K(s, θ)

,

(4.4)

∞

P
with upper-bound γ, the sensitivity function S(s, θ) = (1 + Gl (s) · Kl (s, θ))−1 ,
and the transfer from the topography signal h(t) towards the individual actuator
outputs T (s, θ) = G(s) · K(s, θ) · S(s, θ).
The weighting filters are used to enforce the desired behavior on the closed-loop
system. Figure 4.7 shows the Bode magnitude responses of the individual (inverted) weighting filters together with the corresponding transfer function of the
resulting closed-loop system. The most important criterion is the disturbance rejection, which is enforced by choosing the weighting filter We (s) as an inverse
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gray lines correspond to the design case aimed for the lower transition
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the domains of constructive and destructive interference
of the two actuator outputs which are represented by vectors A and
B. Depending on the difference in magnitude of both vectors the destructive interference (i.e. |A + B| < max {|A|, |B|}) starts at a phase
difference of 90 up to 120 degrees.
high-pass filter (cf. Fig. 4.7a), pushing the bandwidth as high as possible.
As discussed in Section 4.2.2 the actuation bandwidths should be limited to 6 kHz
for the long-range actuator and 40 kHz for the short-range actuators to prevent instability due to excitation of the uncertain dynamics. To this end, weighting filters
Wu−1
(s), Wy−1
(s), and Wy−1
(s) are chosen as first order low-pass filters with cor1
1
2
responding cutoff frequencies. The DC-gain of these filters is set to 2 in order not
to put too strong weights on potential peaking above the 0 dB line of these transfer functions, that naturally occurs just before the cross-over frequency (cf. Fig.
4.7b-d). Weighting filter Wu−1
(s) is chosen to provide a 2nd order roll-off in order
2
to enforce a steeper roll-off of the controller output for the short-range actuator
at higher frequencies (cf. Fig. 4.7e). To enforce the frequency separation between
both actuators, a weight is put on the control action of the short-range actuator
at lower frequency via weighting filter Wu−1
(s). This frequency separation should
2
be carefully designed to minimize the chance of saturation of the short-range actuator during imaging, as discussed in the following section.
Frequency separation
One important design aspect for dual actuated systems is that both actuators may
start to negate part of each others motion if the phase difference between both
control paths gets too large in a particular frequency region, as discussed in [87].
This destructive interference among both actuators is sometimes referred to as ’actuator fighting’. Actuator fighting should be avoided as this could result in large
and inefficient controller outputs, which may in turn cause undesirable excitation
of uncertain dynamics and may increase the chance of actuator saturation during
imaging.
When actuator fighting occurs in a particular frequency region the magnitude
of the overall complementary sensitivity function (i.e. the sum of the actuator
outputs) is smaller than the largest magnitude of the individual actuator outputs in that frequency region; |T1 (ω) + T2 (ω)| < max {|T1 (ω)|, |T2 (ω)|}. As depicted in Figure 4.8 this destructive interference between the two actuators can
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start anywhere between a phase difference of 90o for min {|T1 (ω)|, |T2 (ω)|} <<
max {|T1 (ω)|, |T2 (ω)|)} up to 120o at the transition frequency |T1 (ω)| = |T2 (ω)|.
To prevent too large phase differences the transition between both actuators is
restricted to a first order roll-on for the short-range actuator at lower frequency,
i.e. having a 90o phase lead with respect to the long-range actuator. After the
transition frequency ωt | {|T1 (ωt )| = |T2 (ωt )|} the phase difference between both
control paths is largely determined by the roll-off of the long-range actuator. Naturally one would like to choose the transition frequency as high as possible to
make maximum use of the positioning range of the long-range actuator. However, the transition frequency should not be chosen too high, as this might require
a steeper roll-off for the long-range actuator to provide sufficient attenuation of
its uncertain dynamics at higher frequencies. Such rapid roll-off would result in
large phase differences between both control paths, and consequently strong actuator fighting. Therefore, careful choice of the transition frequency is required
to minimize the chance of actuator saturation given the expected spectrum of the
sample topography signal to be tracked by the dual actuated AFM system.
During typical AFM imaging experiments, the sample topography signal to be
tracked by the feedback loop can be split into low frequency components that
have a larger amplitude, stemming mainly from a possible tilt of the sample, and
smaller amplitude, high frequency components stemming from the actual nanoscale sample topography. Consequently, the sample topography signal has a predominantly triangular shape (in time domain), with a base frequency equal to
the line-scan frequency and an amplitude spectrum which decays inversely proportional to the frequency. In order to minimize the actuator fighting at higher
frequencies, the transition frequency between both actuators is chosen such that
the long-range actuator has just sufficient bandwidth to track the height variations
due to the sample tilt. As this particular system is designed for a scanning speed
of up to about 50 Hz, a tracking bandwidth of about 500 Hz would be sufficient
for the long-stroke actuator to track the height variations due to a tilt of the sample up to the 9th the harmonic. To enforce this actuator transition in the controller
−1
synthesis the weighting filter Wu2
(s) is provided with a first order high-pass be−1
havior with a cornering frequency of 500 Hz. The maximum gain of Wu2
(s) is set
to 1 in order to provide a higher weighting on any potential peaking of the shortrange actuator controller output associated with fighting of the actuators (cf. Fig.
4.7e, gray lines).
In order to illustrate the importance of choosing the transition frequency between
both actuators carefully, a second design case is considered in which the transition
frequency is chosen such that the actuation bandwidth of the long-range actuator
−1
is pushed to its maximum of 6 kHz. In this case weighting filter Wu2
(s) is provided with a maximum gain of 2 and a high-pass behavior of which the cornering
frequency is tuned towards the point that an actuation bandwidth of 6 kHz is
achieved for the long-range actuator.
Synthesis results
The controller synthesis is performed using the Robust Control Toolbox of
matlab, which in both cases results in γ ≤ 1.5 (cf. Eqn. (4.4)) and the closed-
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Figure 4.9: Frequency response plots of the complementary sensitivity function
(dashed) T (ω), the control action of the long-range actuator T1 (ω)
(dashed-dotted), and the control action of the short-range actuator
T2 (ω) (solid) for the closed-loop controlled system with a lower transition frequency of 500 Hz between both actuators (a), and with a higher
transition frequency of 2.5 kHz between both actuators (b).
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Figure 4.10: The maximum allowable disturbance amplitude hmax (ω) before saturation of one of the control paths occurs as a function of frequency.
The dashed-dotted line corresponds to the closed-loop controlled system with the lower transition frequency between both actuators, and
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Figure 4.11: Bode plots of the controllers K1 (gray lines) and K2 (black lines) with
full order (solid lines) and after order reduction (dashed lines).
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Figure 4.12: Frequency response of the measured (solid) and modeled (dashed)
sensitivity function of the dual actuated AFM.

loop system responses are close to the corresponding inverse weighting filters, as
can be seen in Figure 4.7. For both design cases a disturbance rejection bandwidth
is achieved of about 20 kHz (cf. Fig. 4.7a), and a tracking bandwidth of 40 kHz
(cf. Fig. 4.7c). As can be seen from Figures 4.7c and 4.7d, the controller and actuator outputs of the short-range actuator are slightly exceeding the magnitudes of
the corresponding inverse weighting filters, which is due to the fact that the overall disturbance rejection bandwidth, governed by We (s), is pushed as far up as
possible. However, by applying µ-analysis based on the nonparametric frequency
response model of Equation (4.3) it is verified that for both design cases the closed
loop system is robustly stable against the dynamical variations of the system, as
discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
The differences between both design cases are clearly revealed when comparing
the contributions of both actuators. Figure 4.9 shows the complementary sensitivity functions of both design cases along with the contributions of the longrange actuator (dash-dotted lines) and the short-range actuator (solid lines). In
the first design case (Fig. 4.9a) the transition frequency between both actuators
is at 500 Hz, and the peak gain of the short-range actuator is 0.7 dB (Fig. 4.9a),
whereas in the second design case the transition frequency is at 2.5 kHz, and the
peak gain of the short-range actuator is 3.8 dB (Fig. 4.9b). At these peaks of the
short-range actuator output it can be seen that the magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function of the total system (dashed line) is significantly lower,
which indicates that in those frequency regions the actuators are negating part of
each others motion, i.e. they are ’fighting’ each other.
The positioning range for both actuators is limited by the maximum output ranges
of their respective high voltage amplifiers. The maximum topography variation
that can be tracked by the system before either one of the amplifiers reaches its
maximum range can be calculated at each frequency point by:


u1max
u2max
hmax (ω) = min
,
,
(4.5)
|S(iω) · K1 (iω)| |S(iω) · K2 (iω)|
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with u1max , and u2max the maximum output ranges of the respective amplifiers,
and correspond to a range of 5 µm and 0.5 µm for the long-range and short-range
actuator respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the calculated maximum allowable topography variation before saturation of one of the actuators hmax (ω) for both design cases. At lower frequency (< 60 Hz) both designs utilize the full positioning
range of the long-range actuator of 5 µm. Beyond the disturbance rejection bandwidth of 20 kHz both plots show a steep incline due to the fact that beyond this
bandwidth the actuators are not tracking the sample profile anymore and actuator
saturation is less likely to happen. However, in the intermediate frequency region
between 60 Hz and 20 kHz the allowable topographic variation hmax (ω) is restricted by the limited positioning range of the short-range actuator (cf. Fig. 4.10).
For the design case (a) with the lower transition frequency between both actuators, the allowable disturbance hmax (ω) starts to roll-off at about 60 Hz, while for
the design case (b) with the higher transition frequency this roll-off starts only
at 220 Hz. However, the roll-off for design case (b) is steeper and goes down to
a minimum of 0.33 µm at a frequency of 8 kHz, as compared to a minimum of
0.47 µm at a frequency of 3 kHz for design case (a). Hence, due to the actuator
fighting at those frequencies, the effective positioning range is reduced by 6% and
34% respectively, of the 0.5 µm full positioning range of the short-range actuator.
Figure 4.10 shows that due to the actuator fighting problem in dual actuated AFM,
a design trade-off has to be made between the positioning range at lower frequencies, and the positing range at higher frequencies.
The comparison between the two design cases illustrates that pushing the bandwidth of the long-range actuator higher than necessary might compromise the positioning range at higher frequencies due to the large phase differences between
both control paths. Although the second design provides a large positioning range
at lower frequencies, the reduction in positioning range beyond 2.5 kHz may pose
higher chance of saturation of the short-range actuator while imaging rough sample surfaces at high speeds. Moreover, the larger actuator fighting in the second
design case may also cause stronger excitation of the uncertain dynamics of the
system in those frequency regions (cf. Fig. 4.5), which might degrade the reliability of the topography estimate as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, in the sequel
of this chapter only the first controller design is considered.
Controller reduction and implementation
The resulting feedback controller from the model-based controller synthesis is an
18th order system with a single input and two outputs (SITO). The frequency response plots of the controller are depicted in Figure 4.11, showing that K1 (s) has a
high feedback gain predominantly at lower frequencies while the feedback gain of
K2 (s) is larger than K1 (s) at frequencies above the transition frequency of 500 Hz,
resulting in the frequency separation between both actuators. To facilitate implementation, the controller is split into two SISO controllers that are reduced via
the balanced truncation method [90] to 6th and 7th order for the long-range and
short-range actuator, respectively. The frequency responses of the reduced order
controller are shown in Figure 4.11 (dashed lines) as well, showing only small deviations with respect to the full-order controllers within the respective actuation
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bandwidths.
The feedback controllers are implemented using an Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA, Virtex-II Pro XtremeDSP Development Kit, Nallatech, Camarillo CA,
USA), which runs at a sampling frequency of 65 Mhz. To minimize the quantization effects on the actual pole-locations the input data is down-sampled internally
by a factor of 100 for the implementation of poles and zeros for controller K1 (s),
and by a factor of 15 for the implementation of the poles and zeros of controller
K2 (s). For this implementation the poles and zeros of the respective notch filters
are grouped in a biquad structure and discretized using bilinear (Tustin) transformation via the c2d.mat command of matlab. The FPGA adds an additional
400 ns delay to the feedback loop which results in a phase lag of about 4 degrees
at the 0 dB crossing of the loop gain of the short-range actuator at 25 kHz, which
is well within in the phase margin of the control system and does not influence
the system performance considerably.
In order to analyze the performance of the newly designed dual actuated AFM,
the disturbance rejection bandwidth is measured using the network analyzer. Figure 4.12 shows the measured frequency response of the sensitivity function with
a bandwidth of 20 kHz, which closely matches with the sensitivity function calculated based on the dynamical models as shown by the dashed lines in Figure
4.12.

4.3 Anti-windup4 control for dual actuated AFM
Due to the limited positioning range of the short-range actuator, saturation of this
actuator might occur at large topography variations of the sample when scanning at high speed, or due to accidental large disturbances. Although, the intended application of the dual actuated AFM is within its linear regime in which
actuator saturation does not occur, to prevent damage to the overall system the
controller should assure overall stability and fast recovery of the system if it accidently enters the non-linear regime with actuator saturation. Therefore, firstly
the stability of the uncertain closed-loop system with actuator saturation is analyzed by casting the problem into a Linear-Fractional-Transformation (LFT) (see
for instance [90]). Secondly, based on the obtained LFT an anti-windup controller
is proposed which provides global stability of the uncertain closed-loop system
with constrained controller outputs for the short-range actuator.

4.3.1 Analysis saturation problem
In the following analysis the block structure is assumed as depicted in Figure
4.13a, with the designed feedback controller K, the uncertain actuator dynamics G(ωf , ∆) (cf. Eqn. (4.3)). The block AW in Figure 4.13 is the to be designed
4 The term ’windup’ is most often associated with integrator-windup, in which the integrator within
the controller is accumulating energy while the system is in saturation, causing large overshoots when
the system recovers from saturation. However, for the dual-actuated system considered in this research the windup is not limited to the state of the integrator as the entire system may become unstable
when saturation of the short-range actuator occurs, as analyzed in Section 4.3.1.
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anti-windup controller that feeds back the difference between the unconstrained
and the constrained control signal for the short-range actuator, as is discussed in
Section 4.3.2. The constrained controller output is given by:

sign(u2 (t)) · umax , |u2 (t)| > umax
ū2 (t) = sat(u2 (t)) =
(4.6)
u2 (t)
, |u2 (t)| ≤ umax
Figure 4.13b shows an alternative representation of this saturation problem where
the saturation non-linearity is replaced by a dead-zone non-linearity [25], of which
the output equals the difference between the unconstrained and constrained controller output:
ũ2 (t) = φ(u2 (t)) = u2 (t) − ū2 (t) = u2 (t) − sat(u2 (t)).

(4.7)

The dead-zone non-linearity φ(u2 (t)) can be seen as a non-linear gain belonging
to the sector [0,1], and is interconnected with the transfer from ũ2 (t) towards u2 (t)
denoted P (ωf , ∆) which contains the system dynamics (cf. Fig. 4.13b):
P (ωf , ∆) =

K2 (iωf ) (G2 (ωf , ∆2 ) − AW (iωf ))
,
1 + K(iωf ) · G(ωf , ∆)

(4.8)

Following the ’loop transformation’ procedure as described in [25], this interconnected system can be normalized by defining [ψ(u2 ) = 2 · φ(u2 ) − I] which belongs
to the sector [-1,1], and
Ps (ωf , ∆) =

0.5 · P (ωf , ∆)
.
1 + 0.5 · P (ωf , ∆)

(4.9)

By also pulling out the dynamical uncertainty ∆ the system can be represented
by the LFT of Figure 4.13c. Based on this LFT the robustness of the system can be
analyzed for both the dynamical uncertainty ∆ as well as the non-linearity posed
by the actuator saturation by applying µ-analysis [90]. Global asymptotic stability of the system is assured when the calculated Structured Singular Value (SSV)
µ(ω) of the system is smaller than one for all frequencies (µ(ω) ≤ 1, ∀ω ∈ Ωf ) ,
which is implemented via the mussv.mat-function of the robust control toolbox
of matlab.
The black solid line of Figure 4.14 shows the calculated SSV-plot for the system
when only regarding the dynamical uncertainty ∆, and the actuator saturation is
neglected. As for this case the SSV-plot is below the 0 dB line for all frequencies, it
can be concluded that the feedback controller K designed in the previous section
indeed provides robust stability of the system within the unconstrained, linear operating regime. The dashed black line of Figure 4.14, however, shows the SSV-plot
when taking the actuator saturation into account, but without implementation of
an anti-windup controller (i.e. AW = 0). As for some frequencies this SSV-plot exceeds the 0 dB line, global asymptotic stability of the system without anti-windup
controller cannot be guaranteed. Based on experimental results (data not shown)
it is found that the constrained system without anti-windup controller is indeed
getting unstable when tracking step-like feature that are slightly larger than 1 µm.
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4.3.2 Anti-Windup controller design

The stability issues associated with the saturation of the short-range actuator in
dual actuated systems has been addressed in literature for dual actuated HDDsystem. In [34] a solution is provided to guarantee stability of dual actuated systems designed according to the decoupled Master/Slave structure. In [39] a more
general solution is presented to synthesize both full-order and reduced order antiwindup controllers for dual actuated feedback systems. However, these methods
assume accurate knowledge of the actuator dynamics, and therefore do not allow
to directly take into account the dynamical uncertainty of the actuators. Alternatively, in this section the anti-windup controller structure is designed following
the Internal Model Control (IMC) [105] method. Following this IMC method the
anti-windup filter AW is designed to match the nominal dynamics of the shortrange actuator, and is implemented following the structure as shown in Figure
4.13a. During saturation of the short-range actuator, the anti-windup controller
AW mimics the dynamical behavior of the short-range actuator such that the rest
of the loop is not affected by the saturation. When taking the anti-windup controller as the non-parametric nominal frequency response model AW (ω) = Γ2 (ω)
as derived in Section 4.2.2, the calculated SSV-plot exactly overlaps that of the unconstrained system (black solid line of Fig. 4.14). Hence, when the anti-windup
controller AW matches the nominal frequency response of the short-range actuator, it fully compensates for the stability issues associated with the saturation of
the short-range actuator.
For practical implementation of the anti-windup controller, however, the antiwindup controller needs to be designed in a finite order parametric sense. An
important design consideration hereby is that although using a high order model
for the anti-windup controller which closely matches the nominal dynamics of
the short-range actuator Γ2 (ω) may provide the best robust stability of the system, the transient behavior of the system may be compromised by such a high
order anti-windup controller. This results from the energy build up in the dynamical model AW during the saturation phase which can cause oscillations as soon
as the system recovers from saturation, particulary when AW contains weakly
damped resonant modes [105]. Moreover, the use of a high order anti-windup
controller might not always be implementable or may consume a lot of computational power of the real-time hardware. However, as for this particular system
the feedback bandwidth of 40 kHz is well below the first fundamental resonance
frequency of the short-range actuator at 150 kHz (cf. Fig. 4.4), it is adequate to consider the short-range actuator as a static gain in the design of the anti-windup controller: AW = G2 (s = 0). The use of such a static anti-windup controller requires
minimal computation power, and problems with poor transient performance associated with energy buildup in AW does not occur. Figure 4.14 (gray solid lines)
shows the calculated SSV-plot for the system with the static anti-windup controller, showing that although the robust stability is slightly less than in case of
the unconstrained system, the SSV-plot is smaller than 0 dB over all frequencies,
and therefore global asymptotic stability of all systems within the uncertainty set
of Equation 4.3 is guaranteed.
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4.3.3 Experimental validation of the Anti-Windup controller
The static anti-windup controller is implemented on the FPGA along with the
designed feedback controller. Figure 4.15 shows the response of the dual actuated AFM prototype system to a step at the input with a height of 1 µm, with
and without the proposed static anti-windup controller. In the case without the
anti-windup controller (dashed lines) large oscillations are visible in both the error signal as well as in the control signals for the long- and short-range actuator,
while in the case with the static anti-windup controller (solid lines) a smooth recovery from the actuator saturation can be seen. Experiments demonstrate (data
not shown) that the system without anti-windup controller goes unstable for step
inputs slightly larger than 1 µm, while the system with the static anti-windup
controller is stable over the entire working range. Hence, the static anti-windup
controller is a simple but essential extension of the dual-actuated control system,
which guarantees stability of the system under all imaging conditions.

4.4 Imaging results
In order to demonstrate the benefits of dual actuation to control the tip-sample
force in AFM, three sets of AFM images are captured with different feedback controllers:
1. The single actuated system with a conventional, well-tuned Proportional
Integral (PI) controller, which is the standard controller of the Multimode
V system, and achieves a disturbance rejection bandwidth of 400 Hz.
2. The single actuated system with a model-based feedback controller, which
is designed according to the procedure as described in [84], and achieves a
disturbance rejection bandwidth of about 1 kHz.
3. The newly designed dual actuated system with model-based feedback controller with the disturbance rejection bandwidth of 20 kHz (cf. Fig. 4.12) and
the designed anti-windup controller.
Figure 4.16a-c show AFM-images of the same area of a calibration grating with
step height of 200 nm, and 10 µm pitch obtained at a scan-speed of 2 lines per second with the prototype AFM system, controlled by the three different controllers.
The ’height’ images are obtained in the conventional way by a calibrated scaling
of the feedback controller output u(t), where for the dual actuated case this is a
calibrated summation of the two controller outputs. The ’cantilever deflection’
images are directly obtained from the measured cantilever deflection output, and
reveal the control error of the feedback loop.
Figure 4.16 clearly shows that the cantilever deflection of the model-based single actuated system is significantly smaller than the cantilever deflection obtained
with the single actuated PI controlled AFM as a result of the higher control bandwidth. For the dual actuated AFM (Fig. 4.16c) the cantilever deflection is even
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Figure 4.13: (a) Block diagram of the constrained dual actuated system with antiwindup compensator AW . (b) Alternative system representation
where the saturation block is replaced by a dead-zone non-linearity.
(c) Linear Fractional Transformation of the normalized system P̄s interconnected with the dynamical uncertainty ∆ and the normalized
output non-linearity ψ.
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Figure 4.15: Measured system response to a reference step input of about 1 µm
which results in saturation of the control output for the short-range
actuator (u2 (t)), shown with (solid) and without (dashed) static antiwindup compensation.
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Figure 4.16: AFM images of the same area of a silicon calibration grating (10 µm
pitch, 200 nm step height), obtained with the single actuated PI controlled AFM (a), the model-based controlled single actuated AFM (b),
and the proposed model-based dual actuated AFM (c). The images
recorded with the dual actuated AFM show a significant reduction of
the cantilever deflection, and thus reduced force variations between
the measurement tip and the sample, as compared to the single actuated AFM. The white line in the deflection images indicates the crosssections shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Cross-section of the cantilever deflection signal for the PI-controlled
single actuated AFM (dashed, black), the single actuated AFM with
model-based control (solid, gray), and the dual actuated AFM (solid,
black).

further reduced, only showing small variation around the sharp edges of the calibration grating. Figure 4.17 shows cross-sections of the different cantilever deflection images as marked by the white lines in the deflection images in Fig. 4.16,
confirming that with the dual actuated AFM the cantilever deflection is significantly reduced as compared to both single actuated AFMs. Figure 4.16c also
shows images of the feedback controller outputs for both actuators in the dual
actuated case, demonstrating that the long-range actuator tracks the larger amplitude, low frequency topography variations, while the short-range actuator only
tracks the high frequency topography variations that otherwise would occur in
the cantilever deflection image (cf. Fig. 4.16a).
As demonstrated by Figure 4.16 the higher control bandwidth in the dual actuated case results in less force variations between the tip and the sample and thus
more gentle probing of the sample, which is particularly important when imaging fragile biological samples. The improved disturbance rejection bandwidth of
the dual actuated AFM would allow 50 times faster imaging as compared to the
single actuated AFM with the standard PI controller, and 20 times faster imaging
as compared to the single actuated AFM with the model-based controller with
equally large force variations between the tip and the sample.

4.5 Addressing the topography estimation accuracy
for dual actuated AFM
While in the previous sections of this chapter the influence of the feedback controller on the accuracy of the topography estimate is neglected, as is done in conventional feedback controller design for AFM, in this section integrated design of
the feedback controller and topography estimator for dual actuated AFM is investigated, following the methodology discussed in Section 3.3. To demonstrate the
consequences of addressing the accuracy of the topography estimate in the design
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Figure 4.18: Block diagram depicting dual actuated control of the tip-sample
force, including the topography estimator. The sample topography is
estimated based on the measured cantilever deflection d(t), and the
controller outputs u1 (t) and u2 (t), corresponding to the long-range
and short-range actuators respectively.

of the feedback controller, two different design cases are compared with different
emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy.

4.5.1 Topography estimation in dual actuated AFM
While the representation of the AFM images of Figure 4.16 is done similar as in
the conventional AFM, the accuracy and bandwidth of the topography estimate
may be significantly improved by taking into account the system dynamics, as
discussed in Section 3.2. For the topography estimation in dual actuated AFM
three signals are available: the cantilever deflection signal d(t), and both controller
outputs u1 (t), and u2 (t). Therefore, the topography estimation in dual actuated
AFM can be represented in as:
ĥ(t)

= F (p) ·
= F (p) ·



h

d(t)

u1 (t)

B(p)
1+L(p)

u2 (t)

T

1 (p)
− B(p)·K
1+L(p)

2 (p)
− B(p)·K
1+L(p)

iT

· h(t),

(4.10)


 
T
with L(p) = G1 (p) G2 (p) · K1 (p), K2 (p)
· B(p) the loop gain, B(p) the
sensor dynamics (cf. Fig. 3.1), and F (p) the topography estimator of the dual actuated AFM. This topography estimator is the extended version of the topography
estimator for the single actuated AFM as presented in Equation (3.7), and is given
by:


F (p) = F2 (p) · B̂ −1 (p) −Ĝ1 (p) −Ĝ2 (p)
(4.11)
|
{z
}
F1 (p)
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with F2 (p) the filter that handles the noise as derived in Equation (3.6), B̂(p) a
model of the sensor dynamics, and Ĝ1 (p) and Ĝ2 (p) the models of the long-range,
and short-range actuator dynamics, respectively. Hence, the dual actuated feedback loop with the topography estimator can be presented as in the block diagram
of Figure 4.18. When assuming the noise is zero, the noise filter F2 = 1 (cf. Section
3.2), the transfer form topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation
error ε(t) = ĥ(t) − h(t) can be derived as:



iT
h
B(p)·K2 (p)
B(p)
1 (p)
− B(p)·K
−
−
1
,
(4.12)
F1 (p) · 1+L(p)
1+L(p)
1+L(p)
h
i
h
i
h
i
B̂ −1 (p)B(p) − 1 + B(p)K1 (p) Ĝ1 (p) − G1 (p) + B(p)K2 (p) Ĝ2 (p) − G2 (p)
=
,
1 + L(p)

showing that the topography estimation accuracy is depending on the modeling
error of the sensor dynamics, and the modeling error of the dynamics of both
actuators. Recall from Section 3.2 that these modeling errors are inevitable due to
the dynamical uncertainty of the system, which tends to become larger at higher
frequency (cf. Fig. 4.4). Equation (4.12) also shows that the design of the feedback
controller influences the propagation of the modeling errors for each individual
actuator towards the topography estimation error. Hence, in dual actuated AFM
not only the overall control bandwidth strongly influences the overall topography
estimation accuracy, but also the individual control actions of each actuator.

4.5.2 Integrated design of the feedback controller and topography estimator for dual actuated AFM
In order to investigate the consequences of addressing the accuracy of the topography estimate in the design of the feedback controller for a dual actuated AFM,
the design procedure presented in Section 3.3.2 is implemented for the dual actuated AFM. Similar as in Section 3.3.2, the influence of the measurement noise is
not considered (i.e. F2 = 1), and the sensor dynamics are assumed to be linear and
fully known (i.e. B̂ = B = 1), as is a fair assumption for contact mode imaging
with high resonance frequency cantilevers. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, dynamical uncertainty of the system can be addressed in the model-based design of the
feedback controller via the overbounding function Q(ωf ) ≥ Ψ(ωf ), with Ψ(ωf )
the maximum multiplicative modeling error according to Equation (3.13). For
the long-stroke actuator the maximum multiplicative modeling error Ψ1 (ωf ), and
the 5th order overbounding function (denoted Q1 (s) in this section) are shown in
Figure 3.5. For the short-stroke actuator the maximum multiplicative modeling
error Ψ2 (ωf ) and the corresponding 3th order overbounding filter denoted Q2 are
shown in Figure 4.19.
In order to demonstrate the integrated design of the feedback controller and topography estimator for dual actuated AFM, two different design cases are compared with different emphasis on the topography estimation accuracy. Similar to
the situation discussed for the single actuated AFM in Section 3.4, the weighting
filters on the topography estimation error are set as Wes = 1, and Wes = 8, for
the design cases with lower and higher emphasis on the topography estimation
accuracy, respectively. Given these weights on the topography estimation accu-
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racy, both the cornering frequency of the weight We on the control error as well
as the cornering frequency of the weight Wu2 on the controller output of for the
short-range actuator (determining the transition frequency) are tuned up to the
point that the µ-synthesis objective of γ ≤ 1 is achieved (cf. Eqn. (3.14)). For both
design cases the topography estimator is designed according to the procedure of
Section 3.3.3, with two 30th order models of the actuator dynamics.
Figure 4.20 shows the sensitivity functions based on the nominal dynamical models, and Figure 4.21 (dashed lines) shows the nominal complementary sensitivity
functions for both cases. Figures 4.20, and 4.21 show that both the disturbance
rejection bandwidth (3.5 kHz versus 14 kHz), as well as the tracking bandwidth
(7 kHz versus 25 kHz) is significantly lower in the case where Wes = 8. The
dashed-dotted lines in Figure 4.21 shows the closed loop control action of the
long-range actuator, while the solid lines show the control action of the shortrange actuator for both design cases. For the design case Wes = 8 the resulting
transition frequency between both actuators is revealed at 130 Hz, which is significantly smaller than the 840 Hz obtained in design case Wes = 1. In contrast,
Figure 4.22 shows the worst-case magnitude of the transfer from topography signal h(t) towards the topography estimation error ε(t) of Equation (4.12). These
graphs are calculated by substituting the designed feedback controller K, actuator models Ĝl of the topography estimator, the data of the various frequency
response measurements Υl,j (ωf ) and B̂ = B = 1:
max
j ∈ [1 . . . n]
k ∈ [1 . . . m]

h
i
h
i
K1 (ωf ) · Ĝ1 (ωf ) − Υ1,j (ωf ) + K2 (ωf ) · Ĝ2 (ωf ) − Υ2,j (ωf )
1 + K1 (ωf ) · Υ1,j (ωf ) + K2 (ωf ) · Υ2,j (ωf )

,

with n and m the number of frequency responses measurements for the longrange and short-range actuator respectively, which in this case is 12 for both actuators as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Figure 4.22 shows that with the lower bandwidth in the case Wes = 8, also the worst-case topography estimation error is
much smaller as compared to the design case with Wes = 1, especially at higher
frequency and for instance in the frequency region of the first lateral resonance of
the long-stroke actuator around 1 kHz. This is explained by the fact that with the
lower actuation bandwidths of both actuators for design case Wes = 8 also the
excitation of the uncertain dynamics is significantly smaller, which improves the
accuracy of the topography estimation.
These results show that apart from the overall control bandwidth, for dual actuated AFM the transition among both actuators provides additional design freedom to improve the topography estimation accuracy in the intermediate frequency region. Typically the dynamical uncertainty of the long-range actuator
grows faster with increasing frequency as compared to the short-range actuator
(cf. Fig. 4.4). Therefore, besides the actuator fighting problem discussed in Section
4.2.3, the effects on the topography estimation accuracy are another argument not
to make the transition frequency between both actuators much larger than strictly
necessary in terms of positioning range. Furthermore, comparing these results
with the results of the single actuated system discussed in Section 3.4 reveals that
when considering the same specification for the topography estimation accuracy,
the bandwidth of the dual actuated system is still significantly higher as compared
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Figure 4.19: The maximum multiplicative modeling error of the structured dynamical model of the short-range actuator according to Equation 3.13
(solid line), and the overbounding filter Q2 (dashed line).
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to the single actuated system, i.e 3.5 kHz instead of 400 Hz for the design cases
where Wes = 8.
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4.6 Conclusions
Dual-actuated control of the tip-sample force allows to increase the bandwidth of
the feedback loop controlling the tip-sample force in AFM, without sacrificing effective positioning range. This chapter presents a model-based design approach
for the feedback controller in dual actuated AFM. Special emphasis is given on
preventing strong destructive interference between both actuators, preventing instability of the feedback loop due to actuator saturation and taking into account
the influence of the feedback controller design on the accuracy of the topography
estimate.
A feedback controller is designed for a prototype dual actuated AFM, aimed at
achieving the highest possible control bandwidth, as may be relevant for imaging
applications where minimal force variations between the tip and the sample are
most important, e.g. when imaging fragile biological samples. In order to identify the dynamical behavior of the system for varying imaging conditions, the
frequency responses of both actuators are measured with various measurement
probes and sample discs. Based on the measured frequency responses, dynamical
models for both actuators including an uncertainty description are derived and
the maximum allowable actuation bandwidths are determined. Based on these
models a model-based feedback controller is designed to control the tip-sample
interaction force via the two actuators simultaneously.
An important design criterion for the controller of a dual actuated AFM is to prevent strong destructive interference between both actuators, in which both actuators are negating part of each others motion. In this research it is shown that due
to this interference problem the choice of the transition frequency between both
actuators is subject to a design trade-off between the effective positioning range
at lower frequencies and the effective positioning range at higher frequencies.
Given the expected frequency spectrum of the topography signal, the transition
frequency between both actuators should be designed such that the probability of
saturation of the short-range actuator is minimal. In order to prevent strong destructive interference between both actuators, the closed-loop bandwidth of the
long-range actuator should not be made higher than strictly necessary for the
tracking of the larger amplitude, low-frequency components of the topography
signal, which are typically mainly stemming from the sample tilt.
In order to ensure stability of the closed-loop system in case of saturation of the
short-range actuator an anti-windup controller is designed. It is shown that for
this particular system a simple static anti-windup controller is sufficient to guarantee global stability of the system, and it has the advantage of not introducing
any oscillations in the transient behavior of the system when recovering from
saturation, which is generally a problem for higher order anti-windup control
schemes. Experimental results verify that the system with the static anti-windup
controller provides global stability and fast recovery from saturation, while the
system without anti-windup controller shows large oscillations or even becomes
unstable.
The designed controller is implemented on the prototype AFM system by utilizing
an FPGA, achieving a closed-loop disturbance rejection of about 20 kHz, which is
about 20 times higher than the optimally controlled single actuated system. AFM-
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images are obtained with the newly designed dual-actuated AFM system in order
to demonstrate the significant reduction in residual control error, as compared to
the single actuated AFM that is controlled either by a PI-controller or a modelbased controller. The reduced force variations between the tip and the sample
results in a more gentle probing of the sample surface and allows for faster imaging, which is especially important when imaging fragile biological samples.
Furthermore, it is shown that when addressing the accuracy of the topography
estimate in the design of the feedback controller for dual actuated AFM, the transition frequency between both actuators provides additional design freedom to
improve the accuracy of the topography estimate in the intermediate frequency
region.

5

C HAPTER

Conclusions and Recommendations

This research is focussed on improved mechatronics and control of current AFM
systems, in order to improve the imaging performance in terms of speed and image quality, as formulated by the research question in Section 1.4. In the previous
chapters these questions are subsequently addressed and in this chapter the findings are summarized and recommendations for future research are discusses.

5.1 Conclusions
While classical AFM imaging is often viewed as a rather static process, high speed
AFM imaging is a highly dynamical process which requires accurate knowledge
and control of the dynamical behavior of the AFM system. In order to improve
the speed and accuracy of the imaging process, in this thesis the mechatronics
of a commercially available AFM system have been adapted by modifying the
driving electronics for the lateral scanning motion to allow combined sensing
and actuation, and by adding an additional actuator for high bandwidth vertical
positioning of the measurement tip. Furthermore, the control of the imaging
process has been improved for the lateral scanning motion, the control of the
tip-sample force, and the topography estimation.
One of the main limiting factors on the AFM imaging speed are the weakly
damped resonance modes of the piezoelectric scanning stages used in AFM.
Excitation of these weakly damped resonance modes result oscillations in the
scanning path, which is a major source of image distortions. In order to compensate for these scanner oscillations during high speed AFM imaging, in Chapter 2
a method has been presented to add damping to the resonance modes in both
scanning axes via active feedback control. By utilizing the piezoelectric elements
of the scanning stage both as actuator and sensor simultaneously the use of
expensive dedicated position sensors is omitted, resulting in an improvement on
the imaging speed of existing AFM instruments with a factor of about 5 at low
cost. To this end the scanning electrodes of the piezoelectric tube scanner have
been connected in a capacitive bridge-circuit, which allows to sense the forces
107
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acting on the piezoelectric actuators. An adaptive circuit balancing technique
has been utilized in order to guarantee the integrity of the self-sensing signals
by compensating for the effects of component mismatch and hysteresis within
the piezo element, which is particulary important at larger scan range. The
obtained measurement signals have been used for feedback control, which is
demonstrated to add 18dB of damping to the first resonance modes in both
axes of the piezoelectric scanning stage, and about 30dB to the corresponding
cross-talk. Experimental results demonstrate a significantly reduction in scanner
oscillations and the associated image distortions during high speed AFM imaging.
During AFM imaging the force between the tip and the sample is controlled in a
feedback loop by measuring the cantilever deflection and manipulating the height
between the tip and the sample. The compensating actions of the feedback loop
are used to estimate the sample topography. The faster lateral scanning speed
in high speed AFM, requires high bandwidth control of the tip-sample forces
to prevent damaging the tip or the sample. The increased control bandwidths
in high speed AFM result in stronger excitation of the higher order system
dynamics which influences the measurement process. Therefore, in high speed
AFM imaging the obtained measurement signals need to be de-convoluted with
a model of the system dynamics in order to allow accurate reconstruction of the
true sample topography. However, the dynamical behavior of the AFM system
may show variations, for instance when changing the tip or the sample, which
results in a certain degree of dynamical uncertainty. In Chapter 3 it is shown that
the dynamical uncertainty of the AFM system poses strong limitations on the
achievable accuracy of the topography estimation. Moreover, it is shown that the
design of the feedback controller has a strong influence on the accuracy of the
topography estimation as a result of the dynamical uncertainty of the system. In
order to handle this coupling between the control objectives and the topography
estimation, an integrated design method has been presented to design the feedback controller and topography estimator for a given AFM system, taking into
account the dynamical uncertainty of the system associated with the varying load
conditions. It has been shown that due to the dynamical uncertainty for a given
AFM system a trade-off has to be made between the bandwidth of the vertical
feedback loop on the one hand, and the accuracy of the topography estimation on
the other hand. Therefore, in order to allow both a higher control bandwidth, as
well as more accurate topography estimation the mechanical design of the system
has to be optimized for more consistent dynamical behavior over an as large as
possible bandwidth.
An attractive way to optimize the design of the z-actuators for consistent
dynamics over a larger bandwidth is to decrease the overall size of these
actuators resulting higher fundamental resonance frequencies. Short-range
piezo-actuators [46], MEMS based actuators [94], or cantilevers with integrated
actuation [93, 42] are a good examples of such actuators. However, by decreasing
the size of the actuators they may be limited in positioning range. Therefore, to
allow practical use of such short range, but high-bandwidth actuators, they may
be combined with a long-range, low-bandwidth actuator to form a dual actuated
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system. In Chapter 4 of this thesis dual actuated control of the tip-sample force
has been investigated by extending a commercial AFM with a small piezoelectric actuator to allow fast positioning of the measurement probe in the z-axis.
Systematic design of the feedback controller for dual actuated AFM has been
investigated, aimed at achieving the maximum bandwidth for a given a dual
actuated AFM, minimal destructive interference between both actuators, and
guaranteeing stability of the system in case saturation of the short-range actuator
occurs. To guarantee the stability of the control loop in case of saturation of the
short-range actuator, an anti-windup controller is designed. It has been shown
that the choice of the transition frequency at which the short-range actuator takes
over from the long-range actuator is subject to a trade-off between the positioning range at lower frequency and the positioning range at higher frequency.
Moreover, it has been shown that the use of multiple actuators allows more
design freedom when considering the accuracy of the topography estimation
in the design of the feedback controller. As compared to single actuated AFM,
the designed prototype dual actuated AFM has shown significantly less force
variation between the tip and the sample during imaging experiments, and
consequently allows significantly faster AFM imaging.
In this thesis the dynamical uncertainty of the AFM instruments has been
identified as one of the main limiting factors on the imaging performance, both
in terms of speed and in terms of accuracy. While from a theoretical point of
view controlling the system above its first resonance frequency is possible, in
practise the control bandwidth often needs to be cutoff much earlier because
the dynamical behavior of the system becomes largely unpredictable above the
first mechanical resonances of the scanning stage, as also shown in this thesis.
Moreover, the accuracy of the instruments is shown to be directly dependent on
the predictability of the dynamical behavior. Hence, improving the mechanical
design of the AFM instruments for more consistent dynamical behavior over a
larger bandwidth may be an important design criterion for future AFM designs.
Model-based controller design methods have shown to be very valuable to allow
addressing the various controller objectives and to push the imaging performance
towards its maximum, given a good dynamical model of the existing AFM system. While the controller synthesis itself is a well defined optimization problem,
obtaining a dynamical model of the physical AFM system and translating the
systems objectives into a cost-function for the optimization requires some judicious engineering choices. Hence, the model-based controller design techniques
are important tools for the controller design in AFM but still require input from
an experienced control engineer. However, AFM operators may not always have
such expertise to design or readjust such high-end controllers. The robustness
of these controllers is therefore an important aspect to allow these controllers
to be designed only once by an control expert, after which they can be used for
various imaging experiments by AFM operators which do not necessarily have
this expertise. In order to achieve this robustness combined with high imaging
performance, again the consistency of the dynamical behavior of the AFM system
is a key aspect.
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5.2 Recommendations
As a continuation of the research on improved mechatronics and control of AFM
presented in this thesis, the following topics may be considered for future research:
• In order to allow high imaging speeds, dedicated high speed AFM scanners
utilize lightweight and stiff mechanical designs in order to push the mechanical resonances to higher frequencies. Although, the mechanical design
may be further improved to push the resonances frequencies even higher,
at some point the bandwidth is mainly limited by the resonance frequencies of the piezoelectric actuators themselves. These piezoelectric actuators
require a certain size in order to achieve sufficient positioning range and
actuation force, and therefore may not allow to be scaled down much further. However, from a control engineering point of view, the resonances
frequencies of the system may not be a direct limitation on the control bandwidth, as long as the dynamical behavior around these resonances remains
predictable and controllable. Hence, instead of optimizing the mechanical
design of the scanning stages for higher resonance frequencies, the mechanical design may be rather optimizes for reduced dynamical uncertainty. As
shown in this work, reducing the dynamical uncertainty may improve both
the imaging speed, as well as the accuracy of the AFM instrument.
The dynamical uncertainty of the system may be reduced for instance via
an indexing system which fixes the alignment of the sample disc and the
measurement tip, by standardizing the weight of the sample discs, and by
damping the weakly damped resonances of the system, for instance via the
self-sensing actuation method presented in Chapter 2.
• Dual actuated control of the tip-sample force in AFM allows high bandwidth
control without sacrificing the effective positioning range, as also shown in
this work. Because the typical triangular reference signals used for the lateral scanning motion have a frequency spectrum which decays with increasing frequency, a combination of a long-range, low-bandwidth actuator, and
a high-bandwidth, short-range actuator may also be used to provide the fast
lateral scanning motion, enabling both high-speed and long-range imaging.
• Iterative Learning Control (ILC) methods have shown to be very effective in
compensating for the non-linear hysteresis in the scanning path, exploiting
the fact that the scanning motion is a repetitive motion [56, 107, 96]. However, because ILC requires an accurate inverse model of the linear system
dynamics, the control bandwidth of ILC is often limited by the dynamical
uncertainties associated with slight variations of the weakly damped scanner resonances. However, by damping the scanner resonances via the selfsensing actuation method presented in this research, the dynamical uncertainty associated with a slight changes of the scanner resonances may also
be significantly reduced. Therefore, a combination of ILC and active damping via self-sensing actuation may be investigated, allowing a higher con-
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trol bandwidth for the ILC controller and consequently further improve the
scanning accuracy and speed.
• While in this research mainly contact mode imaging is assumed, in some
imaging applications dynamic mode imaging is preferred, mostly because
of the reduced lateral friction forces between the tip and the sample. Most
classical dynamic imaging modes rely on a steady state relation between the
cantilever oscillation and the average tip-sample distance, and therefore the
bandwidth of these dynamic imaging modes is limited. Moreover, because
with dynamic mode imaging the tip travels through a larger part of the nonlinear tip-sample force interaction regime, the reconstruction of the sample
topography from the cantilever deflection signal is more involved as compared to contact mode imaging. In order to extend the results of this work to
high speed dynamic mode imaging, these results may be combined with the
recently developed observer-based dynamic mode imaging methods [73,42].
These observer-based dynamic imaging methods utilize a model of the cantilever dynamics to allow fast derivation of the average tip sample height
within the transient behavior of the cantilever response, and therefore allow
a significantly faster imaging bandwidth as compare to classical dynamic
imaging modes. These methods may be extended with accurate calibration
methods to also allow high bandwidth and accurate reconstruction of the
sample topography, and potentially reconstruction of the tip-sample interaction force curves in dynamic mode imaging.
• In most AFM systems the sample topography is estimated based on the output of the feedback controller. As shown in this research, the accuracy of
such approach is limited by the dynamical uncertainty of the actuator. Although a higher imaging accuracy may be obtained using dedicated position sensors which directly measure the displacement of the z-actuator, the
precision of these position sensors is most often not sufficient to meet the
required imaging resolution for high bandwidth applications. However, a
combination of these two approaches may be investigated, using the measurement signal of the position sensor to allow online identification of the
actuator dynamics, which may reduce the dynamical uncertainty and therefore improve the topography estimation accuracy. As in this case the sensor
signal is not used to directly estimate the sample topography, the precision
of the topography estimation is not affected by the sensor noise, which may
enable the use of cheaper position sensors.
• While in this research only feedback control is considered for the control of
the tip-sample force in dual actuated AFM, also feedforward control methods could be considered, making use of the fact that the low-frequency sample topography variations are largely repetitive over several scan-lines [84].
In dual actuated AFM, the application of feedforward control might be particulary valuable as the possibility of compensating for the topography variations in a non-causal manner might be used to minimize the chances of
saturation for the short-range actuator, and consequently further reduce the
chance of damage of the tip and sample.

A PPENDIX

A

Identification and compensation of
hysteresis within the topography
estimation

T

h e piezoelectric actuators used to control the tip-sample force in
AFM are generally known to exhibit a certain degree of hysteretic
behavior, which may degrade the accuracy of the topography estimation.
In this appendix it is discussed how the hysteresis may be compensated
for in the topography estimation via a charge measurement. Moreover,
the hysteresis within the z-axis of the piezoelectric tube scanner used in
Chapter 3 is identified, and the compensation of hysteresis within the topography estimation via a charge measurement is experimentally validated.

A.1

Introduction

Most AFM systems utilize piezoelectric actuators which typically suffer from a
certain degree of non-linearity due to hysteresis [33]. The hysteresis within a
piezoelectric actuator is stemming from micro friction within the piezo crystals,
causing a non-linear, memory type of behavior [33]. This non-linearity is predominantly observed in the relation between the voltage u(t) applied over the piezo
and the actuator displacement x(t), while the relation between the charge q(t)
within the piezo element and the actuator displacement x(t) is linear [1]. Depending on the quality of the piezo material this hysteresis may result in gain variations
of about 1% up about 15%.
The integrated design methodology for the feedback controller and topography
estimator in AFM as proposed in Section 3.3 assumes the actuator dynamics to be
predominantly linear. This is valid for the AFM system with (high quality) piezoelectric actuators in the z-axis with low hysteresis. For AFM system with a more
113
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severe hysteretic behavior in the z-actuator, in this appendix it is discussed how
the methodology of Section 3.3 can be extended to explicitly address the actuator hysteresis within the topography estimation. Moreover, the hysteresis within
the z-axis of the piezoelectric tube scanner used in Chapter 3 (’J-scanner’, Bruker
Nano Inc., Santa Barbara, USA) is identified, and the compensation of hysteresis
in the topography estimate via charge measurement is experimentally verified.

A.1.1 Compensating for hysteresis in topography estimation
The dynamical behavior of the piezoelectric actuators can be linearized to a large
extent by inverting the non-linear hysteretic behavior via a Preisach hysteresis
model [17, 92]. However, in order to guarantee the accuracy of such a hysteresis
model this may require frequent calibration. The hysteresis may also be compensated by utilizing a charge controlled amplifier [1, 28], making use of the fact that
the hysteresis is not present in the relation between the charge and the displacement of the piezoelectric actuator [33]. However, applying charge control requires
thorough redesign of the driving amplifier, and may suffers from stability issues
particulary at low frequencies.
Instead of linearizing the piezo actuators, the degrading effects of hysteresis on
the accuracy of the topography estimate may also be compensated by observing
the hysteresis via a charge measurement, and taking this measurement into account in the topography estimator. As shown in Figure A.1 the actuator dynamics
can be split in a (non-linear) part from input voltage u(t) towards the charge q(t)
denoted Guq , and a linear part from charge q(t) towards the actuator displacement
x(t) denoted Gqx :
x(t) = Gqx (p) · q(t)
(A.1)
Hence, the non-linear hysteresis may be compensated in the topography estimation by using the measured charge q̄(t) as an input to the topography estimator,
i.e. the estimated topography of Equation (3.7) now becomes:


 −1

d(t)
ĥ(t) = F2 (p) · B̂ (p) −Ĝqx (p) ·
,
(A.2)
q̄(t)
|
{z
}
F̃1

with Ĝqx a linear model of the actuator dynamics from charge q(t) to actuator
displacement x(t). The blockdiagram of the feedback loop controlling the tipsample force with the additional measurement of the charge is shown by Figure
A.1. The charge within the piezoelectric actuator can be measured by connecting
a reference capacitor in series with the piezoelectric element. Due to the series
connection the charge within the piezo electric actuator is the same as in the reference capacitor which can be obtained by measuring the voltage over this capacitor (q(t) = Cs · us (t)). Notice that such charge measurement allows to compensate only for the degrading effects of hysteresis within the topography estimation,
while the effects of hysteresis in the positioning get compensated by the overall
feedback control loop. However, the gain variations stemming from the hysteresis are in general too small to cause considerable loss of performance or stability
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Figure A.1: Block diagram of the feedback loop controlling the tip sample force
in AFM with an additional charge measurement as input for the topography estimator. The actuator dynamics from input u(t) towards
the charge q(t) are given by Guq , actuator dynamics from charge q(t)
towards the actuator displacement x(t) are given by Gqx , the sensor
dynamics are denoted B, and feedback controller is denoted K. The topography estimator F provides an estimate of the topography signal
h(t) based on sensor signal d(t), and the measured charge q̄(t).
issues, and are taken care off by the robustness of the feedback controller. Especially for AFM systems utilizing piezoelectric stack actuators, that typically have
a large amount of hysteresis of up to about 15%, compensating for the hysteresis
via a charge measurement may significantly improve the accuracy of the topography estimate. The piezoelectric actuators used within commercially available
AFMs are most often of better quality, showing much lower hysteresis, and additional compensation of the hysteresis for the topography estimate may be not be
required. Experimental validation of this method is discussed in Section A.2.
The integrated design methodology presented Section 3.3 can be extended to the
case where the measured charge is used as an additional input for the topography
estimator by using a separate (linearized) model of the dynamics from feedback
output u(t) towards charge q(t) that contains the amplifier dynamics (Guq in Fig.
A.1) and basing the remainder of the identification experiments discussed in Section 3.3.1 on the charge q(t) instead of u(t) (i.e. identifying Guq in Fig. A.1).

A.2

Experimental results

In order to identify the amount of hysteresis within the piezoelectric actuator used
in Chapter 3 and to verify the hysteresis compensation method discussed in Section A.1.1, the relation between the voltage and the actuator displacement as well
as the charge versus actuator displacement are measured. Therefore, the z-axis
of this piezoelectric actuator is connected within a charge measurement circuit as
shown by Figure A.2. The capacitance of the piezo element Cp is 47 nF, while
the capacitance Cs is 1 µF. This capacitor ratio is chosen such that the voltage on
the input of the instrumentation amplifier will not exceed ±10 V while driving
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Figure A.2: Circuit to allow the measurement of the charge within the piezoelectric element for the hysteresis compensation in the topography estimate. The charge within the piezo element is directly proportional to
the voltage measured over the reference capacitor: q(t) = Cs · us (t).
the piezoelectric actuator over its maximum range ±200 V. Moreover, the large
capacitor ratio ensures that the reference capacitor Cs is experiencing only low
voltages which are within its linear regime. The system is driven by a high voltage amplifier denoted AHV in Figure A.2 (PZD700, Trek, Medina, USA). While
driving the system, the displacement of the piezoelectric actuator is measured using a capacitive position sensor (6810 gaging module with a 6504-01 probe, ADE
Technologies, Westwood, USA).
Figure A.3 shows the results when driving the system with a sinusoidal input signal of 50 Hz with an amplitude of ±200 V, resulting in a total displacement of
the piezoelectric actuator of about 4.5 µm. Figure A.3a depicts the input voltage
versus the actuator displacement, showing that the forward motion does not exactly overlap the backward motion due to the hysteresis. The maximum width
and height of the hysteresis curve is about 0.05 µm at about 5 V. Hence, the gain
variations due to the hysteresis are less than 1.5% at full displacement range. Figure A.3b depicts the measured charge versus the actuator displacement, revealing
no hysteresis in the relation between the charge within the piezo actuator and its
displacement. Hence, these results indicate that although the hysteresis within
this particular piezoelectric actuator is relatively low, using the charge measurement as an input to the topography estimator instead of the input voltage would
provide more accurate estimation of the actuator displacement, and thus better
accuracy of the topography estimation.
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Figure A.3: Identification of the hysteresis within the z-axis of the piezoelectric
tube scanner (’J-scanner’, Bruker Nano Inc., Santa Barbara, USA),
showing the input voltage versus actuator displacement (a), and
charge versus actuator displacement (b), in response to a 50 Hz
400 Vpp sinusoidal input signal.
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Summary
Mechatronics and Control Solutions for Increasing the Imaging Speed in
Atomic Force Microscopy.
Stefan Kuiper
n Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is a mechanical microscope in which the
sample is probed by a very sharp tip, which allows to measure various samA
ple properties such as the sample topography. As in AFM the sample is probed
point by point, AFM imaging is a relatively slow process. This fact limits the applicability of AFMs in fields where high throughput is important. This research is
focussed on improving the imaging speed of AFM, without hampering the accuracy of these instruments. Different techniques are developed which have led to
a faster lateral scanning speed, higher bandwidth control of the tip sample force,
and improved accuracy of the topography estimate.
In order to probe a certain area of interest, in AFM the sample is scanned in
the lateral plane relative to the measurement tip in a raster scan pattern via a
piezoelectric scanning stage. The speed of the lateral scanning motion is strongly
limited by the weakly damped resonances of the scanner stage, which especially
at higher scanning speeds may cause strong oscillations and therefore limit the accuracy of the scanning motion. In this research a method is developed to actively
dampen these scanner oscillations by active feedback control. The oscillation of
the scanner stage generate charge fluctuations within the piezo actuators, which
allow to measure these scanner oscillations without the need for expensive position sensors. By making use of these properties of piezo actuators, a cost-efficient
method is developed to allow active damping of these scanner oscillations, resulting in a higher achievable imaging speed of atomic force microscopes. Experimental results verify a significant increase in the scanner oscillations and the
associated image distortions during high speed imaging.
In AFM the force between the tip and the sample is controlled in a feedback
loop, which manipulates the vertical distance between the tip and the sample via
a piezoelectric actuator. This feedback loop prevents damage between the tip and
the sample during imaging. Moreover, the based on the compensating actions of
this feedback loop the sample topography can be estimated via a topography estimator. When higher imaging speeds are required the bandwidth of this feedback
loop should be sufficiently high in order to track the varying sample topography
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during scanning. In this research the influence of the increased control bandwidth
of this feedback loop on the accuracy of the topography estimation is investigated.
The accuracy of the topography estimation is restricted by the variations in the dynamical behavior of the system, which may occur for instance when changing the
tip or the sample. A method is developed to identify the dynamical variations of
the AFM instrument, and to explicitly take these into account in the design of the
feedback controller and the topography estimator. An important conclusion of
this work is that for a given AFM instrument a trade-off has to be made between
the bandwidth of this feedback loop and the accuracy of the topography estimation. Moreover, it can be concluded that the variations in the dynamical behavior
of the instrument may be an important design criterion for future AFM systems,
to allow both high speed and accurate AFM imaging.
The control bandwidth of the feedback loop controlling the force between the
tip and the sample is often strongly limited by the first resonance modes of the
piezoelectric actuators. Increasing these resonance frequency often comes at the
cost of a reduction in positioning range of the piezo actuators. However, often
in AFM imaging the larger amplitude topographic variations occur at relatively
low frequencies, while the high frequency topography variations are generally
of smaller amplitude. This allow the use of a combination of a long range, low
bandwidth actuator, with a short range, high bandwidth actuator, which allows
to increase the control bandwidth without sacrificing effective positioning range.
In this research the advantages of dual actuated control of the tip-sample force in
AFM are investigated. A model-based feedback controller is designed to control
the tip-sample force with these two actuators, while preventing strong destructive
interference between the two actuators. Moreover, an anti-windup controller is
designed which prevents the control loop of getting unstable when saturation of
the short-range actuator occurs. Experimental results verify that the system with
the dual actuators is about 20 times faster then the system a single actuator, which
results in significantly less force variations between the tip and the sample during
imaging, and allows significantly faster AFM imaging. Furthermore, it is shown
that the use of multiple actuators allows more design freedom in the controller
design to suppress the uncertain dynamical modes of the system, which allows
more accurate AFM imaging.

Samenvatting
Mechatronische en regeltechnische oplossingen voor het verhogen van de
meetsnelheid van atoomkracht microscopen.
Stefan Kuiper
en atoomkracht microscoop (AFM) is een mechanische microscoop waarbij
het sample wordt afgetast door een zeer fijne naald. Met een AFM kunnen
E
verschillende eigenschappen van het sample gemeten worden met een resolutie
in het nanometerbereik. Hierbij wordt het sample in een laterale scanbeweging
onder de naald bewogen, terwijl deze in verticale richting door de naald wordt
afgetast. Omdat in een AFM het sample punt voor punt wordt afgetast is deze
vorm van microscopie een relatief langzaam proces, wat de doorvoersnelheid en
daarmee de toepasbaarheid van deze microscopen sterk beperkt. Dit onderzoek
is gericht op het verhogen van de meetsnelheid van AFM’s door middel van het
verbeteren van het mechatronisch ontwerp en de regelstrategieën.
Een belangrijke beperking voor de snelheid van AFM is de snelheid van de
laterale scanbeweging waarmee het sample onder de naald bewogen wordt.
Deze beweging wordt gegenereerd door een piezoelektrisch aangedreven positioneringmodule. De snelheid van deze laterale scanbeweging wordt sterk
beperkt door de zwak gedempte resonanties van deze positioneringmodule die
vooral bij hoge scansnelheden sterke oscillaties kunnen veroorzaken en daarmee
de nauwkeurigheid van de scanbeweging kunnen beperken. In dit onderzoek is
een oplossing bedacht voor dit probleem door deze resonanties actief te dempen
met behulp van een terugkoppelregeling. De oscillaties van de positioneringmodule genereren meetbare ladingsfluctuaties in de piezo-actuatoren die het
mogelijk maken deze oscillaties te meten zonder gebruik te maken van dure
positiesensoren. Door hiervan gebruik te maken is een kostenefficiënte methode
ontwikkeld om deze resonanties actief te dempen en daarmee de toelaatbare
scansnelheid van AFM te verhogen. Experimentele resultaten laten zien dat de
oscillaties van de positioneringmodule sterk zijn gereduceerd en daarmee de
beeldverstoringen tijdens hoge scansnelheden.
Tijdens het scannen wordt in AFM de kracht tussen de naald en het sample
geregeld met behulp van een terugkoppelregelaar die de verticale afstand
tussen het sample en de naald regelt met behulp van piezo-actuatoren. Deze
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terugkoppelregelaar moet schade aan het sample en de naald voorkomen.
Daarnaast kan op basis van de geleverde regelactie de topografie van het sample
worden geschat via een topografieschatter. Wanneer hogere scansnelheden
vereist zijn is het van belang dat de regelbandbreedte van deze terugkoppelregelaar voldoende hoog is om de topografie van het sample te volgen. In
dit onderzoek is onderzocht wat het verhogen van de regelbandbreedte voor
invloed heeft op de nauwkeurigheid van het instrument. Deze nauwkeurigheid
wordt beperkt door variaties in het dynamische gedrag van het systeem die
bijvoorbeeld ontstaan wanneer het sample of de naald gewisseld worden. Er
is een methode ontwikkeld om deze dynamische variaties te identificeren en
de invloed hiervan op de meetnauwkeurigheid expliciet mee te nemen in het
ontwerp van de terugkoppelregelaar en de topografieschatter. Een belangrijke
conclusie van dit onderzoek is dat voor een gegeven AFM een directe afweging
geldt tussen de regelbandbreedte van de terugkoppelregelaar enerzijds en de
nauwkeurigheid van de topografieschatting anderzijds. Bij het ontwerp van de
regelaar en de topografieschatter moet daarom sterk rekening gehouden worden
met het beoogde toepassingsgebied van het instrument. Ook kan geconcludeerd
worden dat het verminderen van de variaties in het dynamische gedrag van deze
microscopen een belangrijk ontwerpcriterium is om zowel de snelheid als de
meetnauwkeurigheid van deze instrumenten te kunnen verhogen.
De regelbandbreedte van de terugkoppelregelaar voor de kracht tussen de
naald en het sample in AFM wordt sterk beperkt door hogere resonantiefrequenties van de piezo-actuatoren. Het verhogen van de eerste resonantiefrequenties
van deze piezo-actuatoren gaat echter vaak ten koste van het positioneringsbereik. Daarentegen treden de topografie veranderingen met grotere amplitudes
vaak op bij relatief lagere frequenties, en zijn de hoogfrequente topografie
veranderingen meestal van kleinere amplitude. Door gebruik te maken van een
combinatie van een lange-slag-actuator met relatief lage bandbreedte, en een
korte-slag-actuator met hogere bandbreedte is het mogelijk om zowel een hoge
regelbandbreedte te behalen als wel een groot effectief positioneringsbereik. In
dit onderzoek zijn de mogelijkheden van het gebruik van twee actuatoren om
de kracht tussen de naald en het sample te regelen in AFM onderzocht. Een
modelgebaseerde regelstrategie is ontwikkeld om de kracht tussen de naald en
het sample te regelen via deze twee actuatoren, zonder dat deze elkaar sterk gaan
tegen werken. Daarnaast is een secundaire regelaar ontwikkeld die voorkomt
dat het complete regelsysteem instabiel wordt wanneer de korte-slag-actuator
tegen zijn begrenzingen aanloopt. Experimentele resultaten laten zien dat het
systeem met de dubbele actuatoren ruim twintig keer sneller is dan het systeem
met een enkele actuator, wat resulteert in aanzienlijk minder krachtvariaties
tussen het sample en de naald tijdens het scannen en daardoor aanzienlijk
hogere meetsnelheden toestaat. Ook is aangetoond dat het gebruik van meerdere
actuatoren extra ontwerpvrijheid biedt om de onzekerheid van het dynamische
gedrag van het systeem te onderdrukken, wat kan resulteren in een hogere
meetnauwkeurigheid.
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